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Editor’s Note 

 
 
This volume was initially published on paper1 and distributed 
among the Conventions participants. 
 
The present volume contains the program, the welcoming and 
presidential addresses, and the abstracts of the Fourth Biennial 
Convention of ASPS. The program consists of the opening 
session, followed by nine sessions, each in two parallel panels. 
There are nearly eighty abstracts, which are arranged in 
alphabetical order of the name of authors. Those written in Persian 
appear at the end and are inserted in sequences and paginated from 
left to write, like the pages in English. A short biography of each 
author, when available, is given in the footnote. The transliteration 
of Persian words adopted for this volume is that of the Journal of 
Persianate Societies (JPS); some exceptions were allowed for the 
terms specific to South Asia.  
 
Habib Borjian 
Secretary-Treasurer, ASPS 
Associate Editor, JPS

                                                
1 Persianate Societies and the Subcontinent: Fourth Biennial Convention 
of ASPS, New York and Tehran, 2009. 
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Program 

 
Fourth Biennial Conference 

Association for the Study of Persianate Societies 
Lahore, 26 Feb. – 2 Mar., 2009 

 
 
 

Venue and 
date 

Morning 
(8:30-13:00) Noon Afternoon 

(14:00-18:30)  Evening 
U

. P
.2  

Thurs., 
Feb. 26 Excursions Registration  

(13:00-16:00) 

Session 1 
Inauguration 
(16:00-18:00) 

Mahfil-i 
arifana music 
UP Banquet 

Fri.,  
Feb. 27 

Session 2 
coffee break 

Session 3 
lunch Session 4 Excursion (Shalamar garden) 

Sat.,  
Feb. 28 

Session 5 
coffee break 

Session 6 
lunch 

Session 7 
coffee break 

Session 8 

LUMS Banquet 
Qawwali by Asif Ali Khan LU

M
S 

Sun.,  
Mar. 1 

Session 9 
coffee break 
Session 10 

lunch Excursions (Lahore Fort, Badshahi Mosque, 
Vazir Khan Mosque) 

 Mon., 
Mar. 2 

Excursions (Jahangir’s Tomb, 
Hujviri’s Shrine) 

Inauguration of ASPS branch at Univ. 
of the Punjab 

 
 
 

Art Exhibition 
Maryam SALOUR (Tehran) 

 
Book Exhibit 

Cambridge University Press 
University of the Punjab 

Research Center for the Written Heritage (Miras-i Maktub) 

                                                
2 University of the Punjab, Lahore. 
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Thursday, 26 Feb., 16:00-18:00 3 
 
1. Opening Session  
 
Mujahid KAMRAN (Vice-Chancellor, University of the Punjab), 

Presider 
 
Rasul Bakhsh RAIS (School of Humanities and Social Sciences, LUMS)  
 
Habib BORJIAN (ASPS, New York) 
Persianate Societies and the Subcontinent 
 
Erica EHRENBERG (American Institute of Iranian Studies and 

Academic Exchange) 
 
Saïd Amir ARJOMAND (ASPS President) 
Presidential Address: Evolution of the Persianate Polity and its 

Transmission to India 
 
 

Friday, 27 Feb., 8:30-10:30 
 
2A. Ancient History 
 
Zaheer Ahmad SIDDIQI (Government College, Lahore), Presider 
 
Erica EHRENBERG (American Institute of Iranian Studies) 
Early Persian Royal Symbolism: Ahuramazda, khvarnah, the Rod and the 

Ring 
 
*Sándor FÖLDVÁRI (Debrecen University, Hungary) 
Media Atropatene: Remarks on the Hellenistic Persian Culture 
 
*Marek Jan OLBRYCHT (University of Rzeszow, Poland)  
Tillya-tepe, Khalchayan, and the Parthian presence in ancient Bactria 
 
*Helen GIUNASHVILI (EPHE, Sorbonne, Paris) 
Studies on Sasanian Onomastics in Old Georgian 

                                                
3 Asticrts denote cancelled presentations. 
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2B. Modern Culture and Society  
 
Rasul Bakhsh RAIS (LUMS, Lahore), Presider  
 
*Shams-al-Haqq ĀRIĀNFAR (Cultural Attaché of Afghanistan in 

Dushanbe) 
Historical songs: Freedom manifesto in Persian-speaking societies 
 
*Mohammad TAVAKOLI-TARGHI (University of Toronto, Canada) 
Mirza Abu Taleb Esfahani’s Anthropology of Early Modern Europe  
  
Shirin SAEIDI (University of Cambridge, UK) 
Wives and Daughters of Martyrs and Contemporary Citizenry Practices 

in Iran  
  
Rahnaward ZARYĀB (Cultural Advisor, Ministry of Culture, 

Afghanistan) 
Rebirth of an Eastern Hekayat in Latin America  
 
Navid ZAFAR (Iqbal Institute of Dialogue and Research at the 

International Islamic University, Islamabad) 
Sufi References in Iqbal’s Persian Poetry 
 
 

Friday, 27 Feb., 11:00-13:00 
 
3A. Art and Architecture 
  
Dariush BORBOR (Independent scholar, Tehran, Iran), Presider  
 
Mehrnoush SOROUSH and A. KHAZRĀ’I-AFZALI (Faculty of 

Architecture, Univ. of Tehran, Iran)  
Bāgh-e Shālimār: Āmizesh-e mirās-e bāghsāzi-ye Safavi o Gurkāni  
 
Faiqa WAQAAR (Lahore College of Women University) 
Royal Bathhouses of Lahore 
 
Nadhra Naim KHAN (Lahore College for Women University) 
Persian Characteristics of Nineteenth-Century Sikh Monuments  
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3B. Politics and Culture in Central Asia  
 
Navid ZAFAR (University of the Punjab), Presider  
 
*Keith HITCHINS (University of Illinois, USA) 
The Central Asia Jadids from Enlightenment to Revolution: The Case of 

Sadriddin Ayni, 1890s-1930s  
 
Vladimir BOYKO (Barnaul State Pedagogical University, Russia) 
Muslim clergy in Afghanistan between religion and politics (1940s-60s): 

Personalities, institutes, and ideas  
 
Rasul Bakhsh RAIS (LUMS, Lahore, Pakistan)  
Afghanistan: A weak state in the path of power rivalries  
 

 
Friday, 27 Feb., 14:00-16:00 

 
4A. Pre-Modern Persianate History  
 
Charles MELVILLE (University of Cambridge), Presider 
 
Beatrice MANZ (Tufts University, USA) 
Regional Politics in Khorasan under the Mongol Onslaught 
  
Alexey KHISMATULIN (Institute of Oriental Manuscript, St. 

Petersburg) 
The Forms of Islamic Scholarly Literature: jam‘, ta‛lif and tasnif in the 

Medieval Ages (the 10th-15th centuries)  
 
Rebecca GOULD (Columbia University, New York, USA) 
The Afterlife of Pre-Islamic Persian Political Theory in Medieval ‘Ajam 

Culture  
 
Vahe S. BOYAJIAN (Yerevan State University, Armenia) 
An Attestation of the Baloches in an 18th-Century Armenian Chronicler 
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4B. Science and Medicine in the Persianate World  
 
Mohammad-Hoseyn SĀKET (The Supreme Court, Tehran), Presider 
  
Sayyed-Hoseyn RAŻAVI BORQA‛I (Independent scholar, Qom, Iran)  
Hendkuchi-ye pezeshkān-e Irāni 
 
Kelly PEMBERTON (George Washington University, USA) 
The Influence of Persia upon the Development of Yunani Medicine: 

Healing Systems, Epistemologies, and the Mirror of the Past  
 
Edward THOMAS (Independent Scholar, USA) 
Interchange of Astronomical Tables in the Persianate Area  
 
Sajjad HAIDER (Institute of Medieval and Post-Medieval Studies, 

Texas) 
Nasir-al-Din Tusi’s Discovery of the Planetary System 
 
Yunos KARAMATI (Institute of Humanities and Cultural Studies, 

Tehran, Iran) 
A bibliographical approach to Al-abnia, the oldest Persian 

pharmaceutical work  
 

Saturday, 28 Feb., 8:30-10:30 
 
5A. Indo-Persian Cultural and Political Nexus: I  
 
Sayyid Muhammad AKRAM SHAH (University of the Punjab), Presider 
 
Wolfgang HOLZWARTH (University of Halle, Germany) 
The Persian fairy prince defeats the cannibal king of Gilgit: Different 

ways to conceive the expansion of ‘persophonia’ into Pakistan’s 
Northern Areas  

 
Hidayat-ur-REHMAN (Independent Scholar, Chitral, Pakistan) 
Contribution of Chitral towards Persian literature 
 
Irina NATCHKEBIA (G. Tsereteli Institute of Oriental Studies, Tbilisi, 

Georgia)  
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Jean-Francois Xavier Rousseau’s Project of the Indian Expedition (1804-
07) 

 
*Madhabi Rupa ROY (Independent Scholar, Calcutta, India) 
Sarkar-e-Khodadad: Persian in the Court of Tipu Sultan of Mysore, 1782-

99 
 
Mohammad HAKIMĀZAR (Associate Professor, Islamic Azad 

University, Shahrekord, Iran) 
Marākez-e taqviat-e zabān-e fārsi dar Shebheqārra  
 
5B. Badakhshan  
 
Muhammad Iqbal SAQIB (Government College University, Lahore), 

Presider  
 
*Umed MAMEDSHERZODSHOEV (Khorog State University, 

Tajikistan) 
The Diffusion of Persian Manuscripts in the Territory of Badakhshan  
 
Jo-Ann GROSS (The College of New Jersey, USA) 
Orality, Cultural Geography, and Sacred History: Isma‛ili Shrines and 

Foundational Figures in Badakhshan  
 
Jens FERCHLAND (Berlin, Germany) 
The religion in Western Pamir during the repressions of the 1930s  
 
Qudrat ELCHIBEKOV (Institute of Written Heritage and Oriental 

Studies, Dushanbe, Tajikistan) 
Written sources in Badakhshan: A unique source on the political and 

ethnical history of Central Asia from the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries  

  
Saturday, 28 Feb., 11:00-13:00 

 
6A. Indo-Persian Cultural and Political Nexus: II  
 
Aftab ASGHAR (University of the Punjab), Presider 
 
*Afzal HUSAIN (Centre of Advanced Study in History, Aligarh, India) 
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Formative Factors Behind Akbar’s Religious Policy  
 
Sholeh QUINN (University of California, Merced, USA) 
Religion and Politics under the Safavids and Mughals: the Chronicles of 

Akbar and ‘Abbas I  
 
Sayyed-Ali ĀL-E DĀVUD (Independent Scholar, Tehran, Iran) 
Āsef Khan Qazvini  
 
Nadereh JALĀLI (Anjoman-e āthār o mafākher, Tehran) 
Sahrif Amoli: Noqtavi poet in diaspora at the Mughal court  
  
Karen RUFFLE (University of Miami, USA) 
Umm Abiha: The Pre-Eternal, Eschatological Roles of Fatimah as the 

Mother of Prophecy and Imamate in Indo-Persian Shi‛ism  
 
6B. Sociolinguistics of Persian  
 
Muhammad Saleem MAZHAR (University of the Punjab), Presider  
 
Zohreh ESLAMI (Texas A&M University, Qatar branch) and Abbass 

ESLAMI-RASEKH (University of Isfahan, Iran) 
Politeness in Persian: The East and West Divide 
  
Manoochehr TAVANGAR (Department of Linguistics, University of 

Isfahan, Iran) 
The Socio-cultural Aspects of Idiomaticity in Persian 
  
Mohammad AMOUZADEH (Department of Linguistics, University of 

Isfahan, Iran) 
Socio-cultural Aspects of Persian Print Advertisements in Iran and in the 

United States 
  

Saturday, 28 Feb., 14:00-16:00 
 
7A. Persianate Linguistics  
 
Mahr Noor MUHAMMAD (National University of the Modern 

Languages, Islamabad), Presider 
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*M. MEHDI (Kabul University; editor of Amu)  
Chegunagi-ye tashakkol-e zabān-e fārsi-ye dari  
 
B. MAHMOODI BAKHTIĀRI (University of Tehran, Iran) 
Tarkibāt-e ‛atfi dar zabān-e fārsi  
 
*Jemshid GIUNASHVILI (Academy of Sciences, Georgia) 
On the Significance of Historical-Geographical Data for Persian 

Lexicological Sciences  
 
Sorush SHAHBĀZI (University of Tehran, Iran) 
A Gurāni dialect 
 
Dariush BORBOR (Independent scholar, Tehran, Iran) 
The Diachrony, Etymology and gloss of the New Persian bur  
  
7B. Persian Epics and Philosophy in India  
 
Houchang Esfandiar CHEHABI (Boston University, USA), Presider 
 
Charles MELVILLE (University of Cambridge, UK) 
The Ta’rikh-e Delgoshā-ye Shamshirkhāni by Tavakkol Beg and the 

Reception of the Shahnama in Hindustan  
 
Sa‛id SHAFI‛IYUN (University of Isfahan, Iran) 
Serāj-al-Din ‛Ali Khan Ārzu o Sharh-e Eskandarnāma  
 
*Setayesh NOORANI NEJAD (Research Center for the Written 

Heritage, Tehran, Iran) 
Abd-al-Sattār of Lahore and the manuscript Samar al-Falāsefa 
 
 

Saturday, 28 Feb., 16:30-18:00 
 
8A. Physical Exercises in the Persianate World  
 
Muhammad Zakria ZAKAR (University of the Punjab), Presider 
  
Philippe ROCHARD (French Research Institute in Iran (IFRI), Tehran) 
The Ganjina-ye koshti of Ali Akbar b. Mahdi al-Kashani  
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Houchang Esfandiar CHEHABI (Boston University, USA) 
Koshti and Pahlavan as Markers of the Persianate World  
 
8B. Regional Interests and their Expression from Khorasan to Delhi 
 
Charles MELVILLE (University of Cambridge), Presider 
 
Ahmed MANAN (Univ. of Chicago, USA) 
The Long Thirteenth Century of the Chachnama 
  
Christine NÖLLE (Universität Bamberg, Germany) 
The Multan Connection: The Abdali Afghans between Mughal and 

Safavid Interests  
 
Sunil SHARMA (Harvard University, Cambridge, USA) 
Mughal Imperialism and the Writing of Regional Histories 
 

 
Sunday, 1 Mar., 8:30-10:30 

 
9A. Sufi Studies: Master-Disciple Relationship in Medieval 

Persianate Sufism 
  
Alexey KHISMATULIN (Institute of Oriental Manuscripts, St. 

Petersburg, Russia), Presider 
 
Amina STEINFELS (Mount Holyoke College, USA) 
How to do Things with Hats: Ritual Language and Ritual Objects in Sufi 

Initiation 
  
Sajida ALVI (McGill University, Canada) 
Transmission of Knowledge in a Chishtī Khānqāh in Rural Punjab during 

the Eighteenth Century: Modes of Learning 
 
Jamal ELIAS (University of Pennsylvania, USA) 
The Guidance of Citizens, Sufis and Kings in Religious Manuals of the 

Kubraviya Selsela 
 
Shahzad BASHIR (Stanford University, USA) 
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Eyes on Disciples’ Hearts: Masterful Vision as Rhetorical Tool in a 
Naqshbandi Hagiography 

 
9B. Literature and Society  
 
Saleem AKHTAR (Iran Council, Islamabad), Presider 
 
Mohammad-Nāser RAHYĀB (Herat University, Afghanistan) 
Fekri Saljuqi: Influencial man of letters in contemporary Afghanistan 
 
Mohammad-Hoseyn SĀKET (The Supreme Court, Tehran) 
Var yā dāvari-ye izadi dar adabiyāt-e hoquqi 
  
*Ahmadrezā KHVĀJAFARD (Independent scholar, Iran) 
Donyā-ye fārsizabān dar taffakor-e Sa‛di (Sa‛di’s Persianate 

Cosmopolitanism) 
  
*Mehdi HOSEYNI TAQIĀBĀD (Independent scholar, Iran) 
An Approach to Reconstruct the Safavid Popular History in the South of 

Khorasan 
 
Askar BAHRĀMI (Independent scholar, Iran) 
Nemuna-yi az tanz-e ejtemā‛i-ye matbu‛āt dar āstāna-ye Mashrutiyat: 

Resāla-ye Talqin-e mellat-e Irān  
 
Moeen NEZAMI, Majāles-e Jahāngiri: An introduction 
  

 
Sunday, 1 Mar., 11:00-13:00 

 
10A. Tajikistan 
 
Zahoor-ud-Din AHMAD (University of the Punjab), Presider 
 
*Manuel SARKISYANZ (Heidelberg University, Germany) 
The Concept of Tajikistan  
 
Khojamakhmad UMAROV (Institute of Economic Studies, Ministry of 

Economic Development, Tajikistan) 
On possibilities to build united knowledge economy of Tajikistan, 
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Afghanistan and Iran  
 
*Lola DODKHUDOEVA (Institute of Written Heritage and Oriental 

Studies, Dushanbe, Tajikistan) 
Islamic media coverage of gender factors in modern Tajikistan  
 
Malika ABDULVASIEVA (UNFA and Institute of Written Heritage and 

Oriental Studies, Dushanbe) 
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M. Athar TAHIR 
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Welcoming Address 

 
 
PERSIANTE SOCIETIES AND THE SUBCONTINENT 
 
Habib Borjian 
 
 
Khavâtin ur hazarât, âp ko es chahuti ASPS kâferens min khosh 
âmdid! 
 
Ladies and gentlemen, dear guests and colleagues,  
 
Welcome to the Fourth Biennial Convention of the Association for 
the Study of Persianate Societies. On behalf of the Society’s Board 
of Directors and the Convention’s Organizing Committee, chaired 
by Dr. Shahzad Bashir of Stanford University, I would like to 
thank you all for participating. I would like to extend my gratitude 
particularly to our hosts who have helped organize this event, es-
pecially Dr. Rasul Bakhsh Rais of LUMS and Dr. Saleem Mazhar 
of the Oriental College. Dr. Jo-Ann Gross, Director of our CERF 
Program, has also made significant contributions in making this 
event possible. This convention is partly funded by the American 
Institute of Iranian Studies and Academic Exchange, and we are 
grateful to have its president, Dr. Erica Ehrenberg, in this conven-
tion.  

In the next three days, dozens of scholars from Asia, Europe, 
and North America will read their reports on various fields perti-
nent to the study of the Persianate world, which embraces a good 
part of West Asia, the Caucasus, Central Asia, and most particu-
larly South Asia, which probably has the lion’s share in the 
medieval and early modern Persianate history.  

Lahore is one of the most relevant places that could host an 
ASPS convention. In our time, Lahore is a prominent center for 
the study of Persian language and literature. Scores of scholars and 
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educators are engaged in various fields of Persianate teaching and 
research, in such prominent higher institutions as the Government 
College, the Oriental College, the Allama Iqbal Academy, and 
LUMS, among others. Historically speaking, too, Lahore is a 
compelling venue for this event. This graceful and stunning mega-
city has long had an eminent position within the Persianate ecu-
mene. The famous saying about the Safavid capital, “Isfahan is 
half of the world,” was countered by another saying, about Lahore: 
“The Persian cities of Isfahan and Shiraz together are not equal to 
half of Lahore!” Lahore is indeed a Persianate city par excellence; 
few cities in the Islamic world, if any, can lay claim to an equal 
history. This civilizational background compelled us to extend the 
ASPS activities into Pakistan by means of holding its Fourth 
Convention as well as opening a Branch Office in Lahore.  

But what is Persianate? This term was coined by Marshall 
Hodgeson half a century ago and was revitalized by Saïd Amir 
Arjomand when he founded ASPS in 1996. Even if the word has 
since found its way into English dictionaries, its exact meaning is 
still open to interpretation, and here I will try to offer my own.  

There is a subtle difference between the adjectives Iranian or 
Persian on the one hand and Persianate on the other. The so-called 
Greater Iran or Iranian World pertains to the geographical domain 
where the speakers of the Iranian family of languages have lived 
for some three millennia. Persianate, on the other hand, should 
refer first and foremost to the realm of the Persian language as the 
lingua franca. It thus carries a civilizational notion rather than a 
purely ethno-linguistic one. In this civilizational sphere, various 
ethnic, religious, and linguistic groups coexisted for many centu-
ries, peacefully for the most part. The Persianate civilization is 
thus a fusion of many otherwise diverse cultures, somewhat differ-
ent from the comparatively homogeneous Iranshahr under the 
Sasanians.  

Persianate societies constitute the eastern and northern parts of 
the Islamic world. In these lands, the Classical Persian literature 
was introduced in the tenth century and then was emulated and 
extended up into the nineteenth century. The Persianate lands can 
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be delimited within Islamdom as the domain where the nasta‛liq 
calligraphy was practiced, and where manuscripts were illumi-
nated with a distinct style of miniature painting. Many other 
elements in art and architecture were transmitted freely among the 
Persianate societies, culminating in such magnificent edifices as 
Taj Mahal, Badshahi mosque, and Jahangir’s tomb. The famous 
landscaping known as char-bagh finds its best paradigm in Shali-
mar Garden, but without a single extant example in Persia, where 
it originated. Persianate countries were bound together by the trade 
routes along which novel ideas traveled together with the caravans 
carrying precious goods and commodities. The notion of Persian-
ate statecraft and polity which was formed in Transoxiana in the 
earlier Islamic centuries was diffused quite rapidly throughout the 
expanding Persianate domain, as Dr. Arjomand will shortly ex-
plain in his presidential address. In early modern times thousands 
of Persian bureaucrats, craftsmen, and artists migrated to India to 
serve under the Mughal administration, while the Safavid Isfahan 
hosted no fewer than eleven thousand Indian bankers, mostly from 
Multan. In their long histories, West and South Asia had never 
been as broadly engaged as they were under the Ottomans, Sa-
favids, and Mughals.  

Central to the idea of Persianate societies is of course the Per-
sian language and literature. It is a remarkable fact that Persian 
was not carried over into Anatolia and India by the Persophones 
themselves but rather by the expanding Turkic tribes who had 
come from Inner Asia. It may sound somewhat paradoxical to the 
generations brought up in the era of nation states that the rulers of 
a country would seek to employ a language foreign to themselves 
as well as to their subjects. Nevertheless, if the empire builders in 
both Asia Minor and the Subcontinent sought a literary language 
to unify the religiously diversified subjects of their vast territories, 
it would be no other than the language that embodied the lofty 
classical Persian literature of the tenth to fifteenth centuries. The 
tolerance advocated by the religion-blind classical Persian litera-
ture was probably the main reason why the great Mughal king 
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Akbar chose Persian as the means of propagation of his uniting 
Din-e elahi.  

This remarkable historical experience has a continued appeal 
down into our times. The term Persianate in our society’s name 
underlines the fact that ASPS aims to advance an understanding of 
Persian culture in the broadest sense of the word, going well be-
yond the current boundaries of Iran. It does so by promoting 
research in the social sciences and humanities, by creating and de-
veloping cultural and educational exchange, both in terms of an 
ongoing dialog between scholars from the West and their col-
leagues from the region and of sustained contacts among scholars 
from the various countries in the region, and by publicizing and 
disseminating the results of all these activities to the widest possi-
ble audience.  

The foundation of the ASPS was based on the recognition that 
the production of knowledge about the Persianate world should not 
simply be a recasting of preexisting facts but must be creative and 
imaginative as well as engaged in a broader methodological 
framework that promotes a lively interchange of ideas. The forma-
tion and presentation of knowledge about the various societies that 
comprise the Persianate world is a critical matter. The shared Per-
sianate historical and civilizational memory is more in peril now 
than ever before due to narrow-minded, divisive nationalist and 
religious ideologies, best exemplified by the present situation in 
the Subcontinent. This ASPS Convention, as the previous ones, is 
held to promote understanding of the largely forgotten Persianate 
history. I hope you all enjoy participating in this historical event. 

Thank you for your attention. Shukria.  
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Presidential Address 

 
 
EVOLUTION OF THE PERSIANATE POLITY AND ITS 
TRANSMISSION TO INDIA 
 
Saïd Amir Arjomand 
 
The emergence of Persianate monarchy with the rise of local 
dynasties on the eastern periphery of the ‛Abbasid Caliphal body 
politic in the late ninth and early tenth century should be viewed as 
the evolution of a distinct type of political organization in a dia-
logue of civilizations, a Persianate one based on the Persian langu-
age that survived the Arab conquest to serve as the basis of polity 
formation under the Samanids, and the dominant Islamicate civili-
zation of the ‛Abbasid Caliphate, itself the result of the synthesis 
between Islam as a new world religion and the ancient Middle 
Eastern idea of universal monarchy, with the king as the shepherd 
of the people, the lord of the four quarters and the guardian of the 
circle of justice. I shall examine the new type of polity that 
emerged in Khorasan and Transoxiana (Māwarā’ al-nahr) under 
the Samanids and was replicated by the Ghaznavids in their empire 
in general and Lahore in particular, and became the model for the 
polity established in the Delhi Sultanate in the thirteenth/seventh 
century. The Persianate polity as an ideal type will be constructed 
with regard to its principle of legitimacy and its administrative, 
military and judiciary. It will then be briefly contrasted with other 
types of medieval Islamicate polity, namely the Turko-Mongolian 
Il-Khanid and Timurid empires, and the Mamluk Sultanate in 
Egypt and Syria. 

* 
The Samanid state was built by Esmā‘il b. Ahmad from 893/280, 
when he defeated the Turks and captured 15,000 men among 
whom he recruited his distinctive slave army (Mas‘udi, 5: 150), to 
his death in 907/295. The three-decade reign of his grandson, Nasr 
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II b. Ahmad (914-43/301-31) was also critical for the formation of 
the Persianate monarchy, and especially for the formulation of its 
principles of legitimacy. Nasr’s father, Ahmad, had endeavored to 
change the language of the royal decrees and documents of the 
chancery back to Arabic, but this attempt was abandoned, indicat-
ing that the evolution of the Persianate polity was irreversible. 
Nasihat al-moluk, a work on political ethic and statecraft from the 
reign of Nasr b. Ahmad but wrongly attributed to al-Māwardi 
(Marlow 2007: 184), though still written in Arabic, is very impor-
tant for describing the normative foundations of Persianate monar-
chy. The basic idea of Persianate monarchy was, however, much 
more eloquently expressed in what the great poet, Rudaki, said of 
the contemporary ruler of Sistan, with whom his patron Nasr was 
on friendly terms: 
 

He [the king] is the proof of the one God, and His shadow; 
Obedience to him has been made incumbent by the verse of 

the Koran (forqān)4 
 

Nasihat al-moluk (1968: 62-63, 108) states that “God has put 
kings as his deputies in his cities and as trustees of his servants and 
executors of his commandments among his creatures.” This asser-
tion is backed by the key Koranic justification of kingship along-
side prophethood: “Say God, possessor of kingship, you give king-
ship to whomever you will, and take away kingship from whom-
ever you will” (Q. 3.26), the Verse also used to justify the advent 
of the Buyid dynastic state (dawla), and further supplemented by a 
number of other Verses in which God appoints the prophets of Is-
rael both as kings and prophets. The core idea of the Persian 
theory of kingship, “the Sultan is the Shadow of God on Earth,” is 
reported as a maxim. (Later, it was, needless to say, attributed to 
the Prophet as a hadith.) It is supported by other maxims attributed 
to Ardashir, founder of the Sasanian empire: “Religion and king-

                                                
4 Tārikh-e Sistān: 319:  ححججتت ییککتتاا خخدداایی وو سسااییهه ااووییسستت // ططااععتت ااوو ککررددهه ووااججبب آآییتت
 ففررققاانن
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ship are twins; there is no consolidation for the one except through 
its companion, as religion is the foundation of kingship, and king-
ship becomes its guardian. Kingship needs its foundation, and 
religion needs its guardians.” 

A generation later, Abu ‘Ali Bal‘ami (d. 974/363), son of Nasr 
II’s vizier Abu’l-Fazl and himself the vizier of Nasr’s successors 
who, remarkably, held the vizierate until his death, freely trans-
lated the earlier parts of Tabari’s Ta’rikh al-rosol wa’l-moluk 
(History of the Prophets and the Kings), especially those on the 
Persian kings, thereby historicizing the fundamental idea of the 
prophets, who guided mankind to salvation, and the kings, who 
maintained order to make the attainment of salvation possible, the 
two divinely sanctioned powers that constituted the world. The 
historical grounding of Persianate monarchy was solidified by 
Bal‘ami’s contemporary, Abu Mansur b. ‘Abdal-razzāq (d. 962), 
the politically ambitious governor of Tus who commissioned the 
translation of the Sasanian Khwadāynāmag. Although this prose 
translation is no longer extant, it forms the basis of the monumen-
tal Shahnama of his compatriot, Ferdawsi, two generations later.  

Although the Samanid claimed descent from the Sasanians 
whose empire they sought to revive, most of their domain in Tran-
soxiana was never integrated into the Sasanian empire. In fact, the 
Samanid polity was closer to the decentralized, or to use Widen-
gren’s (1969) typification, feudal Parthian empire with its dozens 
of local kings under the suzerainty of a shāhanshāh. There are 
several local rulers whom the author of Nasihat al-moluk refers to 
as moluk al-atrāf (kings of the periphery), quite probably including 
his own patron (Marlow 2007: 182). On the coinage, the early 
Samanid title of amir (prince) was upgraded to malek (king) under 
Nasr II’s son, Nuh (r. 943-54), who is called malek al-mo’ayyad 
min al-samā’ on a 946/335 coin. In rivalry with he rising Buyids, 
who assumed the title a few years earlier, Abu ‘Ali Bal‘ami’s first 
royal patron, Mansur b. Nuh (r. 961-76) struck a silver medallion 
bearing the title of shāhanshāh (king of kings) with the Pahlavi 
inscription khwarra afzōd (may his divine charisma augment) in 
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969/358, presumably for ceremonial distribution to the nobility 
and the kings of the periphery (Treadwell 2003: 324-29). 

Max Weber applied to medieval Muslim kingdoms his well-
known ideal type of patrimonialism as a form of political 
organization in which authority is personal and the administration 
of the kingdom is an extension of the management of the 
household of the ruler, who uses a variety of military forces that 
depend on him personally, including military slaves: “we shall 
speak of a patrimonial state when the prince organizes his political 
power over extrapatrimonial areas and political subjects… just like 
the exercise of his patriarchal power.” However, “in the course of 
financial rationalization patrimonialism moves imperceptibly 
toward a rational bureaucratic administration” (Weber 1978, 
2:1013-14). Among the types of patrimonial armies he classified, 
Weber noted the type of military force “made up of slaves who are 
completely separated from agricultural production.” This type of 
military force was the mamluk army, as developed by the ‘Abbasid 
caliphs and by other Muslim patrimonial rulers, and consisted of 
Turkish military slaves. Such armies could be the source of 
chronic political instability. “The classical locale of patrimonial 
armies, the Near East,” he noted, “was also the classic location of 
‘sultanism’.” (idem:1015-16, 1020) Weber’s type fits the system 
of delegated authority that developed with the appearance of 
independent Islamicate monarchies in Iran and Egypt in the latter 
part of the ninth century, even though, as we shall see, a variety of 
political regimes in that category can be subsumed under it and is 
therefore in need of further specification.  

The Persianate state, as it evolved under the Samanids, does fit 
Weber’s typification. The state was divided into the dargāh, 
household of the ruler or the court, and the bureaucracy, the divān, 
consisting of several branches. The court was managed by the 
ruler’s representative or deputy (wakil), and an observer (moshref), 
whose duty as described in the Siar al-moluk was “to be aware of 
all that went on in the dargāh and report on it when he deemed 
necessary.” The most important group among “the men of the 
dargāh” was the corps of military slaves, one of whom was 
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appointed the chief chamberlain (hājeb-e bozorg) and controlled 
access to the king. The same corps of mamluks supplied the secu-
rity force under a police chief or captain of the watch (sāheb or 
amir-e haras), either a slave general or a noble freeman, for 
maintaining law and order in the cities. Just as in Weber’s ideal 
type, the policing of the cities was considered an extension of the 
duties of the bodyguard to serve at the court and protect the person 
of the king (Barthold 1977: 227-28, 230). The early Samanids are 
highly praised for holding the court of mazālem (wrongdoings) for 
hearing the grievances of their subjects (Marlow 2007: 184, 186), 
but being in Arabic and not Persian, does not give the title of the 
official in charge of that court. A very early tract on public law in 
Persian, which should be dated from the late Samanid period, 
“Rules of Kingship and Vizierate” (Ādāb-e saltanat o wezārat), 
after adducing two fundamental hadith on the political ethic, “You 
are all shepherds, each responsible for his flock,” and “One hour 
of justice by a ruler is worth more than seventy years of worship,” 
describes the functions of the highest officials of the patrimonial 
monarchy and ranks them in this order: (1) the vizier, (2) the amir-
e dād (lord of justice) in charge of the ruler’s court and the ad-
ministration of justice as the cornerstone of monarchy, (3) the 
wakil-e dar (deputy at the gate), (4) amir-e hājeb (lord chamber-
lain), (5) the ‘ārez (army inspector), and (6) the sāheb-e barid 
(post master) in charge of the intelligence service (Schefer 1883, 
1: 11-13, 19-20). Two of these, the deputy and the chamberlain, 
belong to the court (dargāh), as we have seen, and the other four 
to the bureaucracy (divān), each being in charge of a bureau, but 
the author does not make this distinction and the offices are mixed 
in his ranking. Narshakhi’s Tārikh-e Bokhārā lists six additional 
departments of government: the chancery (divān-e rasā’el), the 
treasury (divān-e mostawfi) and those of the moshref, the police 
captain, the market police (mohtaseb) and the endowmwents 
(Barthold 1977: 231). 

The development of the Persianate idea of monarchy was con-
tinued under the Ghaznavids in the eleventh century. Ferdowsi (d. 
1025) epitomized the idea of the two powers in a famous verse: 
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“kingship and prophecy are two jewels on the same ring,” along-
side many other statecraft maxims.5 The maxim that the king is the 
shadow of God to the Sasanian vizier, Bozorgmehr, in another old 
aphorism on Persian statecraft and political ethics which further 
affirms that “kingship (pādshāhi)... is the deputyship (khelāfat) of 
God Most High on Earth. If the kings do not contradict divine 
command and the Prophetic prescriptions, and if justice and equity 
are exercised in kingship... its degree will be equal to the rank of 
prophecy” (Tohfat al-moluk: 62, 82). The Ghaznavid secretary and 
historian, Abu’l-Fazl Bayhaqi (1997, 1: 154), after a preparatory 
discussion of Ardashir as the greatest king and Mohammad as the 
greatest prophet, offers a concise statement on what he calls the 
two powers: “Know that God Most High has given one power 
(qowwat) to the prophets and another power to the kings; and He 

                                                
5 The epic of kings, however, had further implications that would tend to dispense 

with the legitimacy of the Caliphate altogether, and made royal charisma (farr-
e izadi), confirmed by the justice of the ruler, the independent basis of political 
authority. Meanwhile, the Greek political science had been introduced to the 
Muslim work with the translations of works of Greek science and philosophy, 
and made central to the philosophical movement by Abu Nasr Fārābi (d. 950). 
Among the Iranian philosophers who sought to synthesize Greek political 
science and Persian statecraft in this period, Abu’l-Hasan ‘Āmeri Nishāburi (d. 
991) is of particular interest. He modified the master’s teachings to allow for a 
more harmonious reconciliation of Islam and philosophy by considering 
prophecy and kingship the two institutions fundamental for the preservation of 
the world. Almost two centuries after ‘Āmeri, Shehāb-al-Din Sohravardi (d. 
1191) extended ‘Āmeri’s theory of the two powers along Neoplatonic, 
emanationist lines. The salvational function of the prophets is shared by the 
Persian kings (and he extends the same compliment to the Greek Sages and 
those of other ancient religions). Calling the light of wisdom emanating from 
the Great Luminous Being the kayān khwarra, he saw the ancient kings as 
possessors of royal authority, saving wisdom and auspicious fortune. By the 
beginning of the thirteenth century, we can read that the kings should be 
obeyed like the prophets because of the “divine effulgence (farr-e izadi)… 
which emanates from their chest to their countenance and is called in Persian 
the khwarra-ye kayāni.” The idea influenced the construction of the Mughal 
imperial ideology under Akbar. For references and further details, see my 
address to the 3rd ASPS biennial convention in Tbilisi, Arjomand 2008. 
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has made it incumbent on the people of the earth to follow these 
two powers and thus to know God’s straight path.”6  

** 
As this biennial convention is held in this great historic city of 
Lahore, it seems appropriate to highlight its great significance in 
the twelfth and early thirteenth century in the transmission of the 
type of Persianate political regime evolved in Transoxiana and its 
adoption by the Delhi Sultanate. The Ghaznavid Sultan Mas‘ud 
had established his son Majdud (d. 1041/432) with a well-
equipped army and a bureaucracy, with a chancery (divān-e 
resālat) and a fiscal division under Sa‘d-e Salmān who settled in 
the Punjab as the mostawfi and where his famous son, Mas‘ud-e 
Sa‘d was born. The Ghaznavid military organization and system of 
administration was thus introduced to the Indian part of the 
empire, with Lahore flourishing under Ghaznavid governors as its 
capital in the second half of the twelfth century. Lahore thus 
became the second capital of the Ghaznavid empire, and one of its 
governor in the last quarter of the eleventh century, the Ghaznavid 
prince Mahmud b. Ebrahim was typically addressed as the ruler of 
India (shāh-e Hend) by Mas‘ud-e Sa‘d, who served in his bureauc-
racy and adorned his splendid court. The last two Ghaznavid 
monarchs themselves moved their court to Lahore, in anticipation 
of the imminent loss of Ghazna, and it was most probably in this 
city that Abu’l-Ma‘āli Nasrallāh Monshi, scion of a distinguished 
family officials and the most celebrated translator of Kalila o 
Demna briefly served as the head of the Ghaznavid chancery 
before he was put to death in the Sultan’s prison. When he stayed 
in Lahore during his emigration from Khorasan to the Delhi 

                                                
6 Perhaps the clearest statement of this theory was given in the opening paragraph 

of the second part of a much more famous Nasihat al-moluk, which was 
already attributed to the great Ghazāli in the twelfth century, translated into 
Arabic and accepted on his authority: Know and understand that God Most 
High chose two categories of mankind, placing them above others: the 
prophets and the kings (moluk). He sent the prophets to His creatures to lead 
them to Him. As for the kings (pādshāhān), He chose them to protect men 
from one another and made the prosperity of human life dependent on them.... 
As you hear in the traditions, “the ruler is the shadow of God on earth.” 
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Sultanate shortly after 1218/615, Sadid-al-Din ‘Awfi, himself a 
member of the bureaucratic class and later author of a famous 
biographical dictionary of poets, Labāb al-albāb, and of an 
important collections of stories in political ethic and statecraft, 
Jawāme‘ al-hekāyāt, could still meet the surviving poets of the 
brilliant court of the last Ghaznavid monarch, Khosrow Malek (r. 
1160-1186; Bosworth 1977: 30, 76-77, 127). 

Kalila o Demna, to which Nasrallāh Monshi added a preface 
amounting to a systematic political theory, was the most important 
work on statecraft brought from India to the Sasanian empire in 
the sixth century and translated into Arabic in the mid-eighth 
century, ‘Abdallāh b. al-Moqaffa‘ alongside with other aphorisms 
in political ethics. The absorption of Perso-Indian political ideas is 
evident in the opening chapter on government (soltān) in ‘Oyun al-
akhbār by the traditionalist Kadi, Ebn Qotayba (d. 276/889-90), 
who transmitted many of the political aphorisms taken from Ebn-
al-Moqaffa‘, and quotes very extensively from the Persian and 
Indian books on statecraft and ethics. One of the key aphorisms 
was attributed to Ardashir, the founder of the Sasanian empire and 
later called ‘the circle of justice’: “There is no sovereignty without 
men, and no men without wealth, and no wealth without cultiva-
tion, and no cultivation except through justice and good policy 
(siāsa).” It is interesting to note that, when adducing Ardashir 
maxim cited by Ebn Qotayba, Nasrallāh Monshi omitted the word 
‘good’ in order to read siāsat, like his other contemporaries writ-
ing in Persian, as ‘punishment.’ He explained that wealth is the 
means for conquering the world, and justice and punishment are 
the elixir of wealth. Peace and security of roads and the preserva-
tion of the realm depend on punishment. He further asserted that 
the book, the scale and steel are brought into unity through the 
function of kingship because “The explanation of the laws 
(sharāye‘) are through the book, the passing of the gates of justice 
and equity through the scale, and the inspection and enforcement 
of the above through the sword.” Hence, the priority of justice and 
punishment in the ethic of the kings. Siāsat thus came to mean 
both statecraft and punishment (corresponding to danda in Indian 
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statecraft), thus conjoining the two functions of government and 
administration of penal law, and as such traveled eastward to the 
Delhi Sultanate and the Mughal empire, where it had originated 
long before its importation to the Sasanian empire! (Arjomand 
2001). 

We will never know if Nasrallāh changed his mind about 
punishment as the essence of good government and enforcement 
of the justice of the scale and equity by the sword in the last 
minutes of his life, when he was being put to the sword, probably 
in a Lahore prison, by the order of his royal last patron, Khosrow 
Shah. But we can only note that in the subsequent Persian litera-
ture on statecraft, Siāsat came to mean both statecraft and punish-
ment, thus conjoining the two functions of government and 
administration of penal law, and as such it traveled not only east-
ward to the Delhi Sultanate and the Mughal empire, but also 
westward to Mamluk Egypt and finally the Ottoman empire, where 
the term came to used almost exclusively with reference to penal 
codes. 

Meanwhile, another type of patrimonial regime was develop-
ing with the formation of nomadic Turkic states in the eleventh 
century, namely the Qarakhānid kingdom in Central Asia and the 
Saljuq empire in Iran, Iraq, Syria and Anatolia. According to this 
conception, the kingdom was the patrimonial property of the 
whole family of the Khan and was divided into appanages upon 
his death. The Turkic conception of kingship as a divine gift to the 
founder of the state also linked it to the establishment of the law 
(törü), but as the Saljuqs adopted the Persian conception of king-
ship and championed the Sunni restoration under the Caliphate, the 
impact of the Turkic conception of the law had to wait for the 
Mongol invasion two centuries later. The problem of succession, 
however, resulted in the disintegration of the Saljuq nomadic 
empire, as it did with the Timurid empire in the fifteenth century. 

In considering the political regime of Turkic nomadic empires, 
note should be taken of Marshall Hodgson’s rejection of Weber’s 
ideal types of patrimonialism and sultanism (which was mentioned 
too incidentally to capture illegitimate domination of the Turkish 
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guards of the Caliphs). In their place, Hodgson offers two ideal 
types of his own: ‘the a‘yān-amir system’ in the Saljuq period, and 
‘the military patronage state’ of the post-Mongol era. The first 
describes the regime that emerged with the development of the 
eqtā‘ system of land tenure and in which social power of the nota-
bles (a‘yān) in towns and villages was subordinated to the domi-
nation of the military elite (amirs) commanding the garrisons and 
using enormous landholding for the maintenance of their tribal 
contingents. The Muslim society it ruled was characterized by a 
considerable degree of social and geographical, “cosmopolitan” 
mobility assured by the shari‘a. According to Hodgson, the system 
represented a stalemate between agrarian and mercantile power. 
With the weakening of bureaucracy and decentralization of land 
assignments that resulted from the increase in the size of the eqtā‘ 
and amalgamation of fiscal revenue-collection and prebendal 
grants for military and administrative service, the system devel-
oped in a military direction (Hodgson 1972, 2: 64-74, 93-94). In 
fact, in interaction with the above-mentioned absence of primo-
geniture and indivisibility in nomadic kingdoms, the power of 
women in Turkic royal families created a novel political regime. 
The appanage of a young Saljuq prince was in practice governed 
by his tutor (atabeg/atābak) whom his widowed mother tended to 
marry. The regime of the atabegs of Fars survived the collapse of 
the Saljuq empire and the Mongol invasion, but most atabeg 
domains disintegrated toward the end of the twelfth century, with 
some cases of seizure of power by Saljuq mamluks. The a‘yān-
amir system thus changed into an extremely decentralized system 
in the latter part of the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. 

Hodgson’s typology leaves out the question of legitimacy of 
monarchy, as does Weber’s model of patrimonialism. Monarchy 
developed under the ‘Abbasid caliphate but the relation between 
the two institutions was never free from tension. When the Caliph-
ate and the Sultanate co-existed in Baghdad under the Buyids and 
the Saljuqs, the Islamic jurists such as al-Māwardi and Ghazāli 
developed a mode of reconciliation of monarchy and the ethico-
legal order based on the shari‘a, as the two normative orders of the 
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late-‛Abbasid era (Arjomand forthcoming). This reconciliation of 
monarchy and the Islamic ethico-legal order, survived the over-
throw of the Caliphate in 1258/556 with only a minor 
modification. Even that modification was prefigured in the Saljuq 
period. The fundamental distinction between the political order 
and the shar‘i order did not disappear but was accommodated 
within the framework of the post-Caliphal Sultanism; and it was so 
accommodated in a distinctive type of regime that could be called 
‘Islamic royalism.’ 

According to this Islamic royalism, the ruler (soltān) main-
tained both the political and the shar‘i order, and was therefore the 
shadow of God on earth and the “king of Islam”. The allocutions 
‘pādshāh-e eslām,’ ‘malek-e eslām’ and ‘soltān-e eslām’ must 
have been current in the Saljuq era, and Ghazāli used them in his 
didactic works and letters addressed to Sultan Sanjar. Writing in 
support of the Khwārazmshāh’s serious challenge to the suzerainty 
of the ‘Abbasid caliph in the 1180s, the Shāf‛e‘i jurist and 
philosopher, Fakhr-al-Din Rāzi, used the philosophical division of 
practical philosophy into ethics, economics and civic politics to 
offer a synthesis of Perso-Indian statecraft and Greek political 
science, but only to proceed to establish the total independence of 
his royal patron from the Caliph. The Khwārazmshāh, “the king of 
Islam,” who led the “army of Islam” as an instrument of its expan-
sion among the infidels in Central Asia, was God’s immediate 
deputy. Rāzi maintained that the order of the world is impossible 
without the existence of “the king (pādshāh) who is God's caliph.” 
“The king,” he further affirmed, “is the shadow of God and the 
deputy of the Prophet”7 (Rāzi 1905: 62, 204-06). The ‘Abbasid 
Caliphate was thus made redundant even before its overthrow. 
After its extinction, the kings’ claim to being God’s deputy gained 
                                                
7 Meanwhile, the spread of Sufism was also giving a new meaning to the 

representation of God by the ruler without the mediation of divine law. Thus in 
618/1221, Najm-al-Din Rāzi would declare: “monarchy (saltanat) is the 
Caliphate and lieutenancy (niābat) of God; the Prophet said ‘the ruler is the 
shadow of God’, which signifies the Caliphate.” He further takes the 
monarch’s being the shadow and deputy of God to entitle him to spiritual as 
well as temporal sovereignty (Fouchécour 1986: 430; apud Mersād al-‘ebād ). 
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universal acceptance, and the kings added Caliph as well as Sultan 
to their titles. Monarchy was henceforth derived independently 
from God. The ruler maintained order in the world; he was there-
fore God's caliph or representative on earth. The one exception to 
this new Islamic royalism, as we shall see, was the Mamluk king-
dom in Egypt and Syria, where the ‘Abbasid Caliphate did have an 
afterlife. 

*** 
The slave general who completed the conquest of northern 

India for the Ghurid Sultan, Mo‘ezz-al-Din Mohammad, was 
Qotb-al-Din Aybeg, who had been purchased by him from a 
merchant and later rewarded the title of malek and the royal 
parasol (chatr) (Menhāj-e Serāj, I: 416-17). In 1206/602, after the 
assassination of his royal patron, Qotb-al-Din Aybeg traveled from 
Delhi to Lahore to ascend the throne (Hardy 1978: 199-200). 
Fakhr-al-Din Mohammad b. Mansur Mobārakshāh, known as 
Fakhr-e Modabber, the scion of a family of Kadis of Ghazni who 
had moved to Lahore under the last Ghaznavid Sultan, Khosrow 
Malek (r. 1160-86), was among the “judges, prayer leaders, 
sayyeds, Sufis, office-holders, the military and traders” who 
welcomed Aybeg to Lahore, and describes it as “the center of 
Indian Islam (markaz-e eslām-e Hend) and replica of Ghazni” 
(Mobārakshāh 1927: 30-31). Fakhr-e Modabber’s account of this 
event is the most remarkable record of the transfer of Persianate 
kingship to India in the city of Lahore. 

In a short preface on monarchy, the ruler is called the shadow 
of God (soltān sāya-ye khodāy ast) and considered essential for the 
maintenance of order in the world, as proven by the hadith, 
“Without the ruler, men would eat each other,” thus making 
punishment crucial to justice as the main function of kingship and 
grounds of its legitimacy. This emphasis in reflect in Fakhr-e 
Modabber’s version of the ‘circle of justice’: “the kingdom is not 
consolidated except by men, nor men except by money, nor money 
except by subjects, and no subjects except by justice, nor justice 
except by punishment”; and he adduces another hadith to under-
write “Justice is the scale (mizān) of God upon the earth” (idem: 
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13-19). Fakhr-e Modabber then sets out to establish the transfer of 
sovereignty from the Ghurid Sultan Mo‘ezz-al-Din, who is repeti-
tiously referred to as the King of Islam (malek, pādshāh and 
soltān-e eslam), and as “the martyred king” (soltān-e shahid and 
pādshāh-e shahid) (idem: 24-25, 32), Qotb-al-Din Aybeg as his 
faithful servant and “successor-designate by divine inspiration 
(wali-‘ahd ba elhām-e izadi) (idem: 31). The new Sultan began his 
reign with the affirmation of justice “in the tradition (sonnat) of 
the martyred king” by issuing a decree that abolished all non-
shar‘i taxes, levying instead the tithe, or one half it where appro-
priate, “as commanded by the shari‘at,” and sending copies of the 
decree to all regions, districts and villages to gladden the Muslims 
so that they would pray for “the continuity of the state and the 
stability of the kingdom” (idem: 33-34). 

Fakhr-e Modabber thus transferred the legitimate sovereignty 
to the first Sultan of Delhi, Qotb-al-Din Aybeg, by him calling him 
the king of Islam in the terminology of Islamic royalism. Most of 
the chapters describing the offices of the state in his later treatise 
begin with the praise of the ‘king (pādshāh) of Islam’ (Mobārak-
shāh 1975). Aybeg's fellow slave-general and the founder of the 
first royal dynasty, Sultan Iltotmesh (d. 1235-36/633), was simi-
larly hailed as Islam’s king of kings (shāhanshāh-e Eslām) by a 
certain Amir Ruhāni, a poet who had migrated from Bukhara to 
Delhi (Hendushāh: 66), and the preferred title for the Delhi Sultan 
in the Tabaqāt-e nāseri of Menhāj-e Serāj (e.g., II: 1, 3) was the 
‘Sultan of Islam.’ Perso-Islamicate political ethic and thought was 
disseminated by the Sultans of Delhi in India in the thirteenth 
century with ‘Awfi’s didactic stories and the Ādāb al-harb wa’l-
shajā‘a by Fakhr-e Modabber,8 both of which were eventually 
dedicated to Sultan Iltotmesh of Delhi. In the following century, 

                                                
8 Fakhr-e Modabber’s preface contains half a dozen Koranic verses and as many 

traditions of the Prophet, including Q. 57.25 cited by Nasrallāh Monshi on the 
book, the sword and the scale, in turn reinforced later by a hadith to re-
emphasize the link between justice and punishment. It should also be noted that 
the most important chapters on political ethic also begin with a scriptural 
citation, preferably a revealed verse. 
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the Persianate theory of ‘Islamic royalism’ was expressed in the 
work of the official and historian of the Delhi Sultanate, Ziā-al-
Din Barani. Kingship, according to Barani, is “the lieutenancy of 
the divinity and deputyship (caliphate) of God.” He saw the 
Caliphate as a mere phase in the history of kingship. The shar‘i 
order was to be maintained by kings who had military power or 
their successors (Arjomand 2008: 17-18). 

Although Nasrallāh Monshi’s first patron, the Ghaznavid 
Bahrām Shah, had put himself under the suzerainty of the great 
Saljuq Sultan, Sanjar (d. 1157), there is no evidence that Saljuq 
military organization had any influence on the later Ghaznavids. 
On the contrary, the model of polity transmitted the nascent Delhi 
Sultanate by Fakhr-e Modabber was exactly the one the 
Ghaznavids had inherited from the Samanid: the original Persian-
ate polity. The six high officers of the state described in the tract 
on state organization, Ā’in-e keshvardāri (Mobārakshāh 1975), to 
which he adds a seventh—the treasurer (mostawfi), are exactly 
those we read about above in the Ādāb-e saltanat o wezārat. 
Noteworthy among these was the institution of amir-e dād, which 
was transplanted from the very beginning to the Delhi Sultanate. 
The amir-e dād, according to Mobārakshāh’s blueprint of offices, 
was in charge both of the ruler’s court of grievances (mazālem) 
and of regular courts of the Kadis, and was to keep a careful regis-
try of cases as well as of the property of the subjects (Mobārak-
shāh 1975: 38-39). Other works also refer to this official as 
dādbeg, and consider it the most important office of the state after 
the vizierate (Menhāj-e Serāj, I: 444, II: 40-42; Jackson: 53, 84, 
96). As de Fouchécour (1986: 376) remarks, however, there is no 
mark of the Saljuq administrative and especially military organi-
zation in this blueprint of the patrimonial state. 

The Ghaznavid state had been established by the Turkish 
military slave general of the Samanids, Seboktekin, whose son, 
Sultan Mahmud conquered northern India. The Delhi Sultanate 
was similarly established by the slave generals of the Ghurids in 
early thirteenth century. To highlight the critical importance of 
non-tribal military organization in this type of Persianate polity, let 
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me quote a remarkable passage from the last Ghurid king. Mo‘ezz-
al-Din Mohammad b. Sām embarked on the conquest of India 
around the turn of the century, shortly before he was murdered in 
1206/602. When asked about not having a son to succeed him, 
Mo‛ezz-al-Din reportedly replied: 

Other rulers have one son or two sons. I have several thousand 
sons—that is, the Turkish slaves, and my kingdom will be their 
inheritance.9 

The Turkish slave corps, the Mo‛ezzi mamluks, did indeed 
inherit the newly conquered India from him, and established the 
Dehli Sultanate. They included the chief architects of the Delhi 
Sultanate, Qotb-al-Din Aybeg and Shams-al-Din Iltotmesh, who 
married one of his daughters and succeeded him after a short 
interval. Aybeg significantly called Iltotmesh his son (Menhāj-e 
Serāj, I: 418). 

To look for the origins of the system of military slavery, and 
especially of the filial/paternal aspect of the relationship between 
the ruler and his military slaves, I would like to take you deep back 
into Central Asia and the eighth century. Already in Balāzori’s 
account of the siege of Samarqand by Sa‛id b. ‛Othmān in 676, we 
hear of the “sons of the Sogdian kings” (abnā’ moluk al-soghd; 
cited in de la Vaissière 2007: 87), and similar reference to the sons 
of princes can be found in other Muslim accounts of the conquest 
of Transoxiana. The Chinese sources make it clear that the above 
reference is to the armed retinue of some Sogdian prince, who 
formed a tight solitary group around him as his fictive, adopted 
sons. Each member of this military band, marked, just as under 
Parthian military feudalism, by a distinct belt and by commensal-
ism and other ritual elements (Widengren 1969: ch. 1), was the 
considered the chākar of his noble patron and bound in absolute 
loyalty to him. According to the History of An Lushan (written in 
early ninth century), the Chinese general An Lushan, whose son 
was executed in 759, had built a city in Central Asia for his eight 

                                                
9 Menhāj-e Serāj, I: 410-11: ممرراا ؛ددییگگررسسللااططیینن رراا ییکک ففررززنندد ییاا ددوو ففررززنندد ببااششدد 

چچننددیینن ههززاارر ففررززنندد ااسستت ییععننیی ببننددگگاانن تتررکک ککهه ممممللککتت ممنن ممییررااثث ااییششاانن خخووااههدد 
 ببوودد.
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thousand adopted sons and special servants. From the Chinese 
sources on the chākars, we also learn of the suicide of the Sogdian 
adopted sons of Li Qi, which parallels Muslim accounts of the 
suicide of the chākarān (shakeriya, in Arabic) of defeated 
Transoxianan princes (de la Vaissière 2007: 79, 85). 

The belt was of particular significance as symbol of servitude, 
dependence and loyalty. The ‘belt of servitude’ (kamarband-e 
bandagi) is mentioned in Ebn Balkhi’s Fārsnāma (: 43), as the 
foremost mark of the military slave/vassals of the ancient Persian 
king, alongside the earring they wore in common to all slaves. The 
chākars of Ghurek b. Ekhshid, the ruler of Samarqand in early 
eighth century, wore golden belts (idem: 70-71), as did the retinue 
of other Transoxiana princes, thus attesting to strong continuity 
with the ancient military feudal tradition. Vassalage and political 
dependence was expressed in the vocabulary of slavery and servi-
tude since antiquity in eastern Iran and Sogdia, and the same was 
true for Turkestan and in Turkic (Golden 2001). It would not be 
unusual for the chākar to describe himself as the slave (banda) of 
the prince, nor for the latter to add captives and slaves to his 
chākar retinue. The above-mentioned Ghurek described himself as 
“the slave of the [Western-Turkic] Qaghan and one of his 
chākars;” and somewhat later, the last Omayyad governor of 
Khorasan, Nasr b. Sayyar, is reported to have bought a thousand 
mamluks and given them arms and horses (Beckwith 1984: 37-38).  

As de la Vaissière (2007) demonstrates convincingly, the 
military system set up in Samarra by the ‛Abbasid Caliph al-
Mo‛tasem (r. 833-42), whose mother was Sogdian, and is consid-
ered the first Mamluk system, in fact consisted predominantly of 
Transoxianan princes, such as Ashenās and Afshin, and their 
retinue. Furthermore, the Turkish Mamluk system developed 
under the ‛Abbasid Caliphate in the latter part of ninth century was 
partly a reaction to the failure of the original Samarra system. It 
was thus left for the Samanids to blend the tradition of ancient 
Transoxianan military bands with military slavery at a time when 
the imbrications of the Sogdian and Turkic nobility had become 
very extensive. I dated the Samanid state-building to the year 893 
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partly on the assumption that Esmā‛il b. Ahmad began to organize 
the corps of military slaves (mamluks), which played the key role 
in the murder and making of the Samanid kings in the subsequent 
half-century, out of the 15,000 Turkish captives of that year. The 
number we are given for the Turkish mamluks, who marched to 
Bukhara after murdering his son, Ahmad, in 914, is six thousand; 
and all of the named leaders were Esmā‛il’s slaves (Treadwell 
2000). Their number seems to have diminished during the reign of 
Nasr II b. Ahmad, judging by the same source (Treadwell 2005). 
The mamluk corps soon regained its importance, however, and the 
Samanid rulers became reliant on slave soldiers. The flourishing 
slave trade in Transoxiana, as attested by Muslim geographers, 
made the purchase of military slaves by the Samanid treasury easy, 
and furthermore encouraged slave merchants to set up schools for 
training them. The testament of Seboktekin to his son, Mahmud, or 
his pandnāma, contains remarkable biographical information that 
shows he was bought by a merchant, a certain Hajji Nasr, from his 
kidnappers and sent to a school for training your military slaves in 
order to be sold to the famous Samanid slave general, Alptekin 
(apud de la Vaissière 2007: 263-64). Equally precious is the 
information, supplied by the geographer Ebn Hawqal, that the 
Turkish slaves purchased by the treasury of the Samanid prince 
wore identical belts, and that “the best Transoxianan slaves are 
those educated in Samarqand” (apud de la Vaissière 2007: 264-
65). 

It should be noted, however, that the Samanids also used the 
free nobility and their retinue in their armies, and sometimes put 
the mamluks under their command. Furthermore, the account of 
the disarming of the 6,000 strong mamluk army in 914 by the 
Bukharan militia, led by craftsmen and including naphta-throwing 
archers and youth bands (fetyān) (Treadwell 2000: 399-402), 
which confronted the mamluks on foot, demonstrates the military 
significance of the urban militia. The militia also still contained 
one important element which was to disappear in the following 
century: the motatawwe‛a, a voluntary force that engaged in jihad 
against the infidel on the frontiers of Turkestan in order to fulfill 
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the duty of commanding the good and forbidding, evil with or 
without government support. We hear of the head (ra’is) of the 
motatawwe‛a in Bukhara in the middle, and of a large body of 
motatawwe‛a accompanying Sebuktegin to Ghazna, toward the 
end of the ninth century (Tor 2005: 569, 571). It is interesting to 
note that the troops of the Ghurids, a local dynasty of Iranian petty 
kings, Āl-e Shansab, located in a mountainous region in present-
day Afghanistan before expanding their power southward at the 
expense of the Ghaznavids, consisted mainly of mountaineers as 
foot soldiers. Moe‛zz-al-Din and his older brother, Ghiyāth-al-Din, 
began purchasing military slaves to create a cavalry to realize their 
political ambitions, and with it imported the Transoxianan mamluk 
system that in turn created the Delhi Sultanate.  

Overall, the Delhi Sultanate is perhaps best typified as an 
imperial regime based on military feudalism, where imperial unity 
was maintained by collective consensus among the Turkish slave-
amirs on the election and deposition of sultans, often orchestrated 
by the non-Turkish viziers,10 the dādbeg and chief kadis.11 In a 
manner reminiscent of feudalism in the Parthian and Samanid 
empires, his chief justice refers to the Delhi Sultan in the mid-
thirteenth century as “Sultan of the Sultans” and the ‘king of 
kings’ (shāhanshāh, pādshāh),12 while the Turkish amirs of the 
highest rank who held the most important eqtā‛ grants assumed the 
title of malek (king). Menhāj-e Serāj counts twenty-five slave 
kings, most of whom are in fact called al-malek al-kabir (the great 
king), under his own royal patron as the king of kings and the 
Shamsid dynasty of Iltotmesh (Menhāj-e Serāj, I: 475-76; II: 
tabaqa 22). The government of the Delhi Sultanate was, however, 
more militarized than the Samanid prototype.  
                                                
10 Usually Tajik, but on occasion Hindu. 
11 The civilian notables of Delhi, too, played a role in transitional periods. Their 

role is somewhat comparable to that of urban groups under local dynasties in 
14th-century Iran (see Arjomand, 2004: 213-45). There is, however, no 
countervailing urban military force comparably to the motatawwe‘a and 
citizen’s militia of foot soldiers we find in the Samanid polity. 

12 Menhāj-e Serāj, I: 475, 497. I take soltān al-salātin as equivalent of 
shāhanshāh. Menhāj-e Serāj uses both terms. 
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This partly accounts for a remarkable feature of the Ādāb al-
harb wa’l-shajā‛a, written by Mobārakshāh for Sultan Aybeg but 
was later dedicated to Iltotmesh, namely its extensive coverage of 
military organization and warfare, and there too, supportive tradi-
tions abound, and traditional precedents are sought, wherever 
possible, in the practice of the early prophets, beginning with 
Adam and the rightly-guided Caliphs. Other nations and practices 
are also duly incorporated, however. This Islamic justification of 
military organization can be understood in the light of the contin-
ued importance of and legitimatory function of jehād for the 
Sultanate of Delhi where the Muslims were a small ruling minority 
dominating a large Hindu population. The importation of a more 
recently-developed office of the army judge (qāzi-ye lashkar, 
amir-e dād-e lashkar) by the Delhi Sultanate from the Ghurid state 
is also consistent with its military character.13 Upon the conquest 
of Lahore in 1188/582, the Ghurid Sultan Mo‛ezz-al-Din 
Mohammad appointed Serāj-al-Din, the father Menhāj-e Serāj, the 
judge (qāzi) of the army of Hindustan (Menhāj-e Serāj, I: 398). 
Menhāj-e Serāj himself was appointed to the same office for the 
army of Bahrāmshāh, son of the slave-sultan of Multan, Nāser-al-
Din Qabācha, in 1227/624 (Menhāj-e Serāj, I: 420). 

**** 
Upon his conversion to Islam in 1295, which was followed by 

the conversion en masse of his army, the Mongol ruler of Iran, 
Ghāzān Khan called himself “the king of Islam,” thus adopting 
Islamic royalism as the type of regime that was to prevail in the 
eastern part of the Muslim world. It became polity for the Turko-
Mongolian empires from 1258 to 1500. The Mongol invasion, 
however, had also brought in a new, a Turkish, notion of public 
law, which was gradually absorbed within the framework of 
Islamic monarchy. Chengiz Khan had established the great yāsā 
alongside his universal empire. When the Mongol rulers of Iran 
adopted Islam, the yāsā assimilated to the qānun and the shari‛a 
simultaneously. But it gradually ceded its religious character to the 
                                                
13 The office Qadi Lashkar is also attested under the Khwārazmshāhs (‘Awfi, I: 

149). 
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shari‛a, and became the law of the state with regard to the Turko-
Mongolian ruling estate.  

In elaborating his model of the ‘military-patronage state’ with 
reference to the Il-Khānids and Timurids, Hodgson (1974, II: 406-
10) noted the character of yāsā as the law of the military estate, of 
which the civilian population took no cognizance, but also noted 
the increased importance of ‘dynastic law’ as the sum total of the 
royal decrees as long as the dynasty remained in power. The 
nomadic tribal confederations which established these empires 
transformed themselves into permanent ruling castes after 
conquest, and remained rigidly separate from the civilian 
population to which they cultivated the ties of patronage by hold-
ing courts and founding endowments. Holding enormous undiffer-
entiated land grants (soyurghāl) which did not distinguish between 
fiscal and prebendal elements, they became the landlords of the 
peasant masses. The royal decrees (yarligh, farmān) created a 
written body of state law, while the yāsā as the law of the military 
estate, enforced by a special prosecutor, yārghuchi, introduced a 
new element of legal pluralism. Yārghu appears to have been 
extended to the viziers and high officials, and a special department 
(divān) dealing with cases of peculation, treason and disputes 
among local rulers under an amir-e yārgh is mentioned in the 
sources (Lambton 1988). The pattern of social stratification under 
the Turko-Mongolian empires differed significantly from that of 
the Persianate polity of the Samanids and the Ghaznavids. The 
bureaucratic class, secretaries of the chanceries who were the 
bearers of the culture of ethics and statecraft, also dealt with the 
civic society and institutions of the kingdoms and provided us with 
a picture of the social hierarchy and stratification in terms of status 
by arranging different modes of address appropriate for different 
ranks within the civilian population. This picture could be very 
detailed, but it basically followed the Sasanian division of society 
into the “men of the sword,” “men of the pen,” and “men of 
affairs,” with the cultivators appearing indirectly and often 
collectively as “the subjects” (re‛āyā; sing. ra‛iyat). This concep-
tion of social hierarchy remained deeply rooted, but a rigid dichot-
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omy of the military elite (askari) and the subjects (re‛āyā), which 
corresponded to the division of society into a dominant Turko-
Mongolian estate and the non-military Persian or Tajik estate 
comprising both the urban strata and the peasantry, was superim-
posed on it. 

In Egypt and Syria, meanwhile, a different type of regime had 
already taken shape, the Mamluk Sultanate. The mamluk generals 
of the last Ayyubids who were in control of Egypt in 658/1260 
defeated the Mongol army at ‛Ayn Jālut in Syria, and one of them, 
Baybars, who had seized power by murdering the victor of ‛Ayn 
Jālut, established an alleged survivor of the ‛Abbasid family as 
Caliph in Cairo in 659/1261. The shadow ‛Abbasid Caliphate 
persisted in Cairo until the Ottoman conquest in 1517, and made 
the Mamluk Sultanate distinct from other post-Mongol Muslim 
monarchies.14 In the brief period between the overthrow of the 
Caliphate in Baghdad and Baybars’s decision to install the refugee 
claiming to be an ‛Abbasid survivor as Caliph, the ruler of Egypt 
had in fact adopted the title of ‘Sultan of Islam’ (Holt 1975: 244), 
and presumably the model of Islamic monarchy with it. The exis-
tence of a tract dedicated to him that made him Caliph and Imam 
and his hesitation for a full year after the death of the first Caliph 
to install a second refugee (Madelung 1988: 92-93) suggests that 
Baybars, too, seriously considered the model but in the end opted 
for the peculiar Mamluk model because of its foreign policy 
advantage of being invested by the Caliph as universal Sultan of 
all Muslims with the right to new conquests. Although judges were 
present in the dār al-‛adl as advisors, it was the sultan or the offi-
cial presiding on his behalf, usually the regent (nā’eb al-saltana), 
who heard the petitions and cases and passed summary judgment 
                                                
14 The function of conferring legitimacy on the Mamluk Sultan by the Caliph also 

meant the endorsement of the Mamluk Sultan’s claim to champion Islam in the 
jehād against the Mongols and the crusaders on behalf of the entire community 
of believers. This proved an asset in Mamluk foreign policy, as some post-
Mongol regimes who wished to enhance their Islamic credentials, such as the 
Toghloq-shāhs in Delhi and the Muzaffarids in Fars in the fourteenth century, 
would on occasion strike coins in the name of the Cairo Caliph. (At one time, 
coins of the Delhi Sultanate bore his name even three years after his death!) 
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(Holt 1975: 247-48). The Sultan-elect assumed the title of al-
malek (idem: 238); a different kind of oath from bay‛a was some-
times taken in case of usurpers: helf, which had a mutual character 
and specified the obligations of both the Sultan and the amirs 
(idem: 242). As the shadow Caliph failed to gain international 
recognition, however, even though he continued to be referred to 
as the Commander of the Faithful, his status was assimilated to 
that of the four chief justices with a curious twist in the institution 
of bay‛a in the mid-fourteenth century, whereby he took the oath 
of allegiance to the Sultan! (Holt 1977: 45). With this practice 
being regularized under the Circassian or Borji Mamluks, the 
difference between the legitimacy of the Mamluk Sultans and 
other ‘kings of Islam’ became quite negligible.  

Nevertheless, the distinction between the political order under 
Mamluk monarchy, and the institutions of the shar‛i order was 
sharpened. Baybars was not foolish enough to give the Caliph 
exclusive purchase over the shar‛i order. On the contrary, he 
promoted the more obvious identification of Islam with the estate 
of ‛olamā’ as its official representatives, and enhanced the de jure 
legal pluralism under Islam by the institution of four chief justices 
for the four official schools of law in Cairo in 1265/663. The same 
system was established in Damascus in the same year. The four 
kadis also performed the function of conferring legitimacy on the 
Sultan by countersigning the Caliph’s decree of investiture as 
witnesses and taking part alongside him in the crowning 
ceremony, while the division of the clerical estate enhanced the 
Sultan’s control. Nevertheless, given the relatively small number 
of the Mamluk elite and the surprising barring of their offspring 
from the military career, the Mamluk Sultans and amirs were in 
fact more dependent on the good will of the ‛olamā’, and contrib-
uted, through extensive endowments (awqāf), to the development 
of the civic and religious institutions under the control of the latter 
state on a much larger scale than the ruling elite of the Turko-
Mongolian monarchies of the east. For this reason, we can follow 
Hodgson in labeling the Mamluk regime a ‘military-patronage 
state.’ 
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The Mamluk regime was strikingly similar to the Delhi 
Sultanate as an Islamicate polity under a system of collective rule 
by military slave-Sultans. Young mamluks were military slaves 
purchased and trained by the Mamluk amirs who became their 
master (ostād), and upon emancipation, entered the military 
household of the amir as comrades (khoshdāshiya) at his service. 
The amirs elected the Sultan among themselves. Hereditary 
succession did occur after the charismatic warlords Baybars and 
Qalāwun, but was never officially justified. As compared with the 
Turko-Mongolian empires, the true unit of solidarity in which the 
Mamluk heritage passed was thus the Mamluk household, as 
compared to the royal clan of the nomadic empires. Its group 
solidarity, khoshdāshiya (comradeship) can be compared to the 
tribal solidarity (‛asabiya[t]) of the royal clan. As a consequence, 
the Mamluk kingdom was taken over as a whole by an elected 
Sultan and never divided among the princes of the royal house as 
appanages (Holt 1975). 

The idea of Persianate kingship traveled further east to the 
Malay world, without the institution of military slavery. There, it 
was implanted upon predominantly mercantile polities to produce 
yet another distinctive type of Islamicate political regime in 
Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines: the Malay Sultanate. In 
Mughal India, Safavid Iran and the Ottoman empire, by contrast, 
Persianate monarchy developed into the type of regime I have 
described as ‘patrimonial-bureaucratic empire’ (Arjomand 
forthcoming). But these require separate treatment, and I have 
taxed your patience more than enough. Thank you. 
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Pre-organized Panel Abstracts 

 
 
MASTERY AND DISCIPLESHIP IN MEDIEVAL PERSIAN-
ATE SUFISM 
 
Central to medieval Sufism was the person of the Sufi sheikh—
initiator of novices, master of disciples, and guide to kings and 
commoners. This panel explores the authority of Sufi masters by 
an analysis of a range of hagiographic and pedagogical texts 
produced by Sufis in Iran, Central Asia, and South Asia between 
the thirteenth and fifteenth centuries. We argue that such authority 
was constructed, legitimated, and deployed through ritual 
practices, rhetorical strategies, and the production of instructive 
texts. Through such strategies Sufi sheikhs attempted to project 
their mastery over individual disciples and society at large in the 
context of specific socio-political conditions. Panelists: Amina M. 
Steinfels, Jamal J. Elias, Shahzad Bashir. 
 
 
THE MAGIC OF RITUALS AND RITUALS OF MAGIC IN 
THE PERSIANATE WORLD 
 
In his pioneering work on the transmission of knowledge in 
Ayyubid-Mamluk Damascus, Michael Chamberlain demonstrated 
that the very act of transmitting knowledge is often marked by 
magical activities, which serve to create a space of ritual purity. 
He describes such transactions as ritual performances that transmit 
a kind of socio-cultural capital in addition to any patent intellectual 
knowledge. In the spirit of Chamberlain, this panel seeks to 
understand the role that magical practice and ritualized activities 
play in the transmission of knowledge, authority, status, and 
transformative power in the Persianate context. Each paper will 
attempt to recover a culture saturated in magic that has remained 
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largely invisible. Panelists: Derek Mancini-Lander, Azfar Moin, 
Kathryn Babayan. 
 
 
SOCIOLINGUISTICS OF PERSIAN LANGUAGE IN IRAN 
 
This panel focuses on sociolinguistics of Persian language in Iran. 
With increased mobility of peoples throughout the world and the 
breakdown of small, egalitarian face-to-face societies, 
communicative conventions are becoming more important in 
establishing understanding and acceptance. As claimed by 
Wierzbicka, language use studies suffer from an astonishing 
ethnocentricity. In order to broaden the scope of language studies 
to include a non-Western language, the present panel on different 
aspects of Persian language use is proposed. Two of the panelists 
(Eslami and Eslami-Rasekh) focus on politeness issues as realized 
by different speech acts in Persian language and illustrate the 
western-bias in treatments of politeness as represented in the 
previous literature and seminal work by Brown and Levinson 
(1989). Another panel member (Tavangar) focuses on the socio-
cultural aspects of idiomaticity in Persian and covers the 
interpersonal implications that Persian idioms may carry; how 
these expressions are to be interpreted by the hearer and what their 
relevance to the overall discourse context is. The last panel 
member (Amouzadeh) focuses on socio-cultural aspects of Persian 
print advertisements in Iran and in the United States and provides 
insights on how analysis of advertising language can reveal certain 
ideological meanings deployed and maintained in the social world. 
Participants in this panel illustrate how the study of language 
cannot be divorced from the social and cultural context in which it 
is embedded. The topics covered have implications for 
intercultural communication and understanding and will promote 
awareness of cultural and social values of Persian speakers in Iran 
as they are reflected in their language use. 
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MODERN PAINTERS OF LAHORE: IS THERE A PERSO-
MUGHAL HERITAGE? 
 
This panel has five speakers all from The Department of Fine Arts, 
Lahore College for Women University, who will talk on different 
aspects of the post-1947 art of Pakistan. Some of the art is obvious 
derivative of traditional Perso-Mughal techniques and subject 
matter; in other cases the cultural originals are less prominent. We 
attempt to give a balanced view of the art scene in Lahore today. 

Our first speaker, Rukhsana David will introduce the most 
popular and best-known group of Lahori artists, who make their 
own wasli paper, mix paints in muscle shells, and paint sitting 
cross-legged on the floor balancing their large drawing boards on 
their knees. At the beginning their subject matter was copied from 
Mughal miniatures but a group of firebrand students who all 
studied at the Lahore College of Art introduced new subjects of 
political and social content, and the rest is history. 

Barbara Schmitz, HEC Foreign Faculty at LCWU, and her 
students procured a very well-received exhibition on the paintings 
and drawing of Naseem Hafeez Qazi, the founder of the LCWU art 
department and a member of the first generation of Pakistani 
artists after Partition. Her talk will center on the sad trajectories of 
a very talented artist who was trained in Spain, making copies of 
the great paintings of Titian and Rubens, and of her country which 
ultimately denied her the right to publicly pursue and exhibit 
studies of the nude figure. 

Anjum Noon will deconstruct the art of Lahori painter Ijaz ul 
Hassan. In some of his paintings there is obvious political content 
usually based on tragic images from newspapers. He is also known 
for his paintings of lush jungly landscapes that are seemingly 
remote from his other interest, but are they really? 

Saira Khanum will contrast the work of two major painters in 
their presentations of the human figure. Colin David, one of the 
pioneer artists of Pakistan, makes his female figure simple 
elements of design in well-balanced pictures. Iqbal Hussein, a self-
taught artist of humble origins, emphasized the realism of his 
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female figures and often stresses the sad circumstance of lives as 
workers in Lahore’s red light district. His weak points in overall 
design and tight compositions are overshadowed by the power of 
his expressive statements. 

Sadia Afshad is interested in the last generation of Lahore 
painters whose careers began during 1992-2002. She will examine 
the themes they use and contrast and compare them with those of 
earlier generations. She senses new librations from the schools of 
previous generations whose work followed one of three modes: 
Expressionism, Abstraction, or Realism. 
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A GENDER APPROACH TO THE VOCATIONAL EDU-
CATION AND TRAINING IN MODERN TAJIKISTAN 
 
Malika Abdulvasieva15 
 
This paper presents an overview of gender-sensitive issues 
resulting from a 2008 situational analysis project of the Vocational 
Education and Training (VET) system in Tajikistan, particularly 
the needs and expectations of girls and women and the ways in 
which vocational education empowers and disempowers them. The 
data was collected through a survey, interviews, and document 
survey in a number of VET institutions in Tajikistan. The findings 
show that the VET system in Tajikistan suffered greatly as a result 
of the Soviet collapse. Challenges include the lack of modern 
resources, teacher shortages, outdated curriculum, and 
cultural/traditional stereotypes that negatively affect girls in terms 
of education and their development at whole.  

The findings argue that VET can enable young Tajik females 
to obtain the professional skills they need to improve their quality 
of life, social mobility, and contribution to family income and the 
economy. The study suggests, moreover, that the curriculum of 
VET schools must reflect gender equity and that its curriculum 
must be geared to the practical needs of today’s Tajik society, 
which is increasingly affected by the demands of the global 

                                                
15 Malika Abdulvasieva is a researcher at the Institute of Written Heritage and 

Oriental Studies of the Academy of Sciences of Tajikistan and is currently 
writing her PhD dissertation on gender issues. She is the head of the NGO 
Tojikiston dar taraqqiyot (Tajikistan in Development) and a participator and 
designer of several research and analytical programs on gender supported by 
the Aga Khan Foundation and United Nations agencies. She has published a 
series of articles on women and gender, including “Discussion of the 
Legalization of Temporary Marriage in the Modern History of Iran,” Materials 
from the First Conferences of Young Scholars of Tajikistan (Dushanbe, 1999), 
“Family Planning in Islam: The Problem of Sexual and Moral Education of 
Teenagers,” Bulletin of the Association of Women Scientists of Tajikistan 
(Dushanbe, 1999), and “Revolutionary Iran: Ideology and the Image of 
Women,” The Contribution of Young Scholars in Studying the Social Problems 
(Dushanbe, 2001). 
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economy. The VET teacher education program must prepare 
teachers for gender sensitivity and the application of active and 
engaging methods of teaching that promote better job 
opportunities for VET graduates.  
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CHISHTĪ KHĀNQĀH IN RURAL PUNJAB DURING THE 
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY: MODES OF LEARNING  
 
Sajida Sultana Alvi16 
 
The study of “knowledge in Islam,” its modes of transmission and 
the institutions for its acquisition, especially the madrasas, 
continue to attract scholars of Islamic studies since the 1979 
Revolution in Iran. It received another impetus in the aftermath of 
9/11 in 2001, and diverted the attention of scholars and general 
public from Iran to Afghanistan and Pakistan. This paper (an 
introduction to my book-length study) takes the reader back to the 
eighteenth-century Sufi complex (khān(a)qāh) in rural Punjab of 
Nur Mohammad Mahārawi (1730-90; the foremost Sufi master of 
Cheshti tariqa in the eighteenth century), in search of the mode 
and content of knowledge transmitted in Mahārawi’s khānaqāh. 

Our discussion on Sufism and rural Punjab is prompted by the 
reification of Sufism and the categorical opposition of rural and 
urban settings in the scholarly literature on Islam. Within the 
framework of phenomenological methodology, the perceptions, 
observations and learning experiences of Nur Mohammad 
Mahārawi’s four deputies (khalifas) are uncovered by undertaking 
an in-depth textual, topical and literary analysis of (i) Mahārawi’s 
discourses at congregational or individual meetings (malfuzāt), and 
(ii) his khalifas’ narratives on their acquisition of ‘olum-e zāheri 
and bāteni under the supervision of their morshed against the 
backdrop of socio-political context.  

Our objective is to determine the authority of Mahārawi as a 
teacher as described by his major khalifas: Nur Mohammad Nāro-
wāla (1721-89), an ‘ālem and mohaddeth, Mohammad ‘Āqel 
Fāruqi, jurist and chief qādi (d. 1814), Hāfea Mohammad Jamāl 
Moltāni, an ‛ālem, a poet and teacher (d. 1811), and Mohammad 
Solaymān Tawnsavi, a jurist, educator, and agriculturalist—the 
youngest and most prominent designated successor (1770-1850).  

                                                
16 Institute of Islamic Studies, McGill University, Montreal, Canada. 
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Nur Mohammad Mahārawi emerged as a major Sufi master, 
attracting a large following in the Punjab. Even at this early stage 
of the research, his command of philosophy, metaphysics, logic, 
jurisprudence, shari‛a, the Koran, tafsir, hadith and tasawwof, 
history and literature, is clearly demonstrated in my explication of 
the issues raised by his khalifas and other disciples at congrega-
tional meetings.  
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THEMES AND SOURCES OF THE CURRENT GENERA-
TION OF PAKISTANI ARTISTS 
 
Sadia Arshad17 
 
At the inception of Pakistan, artists like Allah Bukhsh and Abdur 
Rehman Chughtai were struggling with the unpromising political 
and economic conditions of a newly-born country. These pioneer 
artists could not evolve any particular school of thought in the art 
of Pakistan. They were all masters of their own individual styles. 
The generation of artists of the 1960s, 70s and 80s were working 
on various themes of their own interests and received influences 
from all over the world, especially from the West. This period of 
Pakistani art is distinguished by several art groups. Because of 
Anna Molka Ahmed’s enormous contribution in founding fine arts 
in Pakistan, many artists adopted a “German Expressionistic” style 
of painting following the precepts of Edward Munch (1863-1944), 
which in turn derive from the Dutch post-impressionist painter 
Vincent van Gogh (1853-90). Another influential Pakistani artist, 
Shakir Ali synthesized a 20th-century cubist style with the elon-
gated forms of Modigliani (1887-1920) and gave birth to a group 
of followers of abstract ideas of the West. In the presence of these 
two immense influences Khalid Iqbal and Colin David were 
successful in making a ground for an academic style of realism. So 
in the last decade of the century Pakistani artists were probing 
their identity among these three major influences: Expressionism, 
Abstraction and Realism. 

Through art education and the establishment of new art insti-
tutions, more artists with new ideas came into existence. In the last 
few years, the activities of visual art have flourished in Pakistan in 
a noticeable manner. Many new creative endeavors have come into 
existence; they reflect the pure and true creative ideas of the young 
generation of artists in Pakistan. The young artists reflect many 
influences from their pioneers, their heritage and inspirations from 
many Western trends of modern art or from other cultures. All the 
                                                
17 Lahore College for Women University. 
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progress in this field is because of the establishment of new art 
societies, art institutes, and art departments in colleges and univer-
sities throughout the country. 
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SOCIO-CULTURAL ASPECTS OF PERSIAN PRINT AD-
VERTISEMENTS IN IRAN AND IN THE UNITED STATES 
 
Mohammad Amouzadeh18 
 
The analysis of advertising language can reveal how certain ideo-
logical meanings are deployed and maintained in the social world. 
This paper aims to investigate, in a contrastive fashion, in what 
ways the language of the Persian print advertisements in Iran and 
in the United States represent similar or different aspects of their 
social lives. A cursory study of some data indicates that, despite 
the fact that there might be certain linguistic and non-linguistic 
similarities between the two sets of advertisements, there exist a 
number of striking dissimilarities between them, which require a 
serious investigation. For instance, whereas the language of 
Persian advertising in Iran displays a kind of modern, scientific, or 
international status for their products, the Persian advertisements 
as used in the United States are often focused on the patriotic and 
nostalgic connotations of their products. Paradoxically, such 
ideological meanings do not conform to the use of a rather mixed 
Persian language in the relevant advertisements. In short, the 
current paper will compare and contrast a number of Persian 
advertisements in Iran and in the United States to study how dif-
ferent socio-cultural contexts contribute to various linguistic and 
pragmatic strategies of the Persian advertisements.  

Keywords: Persian advertisements, patriotic ideology, interna-
tionalization, code-mixing. 
 
 

                                                
18 Department of Linguistics, University of Isfahan.  
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PASSING INTO MANHOOD IN SAFAVI CRAFT CIRCLES 
 
Kathryn Babayan19 
 
Early-modern Iranists have overlooked the rites that mark male 
adolescents’ passage from youth to adulthood. Since studying 
these rituals can yield insight about attitudes toward puberty, mas-
culinity and gender-based divisions of labor in the sixteenth-
century craft circles of Safavid Iran, I intend to historicize these 
rites and the social patterns they generate. 

Appearing in manuals of chivalry (fotowwatnāma), the rituals 
initiating novices into confraternities (fotowwat) defined the roles 
of boys at the threshold of participation in adult work. The rituals, 
which related novices in surrogate kinships to communities of 
brothers and fathers, were instrumental in structuring communities 
of individual craft guilds. The Safavi order executed its messianic 
revolution through the support of political factions grounded in the 
urban marketplace economy and comprised of craft devotees. 
Safavid kings however, once established, attempted to control 
confraternities because they undermined the political and religious 
authority of the court and mosque. The fotowwatnāmas constitute 
attempts to control praxis among brotherhoods but, in intervening 
in the codes of chivalry, they unwittingly delineate changing atti-
tudes.  

Research in anthropology and ritual studies has shown that the 
three stages of withdrawal, isolation and return are common to the 
rites of passage that youth undergo in many cultural milieus. 
Drawing on such research, I will analyze symbols of initiation, 
examining their attendant verbal idiom, and investigate how rites 
of passage from puberty to manhood contributed to a new social 
order and masculine culture of Eros and politics in Safavid Iran. 
Situating this initiation practice will in turn provide insights into 
the dynamics of religion in both psychological and sociological 
terms.  

                                                
19 University of Michigan. 
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EYES ON DISCIPLES’ HEARTS: MASTERFUL VISION AS 
RHETORICAL TOOL IN A NAQSHBANDI HAGIOGRA-
PHY 
 
Shahzad Bashir20 
 
This paper is concerned with ‛Alī b. Mahmud Kurāni’s Rawzāt al-
sālekin, a little-known hagiographical work from the fifteenth 
century dedicated to the Naqshbandi master ‛Alā-al-Din 
Mohammad b. Mohammad b. Mo’men (d. 892/1487) who lived 
his life in the environs of Herat. The work is an exceptionally 
vivid example for the use of vision as an overarching metaphor for 
representing the master-disciple relationship in medieval Persian-
ate Sufism. Most of the text consists of dramatic episodes under-
scoring the master’s awesome charismatic presence as exhibited 
through his penetrating vision to see beyond apparent reality into 
hidden processes. My paper concentrates on patterns in the depic-
tion of interpersonal encounters to argue that, in the work, “vision” 
is an active and intrusive force deployed by a Sufi master to 
acquire and control disciples. The master’s always potent vision 
contrasts strikingly with disciples’ visionary dreams and trances 
that exhibit a sense of bewilderment and lack of control over one’s 
self and surroundings. The master-disciple relationship appears 
encased in a circle, the master’s eyes controlling the disciple’s 
heart, mind, and body, and the disciple’s vision unstable until it 
becomes entranced by the master’s beauty and might. The paper 
aims to contribute to the study of Sufism as well as our under-
standing of rhetorical strategies employed by medieval Persianate 
writers. 
 
                                                
20 Shahzad Bashir is Associate Professor of Islamic Studies in the Department of 

Religious Studies at Stanford University. He is the author of Messianic Hopes 
and Mystical Visions: the Nūrbakhshīya between Medieval and Modern Islam 
(2003) and Fazlallah Astarabadi and the Hurufis (2005). His current projects 
involve rethinking the ways in which we can use Persianate hagiographical 
narratives to write the intellectual and social history of Muslim communities in 
the pre-modern period. 
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THE DIACHRONY, ETYMOLOGY, AND GLOSS OF THE 
NEW PERSIAN BUR 
 
Dariush Borbor21 
 
Apart from a few short pointers, a comprehensive study of the 
lexeme bur as a “toponym,” a “horse” and a “color” appear to 
have evaded the attention of the scholars. The lexeme bur may 
appear in four categories, and three different meanings: (1) as an 
ancient toponym; (2) a certain type of a “horse”; (3) a certain 
“color”; and (4) “ten thousand, large number of people, a crowd, 
myriad.” 

This paper is a synopsis of the diachrony, etymology and gloss 
of bur as a certain type of a “horse”; bur as toponym has been 
briefly discussed,22 a detailed study by this writer will appear 
shortly; bur as a certain “color” is intended to be presented in a 
later paper, and as “ten thousand, etc.” has been already summarily 
presented in a previous paper.23 The findings of this presentation 
are based mainly on two near-completed projects by the same 
author.24 

Whereas the etymology of asp “horse” is well documented, 
the etymology of bur is not. This investigation demonstrates that 
the original connotation of the lexeme bur when applied to a horse 
was destined to a particular type of a horse and was not a simple 
synonym to the lexeme asp as taken for granted by lexicographers 
and etymologists. Also, our investigation of the lexeme bur 
“horse” has revealed a continuous mistake of applying the Turkish 
misnomer buz or the Arabic fur for the New Persian bur (بور)25 by 

                                                
21 Independent Scholar, Tehran. 
22 D. Borbor, “Notes on the new Iranian toponomastics (the element būr),” Iran 

and the Caucasus 6, 2002, pp 189-92.  
23 Ibid. 
24 D. Borbor, The Origin and the Age of the Būrbūr Tribe; idem A Computer 

Aided Comparative Dictionary of Reduplication in the Languages and Dialects 
of Iran, forthcoming. 

25 At times as a cognate for “horse” and at times as a cognate for the colour 
“bur.”  
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generations of scholars and lexicographers who have reported the 
same error verbatim without delving into its origin. Amongst 
others, they include: Fazlallāh Hamdāni (12th century), Tabrizi 
(17th), Astarābādi (18th), Steingass (19th), Nicholson, Dehkhodā 
and Mo‘in (20th). 

As for the bur “ten thousand,” which has been eventually 
established and clarified by the Shahnama, the paper has turned to 
the same source to solve the lexical riddle between the lexemes 
bur and asp. Further confirmation is obtained by a thorough 
examination of several other ancient poets, farasnāma and copious 
positive evidence presented in medieval miniatures and porcelains. 

Finally, the paper presents evidence and establishes the fact 
that bur < bārag was not originally applied as a synonym to asp, 
but to a particular type of “fast, agile, nimble horse,” and the 
origin of the lexeme bur in its various forms is West Iranian and 
Median. We conclude that the color bur is a mixture of light grey 
and light indigo, in fact, blue roan, and thus the original 
application of bur for horse was applied to a “fast, agile, nimble 
blue roan horse”—possibly even to the well-known Nisaeans of 
ancient Media, the most famous horses of the antiquity. 
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AN ATTESTATION OF THE BALOCH AT AN EIGHT-
EENTH-CENTURY ARMENIAN CHRONICLE 
 
Vahe S. Boyajian26 
 
Armenian historical sources have always been of great importance 
not only for the study of Armenian history and culture, but they 
have also provided useful and unique information about the 
neighboring countries and peoples. The Armenian travelers and 
chroniclers have touched the historical, cultural, religious and 
other issues of not only their neighbors but also those of remote 
countries they have been traveling through. The Iranian world with 
the variety of its manifestations occupies a considerable place in 
the Armenian sources. 

Among the Iranian peoples there are numerous ethnic groups 
the history of which has many periods left without written attesta-
tions. The Baloch are one of them, who, despite the rich oral tradi-
tions (heroic legends, ballads, songs, love poetry), lack written 
historical literature. The appearance of the Baloch in the historical 
scene as a more or less unified people with national self-
consciousness dates back to the Qajar period in the late 18th 
century. Before that, the ideas of national self-determination and 
independence were differently understood and interpreted by vari-
ous groups identifying themselves by the common name “baloch.” 
The late medieval history of the Baloch is rich with facts and 
attestations regarding the mercenary nature of their occupation in 
the armies or courts of powerful rulers of the region. 

This paper presents an early attestation (preserved in the 
Matenadaran library, Yerevan, manuscript no. 1786, 44b-49b) of 
historical events in Persia, where the author, an 18th-century 
Armenian chronicler and traveler Martiros di Arakel, mentions the 
Baloch as mercenaries in the campaigns against the late Safavids.  

                                                
26 Dept. of Iranian Studies, Yerevan State University, Armenia. 
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MUSLIM CLERGY IN AFGHANISTAN BETWEEN RELIG-
ION AND POLITICS (1940S-60S): PERSONALITIES, INSTI-
TUTES, AND IDEAS 
 
Vladimir Boyko27 
 
The purpose of this paper is to examine the main dimensions of the 
Muslim clergy in Afghanistan in 1940s through 1960s—the strata 
which came over traditional social/professional boundaries to 
politics and played later a significant role in national governance 
and local leadership. The research is based on data drawn from 
state archives of Russian Federation and National archives of the 
United Kingdom. It is stimulated by much confusion in the litera-
ture on the subject; despite comprehensive contributions of 
scholars of different academic backgrounds (O. Roy, A. Olesen, R. 
Sikoev, etc.), there are still misinterpretations on the early stages 
of Muslim enlightment and political Islamism, which flourished in 
the 1980s and 1990s in Afghanistan. 

                                                
27 Dr. Boyko is the director of the Center for Regional Studies (Russia and the 

East) and associate professor of Asian Studies at Barnaul State Pedagogical 
University. The main focus of his research and teaching is the contemporary 
Afghanistan and Central Asian history and politics. As a visiting scholar he un-
dertook research projects at London School of Economics and Political Sci-
ence, Harvard University, Ruhr University (Germany), and Cambridge Univer-
sity. His writings amount to some 200 research works, including ten authored 
and edited books in Russian and English.  
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KOSHTI AND PAHLAVĀN AS MARKERS OF THE PERSI-
ANATE WORLD 
 
Houchang Esfandiar Chehabi28 
 
The Persian words Koshti and Pahlavān, adapted to local idioms, 
denote ‘wrestling’ and ‘wrestler’ all the way from the Balkans to 
Malaya. This presentation argues that common athletic practices 
constitute one of the dimensions of the cosmopolitan culture of the 
different lands of the Persianate world. After presenting the two 
words and their geographic diffusion, a number of common cul-
tural references will be identified, chief among them Rostam and 
Ali. The material culture of the traditional gymnasiums in which 
athletes practiced (and in some countries still practice) their art is 
examined next, after which it will be shown that in the pre-modern 
age athletes moved around extensively within the Persianate 
world, seeking court patronage just as poets and artists did. The 
presentation will end with an analysis of the disintegration of this 
common athletic heritage in the age of nation-states. The presenta-
tion will be illustrated extensively with miniatures and photos. 

                                                
28 Houchang E. Chehabi studied geography at the University of Caen and 

international relations at the Institut d’Etudes Politiques in Paris before going 
to Yale University, where he took his PhD in political science in 1986. He then 
taught at Harvard University and UCLA, and in 1998 he became a professor of 
international relations and history at Boston University. He is the author of 
Iranian Politics and Religions Modernism: The Liberation Movement of Iran 
under the Shah and Khomeini (1990) and principal author of Distant Relations: 
Iran and Lebanon in the last 500 years (2006), and co-editor, with Juan J. 
Linz, of Sultanistic Regimes (1998). His articles have appeared in Aus Politik 
und Zeitgeschichte, Daedalus, Diplomacy and Statecraft, Government and 
Opposition, International Journal of the History of Sport, International 
Journal of Middle East Studies, Iran, Iranian Studies, Political Science 
Quarterly, and several edited volumes. Currently his main research interest is 
the cultural history of Iran since the nineteenth century. 
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CONTEMPORARY MINIATURE PAINTING AT LAHORE 
 
Rukhsana David29 
 
Before 1945 miniature painting was taught neither in Lahore nor 
elsewhere in Pakistan. A course in miniature painting was added to 
the curriculum of the Mayo School of Arts (now National College 
of Arts) with the appointment of ustad Haji Sharif, a court painter 
from the Punjab State of Patiala. The course was probably started 
as a policy to reclaim the lost traditional art. Few students opted 
for it and the course took a slow start. 

The history of contemporary miniature painting actually starts 
in 1982 when Bashir Ahmed, a disciple of the ustad worked 
towards establishing miniature painting as a specialization in the 
Fine Arts Department. The department was still not very popular, 
had few students and was viewed as promoting a decadent art 
form. 

A decade later, one of the two students who graduated from 
the miniature department was Shazia Sikander (1991), credited 
with the revival of miniature painting. She then went on to con-
tinue her art education in the United States and opted to live in 
New York. Using traditional imagery and blending both Eastern 
and Western art sensibilities she put the miniature as mainstream 
art. Her work, which encompasses small works on paper, installa-
tions, digital art and videos, transcends the exotic appeal of the 
miniature. Although she has never taught at the National College 
of Arts, her work and success have influenced many students and 
artists who have followed in her footsteps. 

Since the mid-1990s there has been no looking back. Artists 
like Imran Qureshi, Nusra Latif and Aisha Khalid have worked 
with various elements of the miniature and transformed them into 
composite images that speak of social, political or personal con-
cerns. Imran focuses on mass destruction, Nusra on the effects of 
colonization and Aisha on her childhood memories and woman-
hood. 
                                                
29 Head, Department of Fine Arts, Kennaid College, Lahore. 
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Since the new millennium, younger artists follow the new tra-
dition put in place by Shazia Sikander, Imran Qureshi, Nusra Latif 
and Aisha Khalid. This new tradition continues to use icons from 
traditional miniature even as it addresses modern issues. 
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ISLAMIC MEDIA COVERAGE OF GENDER FACTORS IN 
CURRENT TAJIKISTAN 
 
Lola Dodkhudoeva30 
 
Among the newly established Central Asian states, the Republic of 
Tajikistan is characterized by a unique attempt to incorporate a 
religious party into its secular political and social development, 
namely the Party of the Islamic Revival of Tajikistan, (PIRT) 
which functions legally and is represented in the Parliament 
(Majlis-i Oli and Majlis-i Namoyandagon). This came about as a 
result of the peace treaty which was signed in 1997 by the oppos-
ing sides in the Tajik Civil War of 1992-97. The PIRT’s ideas and 
plans have been issued in several publications over a period of 
almost ten years. The purpose of this presentation is to highlight 
the main gender issues that are contained in two main PIRT publi-
cations: the newspaper Najot (Salvation), the main organ of the 
Party which was organized in 1997 but issued regularly since 
1999, and a review for women entitled, Nayson (Fertile spring 
rain), which has been issued since 2000.  

It should be noted that both publications have developed 
greatly since their first appearance, both in terms of the design and 
content of the materials. For example, a volume of Najot today is 
sixteen-pages long in comparison with the four-page length of the 
first issues, and 45,000 copies are issued today in comparison with 
200 copies issued in the first year. The most important changes, 

                                                
30 Lola Dodkhudoeva (PhD in History) is a senior scholar at the Institute of 

Oriental Studies and Written Heritage of the Academy of Sciences of 
Tajiksitan, where she works in the departments of cataloging and manuscript 
study. She is the author of numerous articles on the socio-political aspects of 
Islamic society in Central Asia, and the author of three books in Russian: 
Epigraphical Monuments of Samarqand, 11th-14th Century (Dushanbe, 1992), 
The Timurids: Tendencies of Political and Economic Development (Dushanbe, 
2003) and Principles of Legitimacy of the Higher Political Power in Central 
Asia in the Pre-Mongol Period (2009). She is currently in the process of co-
authoring with B. Babajanov and A. Muminov, Memorial Epigraphy of Jakar-
Diza (ed. by Ulrich Rudolf, forthcoming 2009). 
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however, are connected with content. Analysis of the first issues 
reveals a predominance of materials devoted to a “literacy 
campaign” in Islamic sacral knowledge intended to overcome the 
gap in Islamic education among the population that was cut off 
from its spiritual traditions over the 70-year period of Soviet rule. 
These materials are largely presented through information 
reprinted from different foreign Islamic reviews, newspapers and 
internet sources and they highlight the basic aspects of ibodat 
(rules for correct prayer, fasting, making of the hajj, etc.). Over the 
course of time this emphasis shifted to information on current 
social, political and economic problems of the country. One of the 
reasons for such change was the market’s saturation with informa-
tion data on Religion’s pillars from various sources of oral and 
written propaganda. But the major motivation for this transforma-
tion was dictated by the acute challenges of the current situation in 
Tajikistan and the attempts of PIRT’s leaders to find a response to 
them. Gender issues, which are so important for the social devel-
opment of the region, occupy a lot of space in Najot and they 
create a basic focus for Nayson. The treatment of gender in each 
publication has its own character, which is the major focus of the 
paper.  
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EARLY PERSIAN ROYAL SYMBOLISM: AHURAMAZDA, 
KHVARNAH AND THE ROD AND THE RING 
 
Erica Ehrenberg31 
 
As inheritors of enduring and intertwined Mesopotamian and 
Iranian royal precepts, early Persian kings deemed themselves 
divinely appointed and proclaimed this extraordinary status in 
word and image. Cyrus, conqueror of Babylonia, stressed his 
Iranian Elamite heritage yet retained numerous Babylonian 
customs, while later kings beginning with Darius trumpeted a 
unique Persian, Aryan ethnicity. With this crystallization of 
Persian identity, a distinct imperial style that can be called 
Achaemenid emerged from widespread historical roots with 
Ahuramazda, likely promoted by Darius to the pinnacle of the 
pantheon, at its center. The Achaemenid visual program tightly 
links the earthly ruler with the supreme deity and offers clues 
about Persian conceptualizations of royal authority. Depictions of 
kings, from large-scale on architectural reliefs to small-scale on 
cylinder seals, provide insight into the notion of khvarnah (royal 
fortune), the meaning of the winged disk and the significance of 
sovereign insignia such as the rod-and-ring, all with ancient 
lineages in the Near East.  
 
 

                                                
31 With a background in archaeology (Yale, BA; Institute of Fine Arts, New York 

University, PhD), Erica Ehrenberg studies the interface between ancient 
Persian and Babylonian civilization and has expanded her pursuit of cultural 
interconnections to those in the modern world, between the U.S. and Iran. 
While she continues to research in her academic field, she directs the work of 
the American Institute of Iranian Studies to promote academic exchange 
between America and Iran. 
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WRITTEN SOURCES OF BADAKHSHAN 
 
Qudrat Elchibekov32 
 
During the Soviet period a systematic investigation of the written 
sources of Badakhshan was organized by the Institute of Oriental 
Studies of the Academy of Sciences of USSR and the Institute of 
Oriental Studies and Written Heritage of the Academy of Sciences 
of Tajikistan. Several expeditions worked in the autonomous 
province of Gorno-Badakhshan during 1959-63 to collect manu-
script sources. More than two-hundred rare manuscripts were 
collected and microfilmed on the history, philosophy and literature 
of Ismailism, including thirty unique manuscripts such as Omm al-
khetāb, Goharriz, and Osul-e adab. On the basis of these materi-
als, the eminent Soviet scholar A. E. Bertels published the most 
important of the Ismaili works in his Five Philosophical Treatises 
on the Theme of Afaq-i Anfus. The publication of this work 
enabled the Tajik scholar A. Abibov to study the development of 
Ismaili literature in his From the History of Tajik Literature in 
Badakhshan and The Treasury of Badakhshan. 

The written sources of Badakhshan may be divided into 
several categories, including literature, ethnograpy, and historical 
works. Sources on the history of Ismailism in Badakhshan, which 
cover its development from the tenth century, include the Sufi 
literature such as the works of Mobārak Vakhāni. Ethnographic 
works include notes on magic invocations and rituals such as 
Nowruz and Charāgh-namā. Poetic works of Badakhshan include 
the divans of eight poets from the eighteenth to the twentieth 
century. Among the historical sources on Badakhshan are two 
                                                
32 Dr. Qudrat Elchibekov is a senior scholar of the Institute of Oriental Studies 

and Written Heritage of the Tajik Academy of Sciences. His scholarly interests 
include Arab and Islamic issues, the history of Isma`ilism, and Islamic 
manuscripts. His publications include, “Concrete Philosophical and 
Mythological Substations of the Hierarchy of Priesthood in Sufism and 
Ismailism [in Russian],” in Religion and the Public Thought of the Oriental 
Peoples, Moscow, 1977 and “The Origins of the Legends of Naser Khosrow 
[in Tajik],” Nomai pazhuhishgoh 4, 2003, pp. 181-89. 
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notable works of the same title, Ta’rikh-e Badakhshān: one by 
Sang Mohammad Badakhshi and Fazl Alibek Sorkh Afsar, and the 
other by Mahabbat Sa‛id Foturshāh and Qorban Mohammad 
Ākhund Solaymān.  
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THE GUIDANCE OF CITIZENS, SUFIS AND KINGS IN 
RELIGIOUS MANUALS OF THE KOBRĀVIYA SELSELA 
 
Jamal J. Elias 
 
This paper explores patterns in structure and content of Sufi 
guidebooks (also called handbooks) in the 13th to 14th-century 
Iran and Central and South Asia. My paper will concentrate on 
books written as guidance for formal and informal disciples by 
major Sufi figures of the Kobrāviya (called the Selsela-ye Zahab in 
South Asia) with the goal of identifying important patterns of 
similarity and difference between them within the framework of 
their social and historical contexts. I will draw on specific 
examples from Tohfat al-barara fi’l-masā’el al-‛ashara of Majd-
al-Din Baghdādi (d. 616/1219), Al-mesbāh fi’l-tasawwof of Sa‛d-
al-Din Hamuya (d. 650/1252), Mersād-al-‘ebād men al-mabda’ 
elā’l-ma‘ād of Najm-al-Din Daya (d. 654/1256), Al-‘orwa le-ahl 
al-khalwa wa’l-jalwa of ‛Alā’-al-Dawla Semnāni (d. 736/1336), 
and two separate works by Sayyed ‛Ali Hamadāni (d. 786/1385). 
These works formally belong to members of a singular Sufi 
tradition and span a relatively short century and a half. However, 
they are markedly different in their style and content and appear to 
be addressed to distinct audiences. A comparative analysis of these 
important works will shed light on the role of Sufi masters and 
textual instruction in Sufism, as well as on the nature of kingship 
and the role played by Sufi sheikhs in influencing and legitimating 
statecraft and political ethics. 
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POLITENESS IN PERSIAN: THE EAST AND WEST DI-
VIDE 
 
Zohreh Eslami33 and Abbass Eslami-Rasekh34 
 
Cultural values are both reflected by and carried through language. 
With increased mobility of peoples throughout the world and the 
breakdown of small, egalitarian face-to-face societies, communi-
cative conventions are becoming more important in establishing 
understanding and acceptance (Gumperz 1982; Kecskes 2004; 
Mey 2004). As claimed by Wierzbicka (1991), studies on speech 
acts suffer from an astonishing ethnocentricity. In order to broaden 
the scope of speech act studies to include a non-Western language, 
the present study on politeness norms in Persian was carried out. 
Through examples from Persian speech acts such as invitation, 
apology, and complimenting, the authors will show that Brown 
and Levinson’s (B&L’s) seminal treatment of politeness (1987) 
has a Western, or even Anglophone, bias, and therefore cannot 
claim to present a universal theory applicable to all languages and 
cultures. 

We will present the Western bias in B&L model by showing 
that his definition of negative politeness in terms of negative and 
positive face reflects an Anglo-Western view of the supremacy of 
an individual’s desires and right to freedom. It will be argued that 
B&L focus on the individual, however appropriate to the West, is 
quite inappropriate to the group orientation of Eastern cultures, 
specifically those of Iran.  

Using examples from Persian, we will illustrate that B&L’s 
explanation of politeness as a sedative to face-threatening acts 
(FTAs), for the performance of which B&L specify five strategies, 
ranging from “bald on-record” performance of the FTA through 
indirect strategies to its non-performance seem to reinforce the 
Western orientation of the model and thus its restriction to a 
particular cultural milieu.  
                                                
33 Texas A&M University, Qatar. 
34 University of Isfahan. 
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In our theoretical stance, we reject the universalistic claim 
made by B&L and echo Wierzbicka’s (1991) position that inter-
personal interaction is governed, to a large extent, by norms which 
are culture-specific and which reflect cultural values cherished by 
a particular society. 
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THE RELIGION IN WESTERN PAMIR DURING THE RE-
PRESSIONS OF THE 1930s 
 
Jens Ferchland35 
 
The predominant religion in the Western Pamir, a part of the 
autonomous oblast of Mountainous Badakhshan in Tajikistan, is 
the Ismaili Islam. In spite of the dominant Sunni sect in the region, 
the Ismaili traditions have lasted for centuries. They have been 
maintained thanks to a system which is based on several firm 
pillars: a religious tradition with pirs as the leaders, old written 
literature, and the veneration of local saints in the mazārs. By the 
end of the Soviet rule, however, the religious structure had been 
more or less destroyed, with most of the damage inflicted in the 
1920-30s. 

Following an initial period of tolerance, the antireligious poli-
cies were tightened in the late 1920s. The authorities were 
dedicated to abolishing all religions practiced in Soviet Union. In 
the Pamirs they began with the extermination of the religious elite. 
They drove out and even killed the pirs and confiscated their prop-
erties, and banned the religious schools and the payment of zakāt. 
Another successful plan aiming at devastation of Muslim traditions 
was the changing of the Arabic alphabet into Roman and then 
Cyrillic, in the literacy campaigns of the earlier Soviet period.  

This paper concentrates on the situation of the Ismailis of the 
Western Pamir in the late 1920s and the early 1930s, and tries to 
explain the causes of the events and their consequences. How was 
it possible that such a great damage be inflicted in such a short 
time upon a religious group with centuries of tradition? The 
second part of the paper will be dedicated to the covert practice of 
Ismailism and secret preservation of its traditions and books in 
some places in the Pamirs. 
 
 
MEDIA ATROPATENE: REMARKS ON THE HELLENIS-
                                                
35 Berlin, Germany. 
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TIC PERSIAN CULTURE  
 
Sándor Földvári36 
 
While Bactria and Sogdiana gained much attention in the contem-
porary literature, some other kingdoms in the Hellenistic world 
gained less attention. The main aim in the paper is to evaluate the 
ancient sources and contribute some new viewpoints to the ques-
tions of intercultural communication and cultural interferences. 
The population of Media Atropatene, from the third century BCE, 
consisted of Iranians (the Medes) and Greeks, among others. The 
founder of this state was Atropates, a general of Alexander the 
Great. After Alexander’s quietus the most powerful leaders seized 
the opportunity of the demise: Seleucos in Syria and Ptolemy in 
Egypt and Atropates in Media. As a result, Greek veterans were 
settled here as they did in Bactria. Contrary to the historians of 
Armenia, modern researchers of the ancient Near East paid much 
less attention to Media Atropatene than Bactria. The former 
empire, however, has many traits yet to be studied as a crossroad 
of cultural traditions of the antiquity.  

The most important Greek and Latin sources will be analyzed 
in this study (e.g. Arrian 4, 18, 3; Strabo 11, 523; Justin 13, 4; 
Pliny 6, 13, 16). The author will offer a few remarks on Media 
Atropatene, taking into the account the Old Iranian sources as 
well. He seeks to demonstrate that the Persians (and in the wider 
sense, the Near Eastern nations) played an active role in mixing 
peoples and cultures: while the ancient Near East was influenced 
by the Greeks, the latter were influenced by Persians. The author 
will elaborate on the question of duration of culture and language 
of the Medes.  
 
 

                                                
36 Sándor Földvári is a lecturer at Debrecen University and a fellow of the Acad-

emy of Sciences of Hungary. 
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STUDIES ON SASSANIAN ONOMASTICS IN OLD GEOR-
GIAN 
 
Helen Giunashvili37 
 
Iranian-Georgian historical contacts have the most ancient tradi-
tion. The Geographical position of both countries has supported 
practically uninterrupted interrelationships of these neighboring 
regions from the remotest past. The historical links which arose 
very early between pre-Islamic Persia and Ancient Georgia 
reached their summit during the Sasanians (224-651 CE). 

The Sasanians’ relations with Georgia (Iberian kingdom, 
known later as state of Kartli) were complex and deep, covering all 
the spheres of political, social and cultural life of the country, 
affecting therefore different sides of Georgian civilization through-
out the whole period of their dominance. Traces of these influ-
ences are still to be seen in spiritual and material culture of the 
Georgian people and particularly, in their language. Georgian is 
the only written member of the South Caucasian (Kartvelian) 
language family and has a literary history of a millennium and a 
half. The most ancient Georgian records are dated from the 
century. 

                                                
37 Born in Georgia, Helen Giunashvili received her doctorate in Iranian linguistics 

under the supervision of Prof. V. Livshits at the Institute of Oriental Studies, 
St. Petersbourg. Her dissertation was “Personal Verbal Forms in Parthian and 
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Hebrew University of Jerusalem (1994-95), where she conducted research with 
Profs. J. C. Greenfield and J. Naveh, and was awarded the Golda Meyer 
Fellowship Grant; assignments at the University of Tehran, the Academy of 
Persian Language and Literature, and the French Institute of Iranian Studies 
(1996-99); invited researcher at the University of Sorbonne, and National 
Center of Scientific Researches (CNRS), by Prof. Ph. Gignoux (1999-2001); 
post-doctoral research program at the Sorbonne, with Prof. P. Lecocq (2002-
05); research project on Sassanian Iran and Georgia, Sassanian lexis in 
Georgian and Sassanian onomastics in Georgian sources (2005-08); and 
DAAD fellow at a joint project with Prof. Jost Gippert at the Institute of 
Comparative Linguistics, University of Frankfurt (2007-08).  
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Old Georgian sources reveal many Sasanian (Parthian and 
Middle Persian) words ranging over various semantic fields, being 
penetrated as a result of these multifarious contacts. Many Middle 
Iranian proper names were also widespread in Georgia. They could 
be found already in the most ancient epigraphic monuments—in 
the Georgian inscriptions from Palestine (cf. Bakur, Mirian, 
Burzen[-mihr], Gri-Ormizd). Sasanian names are mostly frequent 
in Old Georgian historical records (Kartlis Cxovreba “Life of 
Kartli”; Mokcevai Kartlisai “Conversion of Kartli,” and Cxovreba 
Kartvelta Mefeta “The Life of the Kartvelian Kings”). The Geor-
gian chronicles attest many Iranian names of kings and prominent 
personages of ancient Georgia, testifying close (and probably) di-
rect contacts between members of Iranian-speaking upper-class 
and autochthonous Kartvelians. 

The paper presents distributive, structural-typological and 
semantic analysis of Sasanian proper names in Old Georgian 
historical sources, with an attempt of showing ways of their pene-
tration.  
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ON THE SIGNIFICANCE OF HISTORICAL-GEOGRAPHI-
CAL DATA FOR PERSIAN LEXICOLOGICAL STUDIES 
 
Jemshid Giunashvili38 
 
The paper aims to show the importance of evidence of the histori-
cal geography of Iran for Classical Persian lexicography. The 
medieval dictionary Borhān-e qāte‛ attests the geographical term 
Shahrud, the city built by the Sasanian king Khosrow II Parviz 
(the fifth century) on a bank of the river Shahrud (now Safidrud). 
The same interpretation is presented in I. Vullers’s Lexicon 
Persico-Latinum Etymologicum (1864). Prominent Iranian philolo-
gist and lexicographer M. Mo‛in does not include purposely the 
Borhān’s material dealing with Shahrud in his edition of the 
dictionary; he gives only two other similar entries: “Shahr-e zur” 
and “Shahr-e sabz,” already mentioned in medieval texts. There 
are no references to the place name Shahrud in any of historical 
and geographical sources. 

Considering Pers. digar- “other, another,” P. Horn quotes 
alongside with it an archaic form dedigar/didīgar (Grundriss der 
neupersische Etymomlogie, Strassburg 1893, p. 132), referring to 
the first edition of Fakhr-al-Din Gorgāni’s Vis o Rāmin (Calcutta, 
1865, p. 29), where expression Shahrud-e digar is found: 
Ferestam zi to candān zarr o gowhar//Ke gar khwāhi, koni Shah-
rud-e digar. Horn questioned the reading Shahrud-e digar and, by 
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changing the segmentation of the Arabic symbols of this sequence, 
identified the archaic form dedigar in the expression Shahru 
dedigar, being an inverse construction of the verse meter dedigar 
Shahru “second Shahru.”  

The reading suggested by P. Horn reflects the historical-geo-
graphical background of the 11th-century Persia, where really 
existed an important point Shahru (later Suru/Sūrō) on the sea 
shore, known already from the 10th-century geographical sources 
and characterized by Ebn Hawqal as ‛azimaton. Gombru 
superseded the town Suru, while from the 17th century Bandar 
‘Abbās came into use. The city name Shahrud used so frequently 
in classical masterpiece, Nezāmi of Ganja’s Khosraw o Shirin, was 
coined by the poet and that, through the influence of his poetical 
legacy, this geographical name became established in the Borhān-
e qāte‛. 
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EXAMINING THE AESTHETIC OF HIBRIDITY IN 
MUGHAL PAINTING: THE EXAMPLE OF JAHANGIR 
SEATED ON AN HOURGLASS BY BICHITR (c. 1625) 
 
Valérie Gonzalez39 
 
The desire of the first Mughal Emperors to integrate culturally 
their diverse nation is reflected in the blending of a variety of 
foreign and native aesthetic elements that shaped the arts of 
Islamic India in the 16th and 17th centuries. The history of Mughal 
painting itself, as we know, rests upon Persian contributions and 
Western influences combined with the Indian legacy. This trans-
cultural quality of Mughal miniature reached a peak of expression 
with the famous portrait of Jahangir (1605-27) by Bichitr ca. 1625. 
This talk will extend the existing interpretations of the painting 
through a thorough critical and visual study of the image. 

This painting indeed reflects both the plurality of aesthetic 
sources available at courtly workshops and the wide range of 
Jahangir’s aesthetic sympathies but also it constitutes a special 
case from many points of view. More than a typical example of 
Mughal portraiture, it designs a complex syncretistic visual 
rhetoric dealing with the emperor’s personal worldview and 
conception of kingship at the end of his reign. As such, the paint-
ing is a true manifest of Jahangir’s political and philosophical 
visions. For this exceptional project, the patron and artist have 
deployed the most ambitious aesthetic strategies and techniques. 
The most striking of these is the literal copy of a Western portrait, 
a faithful image of King James I together with the representation 
of other chief authoritative figures from the Muslim world. The 
first aspect of the discussion will concern the formal and 
discursive logic of the work as a piece of visual rhetoric express-
ing Jahangir’s imperial globalizing fantasy at the end of his reign. 
The second aspect will deal with puzzling elements of the paint-
ing’s aesthetics, particularly the inclusion of a copy of King James 
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I of England in the group portrait of diverse Oriental figures. The 
articulation between the two different logic of portraiture, 
Oriental/Mughal and Western/Renaissance, and its implications in 
the reading and perception of the painting will allow reflect upon 
the aesthetics of hybridity in the Mughal painting of Jahangir’s 
school.  
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THE AFTERLIFE OF PRE-ISLAMIC PERSIAN POLITI-
CAL THEORY IN MEDIEVAL ‘AJAM CULTURE 
 
Rebecca Gould40 
 
What were the political consequences of the Persification of the 
Islamic world, particularly in South Asia and the Caucasus from 
the twelfth century onwards? This paper examines the literary and 
political influence of pre-Islamic Persian models of kingship on 
Persian texts written far from the traditional centers of Islamic 
religious and political authority. Beginning with Nezāmi of Ganja 
(d. 1219), Persian poets distanced themselves from the orthodox 
Islamic ideology associated with Arabic textuality by crafting a 
new linguistic and conceptual space grounded in the languages and 
historical experiences of ‘ajam peoples. I trace here one strand of a 
larger process in the formation of ‘ajam culture: the transfer of 
pre-Islamic Persian models of kingship to the eastern Islamic 
world. The theorizations of kingship we find in the mathnavis of 
Nezāmi, ‘Semi, Amir Khosrow and ultimately even in early Urdu 
sources, played a major role in disseminating the culture of ‘ajam 
beyond the Islamic heartland. That a linguistic and cultural shift 
occurred in twelfth-century Persian texts is abundantly clear; the 
political implications of this shift are less easy to decipher.  

On the one hand, the popularity of pre-Islamic Persian models 
of kingship in medieval Persian literature suggests a rise in class 
consciousness and a turn to Sasanian social hierarchies. It is true 
that gains in political sovereignty were accompanied by a decrease 
in early Islam’s radical egalitarianism. Persian writers such as 
Barani and Nezām-al-Molk Tusi played a substantial role in 
bringing about this ideological transformation. It is no less the 
case, however, that those dynasties which received the majority of 
popular support, such as the Safarids, the Ziarids, and the Buyids, 
drew upon Sasanian models of kingship no less than the elite 
dynasties such as the Samanids and Taherids and the Delhi 
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Sultans. The resurgence of social inequality in 12th-14th-century 
Persianate Islam was paradoxically accompanied by a liberaliza-
tion of Islam from the ethnic point of view, and by the formation 
of a secular culture autonomous from the ulema, to which the 
ideology of ‘ajam contributed substantially. Inspired by the 
theorizations of Sheldon Pollock and Said Arjomand on the 
political inflections of cosmopolitan literary cultures, I hope to add 
an empirical dimension to our understanding of Persian as a 
cosmopolitan language through a study of the politics of Sasanian 
kingship as reflected in 13th and 14th century Persian sources.  
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ORALITY, CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY, AND SACRED 
HISTORY: ISMA‘ILI SHRINES AND FOUNDATIONAL 
FIGURES IN BADAKHSHAN 
 
Jo-Ann Gross41 
 
The purpose of this paper is to two-fold: first, to explore the geog-
raphy of sacred knowledge in Badakhshan through Ismaili oral and 
written narratives and genealogies (nasab-nāmas) that map a 
sacred Islamic history that links local and distant cultural geogra-
phies; and, second, to discuss the ways in which local traditions 
and shrine networks intersect in ways that express Ismaili religious 
legitimacy and communal identity. Of particular concern is the 
relationship between conversion narratives, genealogical tradi-
tions, and the construction of sacred space, specifically the ways in 
which narrative traditions about religious progenitors in 
Badakhshan contribute to the genesis of Pamiri Ismaili identity, 
and how those traditions are linked with shrines where sacred 
power is localized. Foundational narratives trace the ancestry of 
the rulers, khalifas and pirs of the Shoghnān valley and the 
surrounding regions to several Islamizing figures who are believed 
to have arrived in the valley in the eleventh-twelfth centuries. 
Special attention will be paid to two such figures, Shah Khāmush 
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and Shah Malang, whose shrines are located on both sides of the 
Panj River in present-day Tajik and Afghan Badakhshan. 
Narrative accounts, based on archival and field research, chart a 
tradition that traces the transmission of Islam to Shoghnan and 
delineates a genealogical link between the family of the Prophet 
Mohammad and rulers and religious authorities in Badakhshan. 
Given the primacy of orality in the culture and history of Badakh-
shan, this study will illustrate the value of refocusing our 
perspective to include the local religious geography of shrine 
networks and oral history in the Persianate world that are often 
dismissed as expressions of folk tradition upon which an Islamic 
glaze is painted, despite their ubiquitous role as charters of Islamic 
identity as well as expressions of local Muslim piety. 
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SIGNIFICANCE AND RELEVANCE OF PERSIAN LAN-
GUAGE IN MODERN TIMES 
 
Mansura Haidar42 
 
Apparently the topic may seem to be irrelevant for those 
associated with the Persian language and particularly for this 
august body—ASPS .Yet, few beyond this orbit are so well aware 
of the vast expanse of the subjects the Persian literature covers. 
Common knowledge is usually restricted to the few household 
names of certain Sufis (whose works formed the basis of 
philosophical studies or provided the spiritual elixir for thirsty 
souls) and famous poets (whose ghazals with themes of khomriya 
and ‛eshq-e majāzi and ‛eshq-e haqiqi may have touched their 
finer emotions and appealed to their sober and pensive thinking) 
who gave fodder for thought. The literature of every language is 
generally a powerful medium of emotive expressions and 
innermost feelings and thoughts for communication in all 
directions, though Persian literature with all its antiquity and all 
pervasive extent certainly surpasses others. Attempt is being made 
in this paper to highlight the role and contribution of Persian 
language and literature in the socio-cultural arena of global 
civilization.  

Persian language enjoyed the status of lingua franca for a long 
time. It was used as a medium of literary and official work even in 
many Turkish-dominated regions. The collection of Persian 
manuscripts illumined and illustrated by beautiful paintings had 
indirectly encouraged the development of fine arts and establish-
ment of royal and other ateliers and different schools of paintings, 
e.g., those of Herat, Shiraz, Bukhara, etc. Calligraphy was 
certainly a byproduct of Persian literature. The art of eight belles 
lettres, arabesque inscriptions, Persian couplets on the walls, calli-
graphic specimen of kufic and other styles of writings decorated 
the architectural remains. The art of book was altogether another 
interesting feat. In several other spheres (like exact sciences, 
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philosophy, medicine, astronomy, astrology, logic, sorcery, magic, 
hunting, art of chancery and accounting) the contribution of 
Persian Language is no less significant. The historical studies owe 
their enrichment to the information provided mainly by malfuzāt 
literature and tazkeras as the life of common man is best reflected 
in this form of literature. It is interesting to note that socialist as 
well as revolutionary ideas permeating the Persian literature have 
gone a long way in transforming the outlook of people and often 
prepared the ground for revolutions and gave the ideas of universal 
brotherhood, long before modern voice echoed the principle of 
human rights. Iqbal’s shekwa and jawāb-e shekwa seems to be an 
echo of a tenth-century anonymous Persian poet. And so do some 
of the ghazals of Ghāleb and others. The principles of good living, 
art of governance, strategies, incantations, Sufi thoughts, social 
relationships, significance of mutual bonds, all seem to have given 
Persian literature extraordinary persuasive expressional that even 
‘hearts—like apple hard and sour’ melt within minutes by the 
effective tone of its magical emotive appeal. Nowhere love had 
found so many variants and manifold shades and shadows as in the 
mirror of Persian literature. 
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THE CENTRAL ASIAN JADIDS FROM REVOLUTION TO 
ENLIGHTENMENT: THE CASE OF SADRIDDIN AYNI, 
1890s-1930s 
 
Keith Hitchins43 
 
The paper I propose for the fourth convention of the ASPS in 
Lahore investigates aspects of the career of Sadriddin Ayni (1878-
1954), a leading figure of Tajik intellectual and literary life, as 
illustrative of the evolution of Central Asian Jadidism from an 
Islamic to an ethnic sense of community. I wish to show how early 
in his career Ayni belonged to a cosmopolitan Islamic culture of 
Central Asia, especially that nourished in Bukhara by Persian- and 
Turkic-speaking intellectuals and how he accepted the general 
enlightenment principles of the Jadid reformers. His thought and 
activities were thus guided by the desire to promote reforms in 
Muslim schools and by the belief in the supreme value of educa-
tion as the way to individual fulfillment and general social pro-
gress. Before the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917 he did not make 
significant ethnic distinctions between Muslim intellectuals, and 
he wrote in both Persian (later, Tajik) and Turkic (Chagatai or, 
later, Uzbek). He and his fellow Jadids indeed spoke often about 
millat “nation,” and sometimes they applied the term to the 
Muslims of Central Asia and sometimes, more narrowly, to the 
Muslims of Turkestan. Thus, at first, ethnic identities were encom-
passed by the broader, Muslim community. For example, the 
history taught in the Jadid new-method schools was of Islam, not 
of Turks and Turkestan, and the language was called Musulman 
tili “Muslim language.” Yet, an ethnic differentiation was present 
in the thought of some Jadids, as they identified the Muslims of 
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Turkestan as Turks, thereby excluding the Tajiks. But these cate-
gories did not become explicit until after 1917. 

The Bolshevik Revolution, the Civil War, and the early Soviet 
period were a period of crisis for Ayni personally and for the 
Jadids as a group. These events forced them to rethink their sense 
of identity. The disintegration of the Russian Governorate-General 
of Turkestan, the ending of the Emirate of Bukhara’s independ-
ence, and the nationality policy of the Bolsheviks caused Tajik- 
and Uzbek-speakers to think increasingly in ethnic terms. As the 
Turkic speakers organized themselves and promoted an agenda of 
their own Ayni organized his fellow Tajik-speakers in similar 
fashion. Thus, Uzbek-Tajik bilingualism, one of the pillars of early 
Jadidism, was dissolving. It could not survive the growing national 
feeling and the burgeoning separate ethnic identities, all of which 
received added impetus from the Soviet state’s division of Central 
Asia into ethnically-based republics in 1924 and its subsequent 
support for indigenous languages and literatures.  

Ayni’s writings during the 1920s amply demonstrate his 
commitment to Tajik cultural and even to a kind of national self-
determination within the new Soviet order. He grouped Tajik 
intellectuals around the weekly Communist newspaper, Shū’lai 
inqilob, published in Samarkand from 1919 to 1921, promoted a 
distinct Tajik literature and an awareness of the Tajiks’ deep 
Iranian roots in Central Asia, and strove to make his prose more 
Tajik by using the vernacular and folk sayings and by avoiding the 
use of Uzbek words. He expressed his Tajik identity in editorials 
in Shū’lai inqilob and its successors, Ovozi tojik and Rahbari 
donish, in his short novel, Sarguzashti yak tojiki kambaghal yo ki 
Odina (published in Ovozi tojik in 1924 and 1925 and in book 
form in 1927) and his prose works of the early 1930s, which I 
analyze from the perspective of the Jadid enlightenment, revolu-
tionary social change, and the demands of socialist realism, as well 
as in his anthology of Tajik literature, Namunai adabiyoti tojik 
(1926). Besides these writings, I shall also wish to consult his 
works of history: Ta’rikhi amironi manghitiyai Bukhoro (1923) 
and Ta’rikhi inqilobi Bukhoro (written in 1920 and published in 
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shortened form in 1926; a complete edition in Tajik appeared in 
1987). 

In examining Ayni’s career, then, I aim to trace the emergence 
of a sense of ethnic identity among the intellectual elite of Central 
Asia, that is, the evolution of his (and their) thought from enlight-
enment to national consciousness and to explain its causes. But I 
am also concerned with his response to the political, social, and 
cultural changes the new Bolshevik/Soviet order brought to 
Central Asia. My belief is that he remained an enlightener 
throughout his career, a position that may help to explain his with-
drawal into scholarship in his later years and perhaps even his sur-
vival in the Stalin years, when the majority of his Jadid associates 
perished. Ayni’s own ample writings will be my primary sources, 
and the abundant literature on Jadidism will provide a proper 
intellectual and social framework. 
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THE PERSIAN FAIRY PRINCE DEFEATS THE CANNI-
BAL KING OF GILGIT: DIFFERENT WAYS TO CON-
CEIVE THE EXPANSION OF ‘PERSOPHONIA’ INTO 
PAKISTAN'S NORTHERN AREAS 
 
Wolfgang Holzwarth44 
 
The background of this paper is a research on history and histori-
ography in the Eastern Hindu Kush and Karakorum Area. A prime 
aim was to unearth manuscript sources relevant for local history in 
the period between 1500 and 1800. A second aim was to correlate 
the historical data acquired from these early written sources with 
oral sources and accounts of modern history works with a view to 
understand local historical tradition as a process. Here, I would 
like to illustrate the second aspect by focusing on a narrative that 
was first recorded in 1866 in Gilgit and published under the title 
“Historical Legend on the Origins of Gilgit.” 
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FORMATIVE FACTORS BEHIND AKBAR’S RELIGIOUS 
POLICY 
 
Afzal Husain45 
 
1. The co-existence of Hinduism and Islam is a recognized fact in 
Indian polities since the time of the Arab regimes in Sindh, though 
mutual tolerance did not exclude sphere of discrimination and 
exclusiveness. Hindus were employed in high offices under the 
Sultans of Delhi. Just preceding Akbar, the Sur regime had officers 
like Hemu and possibly Todar Mal, and made extensive use of 
Nagari in official documents. This aspect of Indian tradition 
should be borne in mind while considering the atmosphere or 
context in which Akbar’s policy developed.  
 
2. Akbar’s pursuit of religious tolerance long preceded the forma-
tion of his final ‘religious’ views, after 1580. This must partly be 
due to (a) his personal predilections in meeting and enjoying com-
pany of all kinds of people, especially common people. Early inci-
dents described by Abu’l-Fazl and Rafi Shirazi. This explains Ram 
Das the Master Dayer; (b) the political advantage obtained by such 
a policy, illustrated by Akbar’s marriage with Bharmal’s daughter, 
is plausible, but that policy also required use of force as in the case 
of Chittor, and here Akbar might find it also useful to clothe his 
cause in religious garb. However, the matter perhaps not as clear-
cut as suggested by Iqtedar Alam Khan. 
 
3. The final formulation of Akbar’s religious drive principally 
from his increasing interest in the complexities of Islamic spiritual 
heritage. Excessive devotion to Ajmer Shrine a significant phase 
of 1570s. But it is not intellectually satisfying. His gradual accep-
tance of (a) Ebn-al-‛Arabi’s theory of pantheism or semi-panthe-
ism (wahdat al-wojud) and ensān al-kāmel; (b) Shehāb-al-Din 
Maqtul’s illuminationist (eshrāqi) theory of divinely illuminated 
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sovereignty; and (c) Mahmud Pasakhwani’s (the Noqtavi prophet) 
theory of transmigration and coalescence of sprits. [(c) was never 
expressly accepted.] These theories enabled Akbar to claim that 
religious differences like worldly ones were illusory, that Akbar 
was chosen One of God and as such, like God, tolerant of all: the 
concept of solh-e koll as defining sovereign’s policy. 
 
4. The political implication of the last eminently suited the func-
tions of a sovereign of Hindustan, the land of many religions, as 
explicitly stated by Abu’l-Fazl. It also helped, as the author of 
Dabestān-e mazāheb (1652) recognized, the construction of 
religiously composite nobility. But it may be unfair to regard 
Akbar’s policy of solh-e koll merely as part of a grand political 
strategy. He insisted on tolerating rationalism (‛aql), which went 
against political populism. He felt free to criticize the laws, 
customs and beliefs of both Hinduism and Islam (see his ‘Happy 
Sayings’), and the social measures he favored went against both 
traditions. Akbar was a statesman, certainly, but he was also a man 
of reason and a proponent of social equities; and this should espe-
cially makes him attractive to the modern man. 
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COMPARATIVE FIGURES: COLIN DAVID AND IQBAL 
HUSSAIN 
 
Saira Khanum46 
 
This paper is about the two major figure painters of Pakistan: 
Colin David (1937-2008) and Iqbal Hussain (b. 1950). It will 
highlight their relation as artists of a single medium and a single 
subject yet representing two different worlds altogether. The main 
idea is to explore the difference of handling the female form in 
different contexts. How Colin David has set his designs with the 
interweaving of the figures whereas Iqbal has made his figures talk 
to the viewer of their special lives.  

Colin David, an acknowledged and prolific artist of Pakistan, 
was famous for his single-figure compositions adorned with the 
dramatic presence of a female in a design paradox. His nudes have 
paved new horizon in the Pakistan art scene. The rendering of 
delicate curves and tendril contours, composing them on the 
canvas with simplicity yet retaining complexity of the decorative 
design, and the freshness of color are his main expertise.  

Iqbal Hussain, a well-known Lahori figure painter, shows 
canvases full of young and middle aged women with erotic and 
seductive feeling that narrating the fairytales of the red-light area 
of Lahore. His paintings reveal an insight to their private lives 
where women as a commodity are for sale. The roughness of atti-
tude of the society towards them and the sadness on the faces of 
ladies has made Iqbal’s canvases narrative yet full of emotional 
appeal. 

Both artists have realistically drawn female forms with great 
sensitivity. Through defining Colin David’s canvases as interlaced 
design patterns of female forms and Iqbal’s as paintings of sensi-
tive social comment we are able to see the two poles of modern 
Pakistani figural painting. 
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THE FORMS OF ISLAMIC SCHOLARLY LITERATURE: 
JAM‘, TA’LIF AND TASNIF IN THE MEDIEVAL AGES 
(10TH-15TH CENTURIES) 
 
Alexey A. Khismatulin47 
 
As my preliminary research on the medieval Arabic and Persian 
works shows, three main forms can be identified in the production 
of majority of scholarly books in medieval times: jam‘ “collec-
tion,” ta’lif “compilation,” and tasnif “classification.” It is reason-
able to term them “forms” rather than “genres,” since they 
embrace nearly all genres of Islamic scholarly literature 
(hagiographical, bibliographical, historic, theological etc.). Not-
withstanding the large number of the medieval texts published all 
over the Islamic world, no definitive comparative analysis of these 
distinctions has been published to this date. Moreover, the texts 
have not yet received the close scrutiny in medieval Islamic schol-
arship, neither Arabic nor Persian, as they certainly deserve. This 
is, perhaps, one of possible reasons why these terms are still 
considered synonyms by many modern scholars. 
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IRAN AND ITS FUTURE 
 
Abbas Maleki48 
 
As one of the most important events of the past three decades in 
the Middle East, the Islamic Revolution not only has sustained 
itself, but the Islamic Republic which it spawned celebrated its 
30th anniversary in February 2009. The regime sustainability 
despite its internal crises and foreign threats underlines the fact 
that Iran enjoys a relatively rational decision-making process. The 
central slogan of the Iranian Revolution was “Independence, 
Freedom, and Islamic Republic.” Today, Iran is an independent 
state, as it does not belong to the Eastern or Western blocks. 
Although the country has not realized its ambition of economic 
independence, the revolution has provided economic welfare. The 
rural development has improved people’s lives by providing 
villages with water, electricity, and infrastructure. The essence of 
independence also referred to the specific relations between the 
Iranian monarchy and the United States.  

To predict the future of the country, one could look at new 
driving forces, rationales, plots and scenarios. It would be better to 
understand (1) Domestic political developments, (2) Energy sector 
developments (3) Foreign policy, and (4) US-Iran relations. There 
is a lively debate among Iranian intellectuals on these very issues. 
Emerging from this debate is the suggestion that the government 
of the Islamic Republic, which has survived without ties with a 
superpower and which has withstood various sanctions, would 
probably be more stable should it decide to pursue a rapproche-
ment. As in the past, Iran's future will be determined by the 
complex interplay between key domestic political and economic 
factors on the one hand, and the country's relations with its 
neighbors and with the United States. 
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THE LONG THIRTEENTH CENTURY OF THE CHACH-
NAMA 
 
Ahmed Manan49 
 
Largely unheralded in the category of early Indo-Persian historiog-
raphy is one the earliest Persian history to be written in Hind—
‘Ali Kufi’s multi-titled Ta’rikh-e Hend o fath-e Send or Fath-
nāma-ye Send, famously known as the Chachnama—completed 
around 1216 in Uch Sharif and dedicated to the son of Sultan 
Qabacha’s chief minister. The translation of selections from 
Chachnama, along with the historiographical reading, rendered by 
the colonial historian Elliot & Dowson became the dominant 
framework for scholarly analysis of the Chachnama and its 
centrality to the history of Islam's arrival in India. They made two 
central assumptions about the text: first, that its primary value was 
as a source for the eighth century accounts of Mohammad b. 
Qāsem's conquest, since it was a self-avowed translation of an 
earlier, no longer extant Arabic history and second, that anything 
which could not be mined for historical fact was romantic gibber-
ish clotting the text. These assumptions led them to treat the 
Chachnama as a carrier-text which had to be carefully stripped 
bare and re-assembled into a “historically accurate” narrative—
without any attempt made to “read” the text as a whole or to 
contextualize it within its historical genres and its sites of 
production. These conclusions received little challenge from the 
nationalist or the post-colonial historians. I argue that Chachnama 
is an explicitly imagined—and constructed past—for the Muslim 
rulers and citizens of Sindh at a time of great political upheaval. 
Chachnama is not a translation—at least not in the ways it has 
been argued—of an earlier history, rather it is operating within the 
scales of texts of hekāyat, ta’rikh and adab genre. As such, I trace 
its emergence, and its transmission through Delhi Sultanate and 
Mughal history. 
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TEACHING HUMILITY, LEARNING AUTHORITY: 
KNOWLEDGE TRANSMISSION AND RITUAL PRACTICE 
IN THE SAFAVID WORLD 
 
Derek Mancini-Lander50 
 
Early work on knowledge-transmission in pre-modern Islamicate 
societies emphasized the centrality of institutions of learning. 
More recently, historians have sought to approach learning from 
the perspective of cultural reproduction. They describe learning in 
pre-modern societies as a patchwork of overlapping spheres of 
transmission in which the various forms of learning—legal, mysti-
cal, artisanal—belonged to an overarching cultural-system of 
knowledge-transmission. Moreover, they insist that the practices 
associated with knowledge-transmission be explored in tandem 
with larger patterns of social practice in urban spaces, in which 
scholars, Sufis, craftsmen, and sultans encountered one another in 
complicated struggles for power and authority. 

This paper aims to take this methodological approach a step 
further: I will draw on a large body of anthropological studies on 
“ritual” in order to provide a new theoretical model of knowledge 
transmission in the Early-Modern Islamo-Persianate world that 
considers incidents of knowledge transmission as ritualized prac-
tices. Concomitantly, I will examine a variety of Safavid-era 
sources, including scholarly ejāzas, biographical literature, local 
histories, fotowwatnāmas, and manuals of magical practice. I will 
use these texts to show how the transmission of knowledge, saintly 
charisma, and religious authority regularly occurred through a 
common family of ritual activities that were always performed in 
the public space. Beyond simply conveying technical knowledge, 
these rituals performed special operations that worked to recon-
struct a hegemonic order, or alternatively, to fashion a subaltern 
one. This paper aims to explore the particular operations by which 
these activities accomplished such political ends and simultane-
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ously, to map the history of the micro-political struggles for which 
these rituals of knowledge transmission served as a key medium.  
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REGIONAL POLITICS IN KHORASAN UNDER THE 
MONGOL ONSLAUGHT 
 
Beatrice Forbes Manz51 
 
It is during times of disorder that we are best able to follow 
regional politics and to gauge their impact. The period of Mongol 
conquest and the first decades of Mongol rule in eastern Iran 
provide an exceptional opportunity to the historian, because its 
intense factional and regional rivalries were documented by 
several independent historians who originated in the region and 
wrote for a variety of rulers. When we take our eyes off the 
Mongols and begin to observe the actions of minor rulers in 
Khorasan, we can trace several local political conflicts which had 
a significant impact on Mongol actions. In this paper I will give a 
brief sketch of three interrelated areas: southeastern Mazandaran, 
northwestern Khorasan, and the district of Herat. With the flight of 
the Khwārezmshāh before the Mongols, rivals for local power 
looked for outside support; some embraced the Mongols as a way 
to gain power, while others remained loyal to the Khwārezmshāhs, 
believing that Jalāl-al-Din Mangobirni might withstand the 
Mongols. When Mongol rule became established, conflicts 
continued, now aided by rivalries among Mongol agents in 
Khorasan. The conflicts among local leaders are of more than 
incidental interest. I argue that fights within and between cities 
helped to increase confusion and bloodshed in Khorasan during 
the conquest, and sometimes contributed to the disorder and 
factionalism of early Mongol rule. Regional rivalries may 
ultimately have had one positive result; since Iranian powers and 
Mongol agents sought each other out as allies against their 
enemies, many became closely linked, and promoted the mutual 
acculturation of the two societies.  
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THE TĀRIKH-E DELGOSHĀ-YE SHAMSHIR-KHĀNI BY 
TAVAKKOL BEG AND THE RECEPTION OF THE SHAH-
NAMA IN HINDUSTAN 
 
Charles Melville52 
 
Perhaps the most popular abridgement of the Shahnama of 
Ferdowsi was made in the Mughal empire in 1063 AH /1653 CE, 
by Tavakkol Beg, sent as news-writer to Kabul by Dara Shokuh, 
the son of Shah Jahan. There, he was commissioned by Shamshir 
Khan, governor of Ghazna, to reduce Ferdowsi’s epic to a 
manageable size, for the original was too long and tiresome for 
busy people with responsibility for affairs of state to read. The 
result was a prose summary interspersed with some of Ferdowsi’s 
verses. The reduction ends with the reign of Ardashir Babakan, 
followed by a simple king-list of the Sasanian rulers, and an 
account of how Ferdowsi came to compose the Shahnama. This 
paper will compare some episodes of the abridgement with the 
original text and note any significant differences. It will also 
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explore the manuscript transmission of the work, which became 
almost as popular as the Shahnama itself. Finally, we will attempt 
to put the Tārikh-e Delgoshā-ye Shamshir-khāni in the context of 
the reception of the Shahnama in the subcontinent.  
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THE MAGIC OF MUGHAL PAINTINGS: JAHANGIRI AL-
LEGORICAL PAINTINGS RECONSIDERED 
 
Azfar Moin53 
 
In a Mughal miniature painting, produced in the imperial atelier of 
the emperor Nur-al-Din Jahangir (r. 1605-24), the monarch is 
shown standing atop the world, shooting an arrow at the impaled 
head of the Deccani slave-general Malik Ambar, an enemy of the 
Mughals. The scene is certainly ahistorical, for Malik Ambar died 
a natural death, unharmed by Mughal might. The accepted inter-
pretation of this painting holds that it reveals the magical, and 
somewhat wishful, thinking of the Mughal ruler, whose ancestors 
had also shown a foolish predilection for the supernatural. In this 
paper, I develop an explanation of this Mughal “foolishness.” 
Instead of dismissing it as merely the megalomania of a few 
besotted Indo-Persian kings, I argue that it belongs to a wider and 
integrated set of symbols and practices that patterned the political 
culture of the time—a culture which we may call millenarian. 
Significantly, Jahangir’s father and predecessor, Jalal-al-Din 
Akbar (r. 1556-1605) the “greatest” of the Great Mughals, is 
famous not only for consolidating a vast empire in South Asia but 
also for a religious controversy in which he allegedly attempted to 
replace Islam with a new Mughal dispensation. Few have paid 
attention to the fact that Akbar did so at the end of the first Islamic 
millennium. And fewer have seen the continuation of Akbar’s 
millenarianism in the reign of his successor Jahangir. The latter is 
said to have been largely disinterested in religion and a rationalist 
whose imperial diary reveals a proto-scientific interest in 
observing nature and classifying it. What jars this image of a 
rational successor to a millenarian dynast is a unique set of paint-
ings produced in Jahangir’s atelier that take up themes of imperial 
magic and divine power. Generally thought to have been created 
under the influence of allegorical art introduced from Europe via 
the Portuguese Jesuits and the English, these paintings have often 
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been interpreted as they would have been in Europe, that is, alle-
gorically. Breaking from this tradition, I experiment with a 
Persianate theory of interpretation for these themes—an interpre-
tation that takes the significance of the millennium seriously as a 
form of knowledge which undergirded Mughal theories of history 
and politics.  
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PERSIAN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NINETEENTH-
CENTURY SIKH MONUMENTS 
 
Nadhra Shahbaz Naeem54 
 
Architectural technique and artistic motifs developed in Persia 
influence the aesthetic activities in surrounding areas, especially 
the subcontinent. The Mughal rule in India (1526-1857) brought 
about a synthesis of Persian aesthetics and local Hindu ideas with 
a deep understanding an appreciation for both. The Mughal rule 
dwindled at the turn of the nineteenth century, and the Punjab was 
taken over the Sikhs in 1799. These techniques and motifs are best 
examined in the cities of Lahore, where the Sikh ruler Maharaja 
Ranjit Singh resided throughout his forty-year reign, and in the 
holy city of Amritsar. Among many significant monuments in 
Amritsar are the Golden Temple, the holiest Sikh shrine; Ram 
Bagh, the Maharaja’s summer palace, and the Govindgarh Fort. 
Significant Sikh edifices at Lahore include Naunehal Singh’s 
haveli, built for Ranjit Singh’s grandson; Vasti Ram’s samadhi, a 
funerary memorial for the Maharaja’s spiritual guide, and Maha-
raja Ranjit Singh’s samadhi built by his successors after his death 
in 1839. 

Purely Persian architectural characteristics like ivans, arches, 
blind niches, squinches at the base of a dome, and molded and 
carved stucco are found in Sikh architecture too. More significant 
are Persian decorative motifs such as pairs of birds back-to-back or 
confronting, the peacock, the Tree of Life, and floral ornament 
including the acanthus, the palmette, lotus and pine cone, and 
vases with or without flowers in arched niches that form a major 
part of the embellishments of Sikh buildings. Manuals were devel-
oped by artisans that specify the dimensions and proportions of the 
architectural parts and motifs; they include titles that are local 
names or deformed versions of Persian words. One such manual 
was published in Amritsar in 1969 called the Vishvakarma Dar-
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pan, a multi-lingual work in Gurumukhi, Hindi, and Urdu by a 
Sikh artisan. Using this modern manual an effort is made to iden-
tify the Persian motifs now incorporated in the Sikh building rep-
ertoire. We also compare the original Persian names of the motifs 
with the ones that have come down from Sikh sources that will 
clearly establish the Persian origin of a technique or motif. This 
comparison shall also present the modifications in the said tech-
niques and motifs brought about due to local needs and tastes. 
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JEAN-FRANCOIS XAVIER ROUSSEAU’S PROJECT OF 
THE INDIAN EXPEDITION (1804-07) 
 
Irène Natchkebia55 
 
After the fruitless Egyptian expedition (1798-99), Napoleon, 
together with the Russian Emperor Paul I, planned an expedition 
against India via Afghanistan. But Paul I was murdered in March 
1801 and this project was not realized.  

After two unsuccessful attempts, Napoleon decided to include 
Persia in the Indian campaign by taking into consideration the 
proximity of Persia and Afghanistan. In October 1803, he ordered 
to the France diplomats in Ottoman Empire to collect the needed 
information on Persia. From this viewpoint, the information 
provided by Jean-Francois Xavier Rousseau deserves special 
attention. He was the French Consul in Baghdad, and was born in 
Persia and had grown up there. In the letter of 22 October 1804, he 
informed Talleyrand about Fath-‘Ali Shah’s readiness to resume 
diplomatic relations with Napoleon, and proposed a detailed plan 
as how to drive away the British from India. He recommended a 
tripartite alliance between France, Persia, and Qandahar. Fath-‘Ali 
Shah would be the mediator between Qandahar and France. 
According to this plan, the French troops had to enter the Persian 
Gulf from Ille-de-France (the Islands in the east of Madagascar), 
move towards Gujarat and join the Coalition army near Tata. 
Further itinerary would then run through Tata, Deli, Agra, Lahore, 
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the Ganges, to reach Benares and Patna. Rousseau expected that 
the local rulers would join the campaign. 

It should be added that Rousseau was an experienced 
merchant; he had witnessed for a half century the benefits that the 
Persian Gulf trade brought to England. His ambitions to win new 
Asian markets for France would match those of the French 
emperor. Although Napoleon’s expedition to India was not 
realized, this idea that led to close relations between France and 
Persia in 1805-09. 
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THE ABDALI PASHTUNS BETWEEN MULTAN, QANDA-
HAR AND HERAT 
 
Christine Noelle-Karimi56 
 
Mainstream Iranian historiography generally portrays the Pashtun 
groups of the Qandahar region as a political non-entity and a 
strictly localized phenomenon. From this perspective, the rise of 
the Abdali/Durrani elite and their far-reaching territorial conquests 
in the eighteenth century seem sudden and even unwarranted. 
While Safavid sources largely remain silent on the Abdalis, a 
number of Persian sources from the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries indicate that the leading Saduzai lineage interacted 
closely with the Mughal and Safavid polities in the late sixteenth 
century and expanded its sphere of influence to Herat. From the 
middle of the seventeenth century on, a number of Saduzai fami-
lies migrated to Multan, which allowed them to enhance their role 
in the Mughal administration and to gain control over important 
economic assets in the region. Despite the lack of data on the 
scope of Saduzai commercial activities it is certain that all 
branches of this family maintained contact with each other and that 
there were frequent exchanges between the eastern and western 
strongholds. The Abdali elite thus formed a regional network 
linking the commercial hubs of Multan, Qandahar, and Herat. 
These places represented the most important coordinates within 
their political horizon and offered the greatest scope for advance-
ment when the prevailing configurations of power began to shift in 
the early eighteenth century.  
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IJAZ UL HASSAN: A PAINTER IN A POLITICAL CON-
TEXT 
 
Anjum Noon57 
 
Political and social issues are often anchors for Pakistani artists 
who believe that they define their legitimacy as artists in the soci-
ety in this manner. For some artists, art critics and art historians, 
circumstantial situations such as bans, taboos and even violence 
and destruction of artworks give substance to the artist’s work. At 
the same time artworks are expected to be pretty or beautiful. 
Camouflaging political undertone and overtone, some artists also 
demonstrate their convictions using ordinary motifs. 

The paintings of Lahore based artist Ijaz ul Hassan demon-
strate both concerns. His body of work stretches nearly four 
decades and gravitates around two main poles. On one hand, using 
news clippings and photographic evidences Hassan has made 
representational paintings to portray political and social situations. 
And on the other hand, by adopting a metaphorical or poetic stance 
he has used landscapes to depict similar concerns.  

The idea of his work has germinated around his great interest 
in politics and participation as a political activist. His paintings are 
visual displays of protest and strong statements. The representation 
of a person, place or thing is realistic in rendering. His research 
and probing into the issues are depicted in an ‘in-your-face’ 
manner and juxtaposed with situations of decadence. His style 
however is clean and pristine. He does not use violent hurried 
brush strokes or any sort of aggression in his execution. The 
juxtaposing of strong situations that stir emotions and the handling 
of agonizing subject matter is done in a very polite manner. He at 
once incorporates several levels of reading into his work—the ugly 
reality of human violence and the debauched angle of human 
desires. 

It may appear that the artist’s landscapes have evolved in the 
context of constrains due to political and social norms, but a hard 
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look at the artist and his work reveals his understanding of the 
fabric which makes up this society and its human discourse. 
Through the landscape he has been able to portray messages in an 
inconspicuous manner. The following paintings will be discussed: 
Mai Lai Massacre (1971), The View from a Glass Cage (1973), 
Green Revolution (1973), Rifle Butt (1974), Let a Hundred Plants 
Bloom (1988), Cling to the Tree and Hope for Spring (1998), 
View through a Window (2000), Executing the Dead (2001), and 
Cages (2002).  
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ABD-AL-SATTĀR OF LAHORE AND THE MANUSCRIPT 
SAMARA AL-FALĀSEFA 
 
Setayesh Noorani Nejad58 
 
Abd-al-Sattār Lahori was a historian and translator in Jahangir 
reign. He worked at the royal court. The Mughals of India, 
particularly Akbar and Jahangir intended to interact with non-
Islamic religions and philosophical thoughts. Books on Hindu 
philosophy were translated from Sanskrit, and those of Greek from 
the Western languages. Among these, the books complied and 
translated by Abd-al-Sattār focuses on the subjects of history, 
history of religions, Christianity, and debates. The manuscript 
Samara al-falāsefa is one of his works which recounts the events 
of Greece and Rome, and contains biographies and words of the 
philosophers in that region. Two copies of the manuscript held in 
the libraries of Iran are the basis of a textual editing by this writer. 
My presentation will introduce these manuscripts.  
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BUGAM DASI AND THE BLIND OWL’S CENTRAL TAB-
LEAU  
 
Jalil Nozari59 
 
Efforts on the part of literary critics to unfold the meaning of 
Bugam Dasi have started since the coinage of the term over sev-
enty-two years ago in Sadeqh Hedayat’s The Blind Owl (Buf-e kur, 
Bombay, 1936) with seemingly no loss of interest in it for future. 
Not less has been the interest to come to an explanation for the 
central tableau of the story: the old man and ethereal girl offering 
him a flower on the brinks of a stream that separates them eter-
nally. There are three Persian writers who focused on the female 
character and tried to find an explanation for the term without 
much success in making their finding consistent with their 
commentary on the rest of the text. These are Sirus Shamisā, 
Mohammad-Taqi Ghiāsi and Rezā Barāheni.  

This paper aims at answering the questions of how Bugam 
Dasi came to be coined as such, and what implications this process 
has come to have for the text, the central tableau amongst them. To 
do this, the term, the central tableau and the characters’ traits are 
explained on the basis of a reading of Joseph Conrad’s Lord Jim. 
The findings are part of a larger study that explores the relations 
between Hedayat’s and Conrad’s works on the basis of both writ-
ers preoccupation with Schopenhauer’s philosophy. 
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TILLYA-TEPE, KHALCHAYAN, AND THE PARTHIAN 
PRESENCE IN ANCIENT BACTRIA 
 
Marek Jan Olbrycht60 
 
The Arsacid kingdom, founded by the nomadic Aparni in ca. 247 
BCE, became an empire uniting the vast areas of Western Asia 
from Mesopotamia to Afghanistan and Pakistan as well as south-
ern parts of Central Asia from the 2nd century BCE to the beginning 
of the 3rd century CE. 

Research into the Parthian history is often limited to a purely 
Roman perspective, in many cases causing misunderstandings. Yet 
Parthia also faced other powerful neighbors, especially in the 
northeast, in what today constitutes Afghanistan, Uzbekistan and 
Tajikistan. In that area, the Greco-Bactrian kingdom was replaced 
in ca. 140-120 BCE by strong nomadic tribes of Sacae and 
Tokharians (Yueh-chih). Those nomads created a rich civilization 
in Bactria, attested by the finds from the sites of Tillya-tepe and 
Khalchayan. However, their interpretation and dating remain 
highly debatable. 

The Tillya-tepe cemetery (Afghanistan) remains an important 
source of archaeological information for the culture of Bactria in 
the 1st century BCE – beginning of the 1st century CE. The objects 
from the burials are of particular importance not only for their 
artistic styles but also for the reconstruction of the warfare. The 
whole complex requires a full detailed treatment for the finds are 
of varied origin. Parthian rule in western Bactria was not intrusive 
and local cultures preserved a wide diversity of styles. These could 
be hybrid, mixing Greek, Iranian, nomadic, Indian and Chinese 
artistic traits. 

Between 1959 and 1963, archaeological investigations of a 
small Kushan palace took place in Khalchayan in Uzbekistan. The 
interior was covered with wall paintings and painted clay wall 
sculptures, most with heads in the round, torsos in high relief and 
legs in bas relief. The palace in Khalchayan belonged probably to 
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a Yueh-chih clan. Armor and some costumes depicted on reliefs 
exhibit close similarity to Parthian objects. 

The present paper tries to show the extent of Parthian political 
and cultural influence on the nomads in Bactria. Archaeological 
finds from Tillya-tepe and Khalchayan offer an invaluable insight 
into the complex phenomenon of cultural and political relations 
between Arsacid Iran and the nomadic peoples in Central Asia. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF PERSIA UPON THE DEVELOP-
MENT OF YUNANI MEDICINE: HEALING SYSTEMS, 
EPISTEMOLOGIES, AND THE MIRROR OF THE PAST 
 
Kelly Pemberton61 
 
This paper investigates the influence of Persian medical systems 
and forms of knowledge upon the development of Yunani 
medicine in South Asia. Using a multi-layered methodology of 
inter-textual analysis that seeks to (1) identify some of the 
political, economic, and social processes that hindered, or 
promoted, the development of certain forms of medical knowledge 
and praxis, and (2) complicate prevailing opinions about the 
dichotomies among history, hagiography, and fictionalized 
narrative as reliable or unreliable sources of information about the 
past, I hope to challenge conventional views of Yunani tebb as a 
“system of medicine” predicated upon certain historical 
personages, texts, epistemologies, and practices. Instead, I contend 
that such a characterization does little to reveal the heterogeneous, 
dynamic, and complex processes by which knowledge was 
transmitted and adapted in the Abbasid-era Islamic world, and 
later in time. To do this I pinpoint a series of interrelated 
“snapshots” in time: the rise of the Bokhtishu‛ family of 
physicians from the mid-8th century to the 11th century and the 
narratives linking the hospital at Jondishapur with the transmission 
of Greco-Roman, South Asian, and Persian medical epistemolo-
gies; the so-called “reform” of Yunani tebb in the late 19th and 
early 20th centuries, which in part indexed the encounter with 
European colonialism; and briefly, the contemporary practice of 
Yunani tebb in Pakistan and its indexical relationship with the 
revival of Islamic medicine elsewhere in the Muslim world, 
particularly Iran. Consequently, this paper adopts the perspective 
that historical texts, when viewed not in their singularity, but as 
part of a broader series of inter-textual relationships, yield a 
complex portrait of the flows and exchanges of information that 
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challenge both how we approach the study of the past, and how we 
see it reflected in the mirror of the present. 
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AFGHANISTAN: A WEAK STATE IN THE PATH OF RE-
GIONAL RIVALRIES 
 
Rasul Bakhsh Rais 
 
Afghanistan is remarkably an old country, founded as a kingdom 
by the Pashtun tribal chiefs exactly two centuries before the birth 
of its immediate southern neighbor, Pakistan and independence of 
India. The Pashtun tribes had a strong martial tradition, and served 
in the armies of a stream of invaders and conquerors from Persia, 
Central Asia, and from within their own territories, marching on 
the plains of subcontinent. They played a big role in building the 
successive Muslim empires in the region. When the latest 
empires—Persia and Mughal—they had served, were on decline 
and dying, a gathering of Pashtun chiefs in the vicinity of Kanda-
har selected Ahmad Shah from Abdali tribe as the first king of the 
Afghans in 1747. But there was no Afghanistan at that time with 
definite boundaries, and could not be with a fluid situation of 
internal and external conquests on which the Afghans repeatedly 
embarked upon. It was roughly one and half century later when in 
different circumstances the boundaries of modern Afghanistan 
were established.  

What really helped found the Afghan kingdom? Was it the 
valor or wisdom of the Pashtun tribal chiefs or some other factors 
that played a role? There is no doubt how shrewdly the Pashtun 
chiefs took advantage of disarray in Persia following the death of 
Nāder Shah and of chaotic conditions in Mughal India. Perhaps, 
the Afghans could not dream of a kingdom with their own king 
without propitious geographical condition; remoteness. Their lands 
had been on the margins, and not at the center of competing 
ancient empires. Equally important were the warrior tradition of 
the Pashtun tribes, their history of invasion southward and 
conquests, and a fierce spirit of independence; not accepting 
masters. The frontier character of the Afghan people and their 
lands was perhaps the most salient factor in the declaration of the 
kingdom. 
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With such an auspicious beginning more than quarter of 
millennium back, Afghanistan remains seventh on the index of 
sixty top failed states. It has ISAF, NATO and American forces 
fighting a war of its survival. Even after seven years of massive 
security and economic assistance in tens of billions of dollars, the 
international mission of rebuilding and stabilizing Afghanistan 
remains as distant a goal as it was when these force marched in to 
“free” Afghanistan from the scourge of Taliban.  

The central question in this paper is why a country and the 
Afghan people so ancient and so independent minded failed to 
transform from a kingdom to a modern nation state? Why the 
Afghan state remained weak in the post-colonial era? What 
internal and external forces caused the failure and ultimately 
collapse of the Afghan state? What factors have interrupted 
Afghanistan’s struggle for a modern statehood? Our answer to 
these questions rests on the following assumptions: 
 
• Afghanistan’s progress towards establishing a modern state 
started late with a meager institutional endowment with a conven-
ient ‘rentier’ mindset. 
• The ‘frontier’ character of the state placed limitations on what 
the Afghan nation builders aspired for and narrowed the scope of 
what realistically could be achieved in a highly constraining envi-
ronment. 
• Afghanistan has been on the path of power rivalries that 
destabilized the country, creating an odious nexus between internal 
power groups and external forces trying to change its regimes, 
ideological complexion and restructure it as normal, acceptable 
state. 
 

The running threat in our analysis of the Afghan state is the 
question of thirty year cycle of endless war that wiped out accu-
mulated institutional and political heritage of Afghanistan, 
disrupting its natural evolution as a historical entity. We also try to 
probe the motives and interests of the Afghan groups and foreign 
actors involved in the conflict and how they have attempted to 
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define and shape the future of Afghanistan according to their own 
respective power, security and strategic interests. 
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CONTRIBUTION OF CHITRAL TOWARDS PERSIAN 
LITERATURE 
 
Hidayat-ur-Rehman 
 
This paper inquires in to the contribution of Chitrali writers to 
Persian literature which was so far neglected and unexplored by 
any researcher. These in-depth study sorts out the writers of 
Persian literature and their works by collecting data from different 
sources which, though limited will be of great use for prospective 
researchers on this topic as well as for regional history of Hindu 
Kush. It will bring to the fore the manuscripts of Chitrali writers 
which if published will enrich Persian literature significantly. 
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THE GANJINA-YE KOSHTI OF ALI AKBAR B. MAHDI AL-
KASHANI 
 
Philippe Rochard62 
 
In 1875 Prince E‛tezad-al-Saltana, Minister of Science, Com-
merce, and Music of Naser-al-Din Shah, commissioned the Dar al-
Fonun school in Tehran to prepare a brief account of the situation 
and the rules of the Zurkhāna, accompanied by a manual of 
gymnastics and wrestling. His aim was to establish the basis for 
physical exercises that might help to improve the general health 
and hygiene of the Iranian population, which was increasingly 
being ravaged by epidemics. Thus began an astonishing episode in 
the history of Qajar reform attempts. An employee of the school, 
Ali Akbar b. Mahdi al-Kashani took up the ungrateful task of 
trying to make palatable to the general population a set of practices 
usually reserved for acrobats, entertainers, professional strongmen, 
and Bazaar toughs. The resulting manuscript constitutes an abso-
lute novelty in Persian literature: an illustrated manual of 
traditional exercises and wrestling. This presentation first presents 
the work, then analyzes its social and historic context, and ends 
with an evaluation of the effort in light of Qajar reform attempts. 
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SARKAR-E KHODADAD: PERSIAN IN THE COURT OF 
TIPU SULTAN OF MYSORE, 1782-99 
 
Madhabi Rupa Roy63 
 
Persian in India is generally linked with the Sultanate of Delhi and 
especially the great Mughals. The rise of regional states and local 
power centers during the course of the eighteenth century is 
thought to have reduced the importance of Persian in the subconti-
nent. With some possible exceptions such as kingdom of Awadh, 
Persian language and literature, symbolism and imagery, and even 
the influx of Iranians into India are supposed to have gone into a 
steady decline.  

While the above assessment might be true in its broadest 
outlines, the actual scenario is far more complex. The Kingdom of 
Mysore is a case in point. A longstanding successor state to the 
Vijaynagara empire, Hyder Ali, a brilliant soldier in the Mysore 
army, virtually took over the state in 1761. In the next four 
decades (1761-99), Hyder Ali and his son and successor Tipu 
Sultan cobbled together a mighty and prosperous realm, and 
presented what was perhaps the strongest challenge to the British, 
who were then at the initial phase of building their Indian empire. 

Hyder Ali and particularly Tipu Sultan reinvigorated the use of 
Persian in Mysore. Tipu Sultan introduced Persian as the court 
language, kept administrative records in Persian (in addition to 
Kanara and Marathi, two local Indian languages), commissioned 
religious works, histories, poetry and even calligraphic manuals in 
the language, written by both Indians and Persians, a large number 
of whom served in the kingdom. That he was able to do this in a 
symbiotic and indeed syncretistic manner, weaving together local 
and foreign, Hindu and Muslim, Persian and Indian languages, 
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symbols and notions of statecraft, went a long way towards secur-
ing the legitimacy of the state and loyalty of his officers and the 
people.  

This paper will explore the role and significance of Persian in 
Mysore. The emphasis will be on the use and efficacy of the 
language as a vital component in state building. Sources used are 
mostly court documents in Persian, hitherto rarely used by scholars 
or not at all. Examples are various Hokmnāmas for different state 
departments, Resāla-ye jehād dealing with the conduct of war, 
Zawābet-e soltāni detailing the flags, ensigns and other symbols 
used by the state, and Mo‛ayyad al-mojāhedin, a collection of 
khotbas (in poetry).  
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UMM ABIHĀ: THE PRE-ETERNAL, ESCHATOLOGICAL 
ROLES OF FATIMA AS THE MOTHER OF PROPHECY 
AND THE IMAMATE IN INDO-PERSIAN SHI‛ISM 
 
Karen G. Ruffle64 
 
Shi‛i hagiographical and Sunni historical traditions devote consid-
erable attention to the special father-daughter relationship between 
the Prophet Mohammad and his daughter Fatima (Fatimah), yet 
much less attention is dedicated to Fatema’s peculiar konya omm 
(umm) abihā “the mother of her father.” Fatema’s konya carries far 
greater significance. It can be interpreted to mean that she is the 
mother of prophecy itself. As such, it is but one expression of the 
unique eschatological role occupied by Fatema, a role that at times 
accords her an inverted position over her father. 

Drawing upon ethnographic field research in Iran and 
Hyderabad, India, and textual materials both theological and 
hagiographical, this paper will explore three aspects of Fatema’s 
transcendent, eschatological role and how they relate to her unique 
relationship with her father. The first feature of Fatema’s transcen-
dence is expressed through her konya, which demonstrates that she 
is the mother of prophecy (nobowwa) and the Imamate. The 
second feature of Fatema’s transcendence manifests in her 
radiance of the divine Mohammedan light (nur mohammadi). The 
latter is an indexical feature of the divinely perfect ensān al-kāmel, 
which Fatema Zahrā possesses in abundance—she is the perfect 
woman, judge, and Muslim. The third feature of Fatema’s spiritual 
power is manifested in her eschatological role as al-Mansura (one 
who is victorious through God). Amongst the Shi‛a of Hyderabad, 
there is a deep belief that Fatema is always present in the majles 
mourning assemblies bearing witness. On the Day of Judgment, 
Fatema will help every person who has genuinely wept for her 
family, saving those who are loyal and punishing those who 
displease her.  
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As the mistress of Paradise, Fatema possesses the supreme 
powers of intercession and condemnation. Fatema Zahrā consti-
tutes a human form of Divine will exhibited through her embodi-
ment of walāya (transcendent sanctity) and she is made human and 
real through her enactment of welāya (socially sanctioned sanc-
tity)—she is the Mistress of the Two Worlds and, thus, the mother 
of her father. 
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WATCH ME, I’LL SHOW YOU HOW: WIVES AND 
DAUGHTERS OF MARTYRS AND CONTEMPORARY 
CITIZENRY PRACTICES IN IRAN  
 
Shirin Saeidi65 
 
This paper examines the contemporary forms of citizenry practices 
of wives and daughters of martyrs from the 1980-88 Iran-Iraq war 
and argues for a notion of citizenship that moves beyond the legal-
rights domain and posits a more comprehensive vantage point of 
local women’s capacities to become national state makers. In 
particular, I introduce a set of techniques unanimously deployed 
by women to implement individualized visions of the state. 
Drawing on more than 100 formal and 50 informal interviews 
conducted in rural and city regions in Iran between May and 
August 2008, as well as memoirs, art work and literature produced 
within the country, I answer the following questions: How do 
mothers and daughters practice their visions of the state as women 
without men in Iranian society? How do practices differ depending 
on geographical locations, memory, and personal backgrounds? 
Finally, what insight does a comparison of citizenry practices 
between mothers and daughters provide us regarding generational 
transformations, gender relations, and the larger of context of 
social interaction in Iran today?  

In the field of international relations, little research has been 
conducted on citizenry practices which mold and transform the 
state beyond and in spite of legal impediments, particularly within 
the family and in the context of a popular uprising and war. 
Research that has focused on the lives of Iranian women since the 
1979 Revolution has traditionally understood women as a militant 
force either in support of or in opposition to the state instead of 
examining women’s practices under the larger paradigm of state 
construction. Further, studies tend to focus on elite women in 
formal positions of power and have yet to comprehensively 
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scrutinize everyday practices which elucidate the ways non-elite 
women simultaneously uphold and challenge state structures from 
within and in harmony with their own imaginations.  
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CONCEPTS OF TAJIKISTAN IN THE SOVIET PERIOD 
 
Manuel Sarkisyanz66 
 
Although from a British imperial view Tajiks are “Persian speak-
ers in Afghanistan and the Soviet Union” and for “Turkestan” 
nationalism (of Mustafa Chokrai) a “bilingual minority,” it was out 
of existing sociological if not linguistic identities that the concept 
of Tajikistan has been developed in the Soviet period, with an East 
Iranian history alternative to the Pahlavis’ Iran. 

Contrary to the latter’s glorifying the Achaemenid Empire, 
Tajik historiography idealized resistance against Cyrus and Darius 
I (Massagets and Sakas being counted among the ancestors of the 
Tajiks). Tajiks consider their ancestors as the Samanids, in whose 
“Tajik state” flourished Farabi, Avicena, Ferdawsi, etc. From 
Classic Persian the Tajik language (otherwise considered a 
Khorosani dialect) is thought to have emerged with fewer alterna-
tions than the “Southern Persian” spoken in Iran. Historically 
speaking, however, the concept of Tajikistan is rooted in an East 
Iranian past, prior to the Turkic conquests. Tajikistan proved an 
alternative both to the Islamic Revolution and to Uzbek domi-
nance. 
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NASEEM HAFEEZ QAZI: TRADITIONAL FORMS, IN-
TERNATIONAL OUTLOOK 
 
Barbara Schmitz67 
 
Naseem Qazi (1928-94) was an important painter and teacher of 
Pakistan’s formative years. A student and close friend of the 
dynamic Anna Mulka Ahmet, she attended Lahore College in the 
1940s while also attending art classes at Punjab University. 
Besides studio portraits and masterful still life studies she traveled 
with her fellow classmates to the old city of Lahore and neighbor-
ing villages to draw en plein air. Her early work is documented in 
exhibition catalogues edited by Anna Mulka and issued by Punjab 
University. Her art like that of three contemporary women painters 
of Lahore was heavily influenced by a realistic style practiced by 
Anna Mulka upon her arrival in Lahore after art studies in London. 

Beginning in 1959 Naseem, the nom de guerre chosen by the 
artist, spent two years in Madrid studying figure drawing and 
copying old master paintings, the traditional conservative art 
training of this time in Europe. She returned to Lahore with a 
bundle of oil paintings, copies of works by Titian, Rubens, and 
other great masters of the past and a roll of studies of nude models, 
and also an enthusiasm for Degas and Goya and other European 
painters of the nineteenth century. However, many of the artist of 
Pakistan were following a different trajectory—the new abstract 
art of Europe—and Naseem’s “old-fashion” figural style had little 
impact on the Pakistani art scene of the day. 

Naseem Qazi was a gifted teacher and gave classes to students, 
children and evening-art enthusiasts for many years. In 1965, after 
a seminal clash between colleagues of Anna Mulka Ahmet, 
Naseem left Punjab University to become head of the art depart-
ment at Lahore College for Women where she spent the rest of her 
career. During the last thirty years of her life she painted daily 
using her associate teachers and children of the servants at LCWU 
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as her models. She sold very few painting and by 2008, when the 
exhibition “Rediscovering Naseem Hafeez Qazi” revealed to a 
new audience the many outstanding features of her art, she had 
become almost forgotten. 

With a new religious wave sweeping over public life in 
Pakistan in the 1960s Naseem was forced to discontinue any 
public show of nude figure studies. She did continue most 
privately to hire models, but only one tattered but magnificent 
drawing is now known from the last half of her life. Her art poten-
tial was seriously curbed by a political system that had embraced 
censorship of what she considered the most fascinating pursuit in 
the field of art, the drawing and painting of the nude human body. 
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MUGHAL IMPERIALISM AND THE WRITING OF RE-
GIONAL HISTORIES  
 
Sunil Sharma68 
 
Indo-Persian historical texts, from the Sultanate period to the 
Mughals, maintained a Delhi-centered point of view until the 
1590s when a new kind of history began to be written. Finished in 
1592 the Tabaqāt-e akbari by Nezām-al-Din Ahmad departed 
from the traditional chronicles by including nine sections on the 
different provinces of the empire. In the same year the gazetteer-
biographical dictionary, Haft eqlim, written by Ahmad Amin Rāzi 
at the Mughal court, dealt with different regions of India as part of 
a universal narrative of the spread of Islam and Persian literary 
culture. In the early sixteenth century in the Deccan Fereshta’s 
Golshan-e ebrāhimi focused on the Deccan and included the 
history of all the other provinces in attempting to give a more 
complete picture of the centers of Muslim polities in India. These 
texts were not written in isolation, rather there is a high degree of 
inter-textuality between them, and they are part of a larger move-
ment of viewing the Islamicate/Persianate world. In studying the 
high point of this phenomenon, particularly in the Mughal context, 
I would like to answer questions such as: How influential were 
these texts in creating alternate ways of writing the history of 
India, both for the Islamic period and pre-Islamic? What was the 
relationship between larger universal histories to local and regional 
ones in Indo-Persian? What were the imperial underpinnings in the 
patronage and production of works like the Haft eqlim? 
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SHALIMAR GARDEN: THE BLEND OF TRADITIONAL 
PERSIAN AND MUGHAL GARDENS 
 
Mehrnoush Soroush and Emad Khazraee69 
 
Ganjali Khan ruled over Kerman, Herat and Kandahar under Shah 
Abbas I. A great patron of development, his name survives on his 
famous complex in Kerman; his many other legacies are less 
remembered, however. Governing for thirty years, he highly 
endeavored to development of qanats and gardens. His son and 
successor Alimardan Khan, an engineer and garden developer, is 
highly respected in Pakistan while he has sunk into obscurity in his 
homeland Iran. The Shalimar Garden, enlisted as a world heritage 
of Lahore in 1982, was constructed by him.  

This article describes how Ganjali Khan developed and 
renovated gardens in Kerman and Herat. It is followed by a brief 
history of Timurid gardens and their development by Babur in 
India, along with the circumstances which lead to the presence of 
Alimardan Khan in the Mughal court. The paper will end with a 
brief introduction of Shalimar garden of Lahore. 
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HOW TO DO THINGS WITH HATS: RITUAL LANGUAGE 
AND RITUAL OBJECTS IN SUFI INITIATION 
 
Amina M. Steinfels 
 
This paper examines Sufi investiture practices, the bestowal of 
robes and headgear on disciples, as described in a number of four-
teenth-century South Asian texts: the Malfuzāt “oral teachings” of 
Nasir-al-Din Mahmud Cherāgh-e Dehli (d. 757/1356) and Jalāl-al-
Din Bokhāri Makhdum-e Jahāniān (d. 785/1384), the letters of 
Sharaf-al-Din Maneri (d. 782/1381), and Latā’ef-e ashrafi by 
Ashraf Jahāngir Semnāni (d. 808/1405). My paper analyzes the 
use of words, objects, and gestures in a ritual process aimed at 
transforming the spiritual condition of the disciple, as well as 
creating a node in the relational network of the Sufi orders. When 
accompanied by permission to invest others with the Sufi robe, the 
ritual also served as a marker of authorization and promotion of 
the disciple to the role of a master. The Sufi robe has a clear 
parallel in the robe of honor bestowed by a ruler on his vassals and 
both the Sufi and courtly investiture ceremonies share forms and 
symbols traced back to Prophetic example. Less obviously, Sufi 
robing was functionally equivalent and structurally similar to the 
practices used by the ‛olamā’ to transmit Islamic texts and author-
ize students to teach those texts. For Sufis of an “orthodox” and 
scholarly bent, the transmission of texts and the bestowal of robes 
were deeply intertwined in the legitimation of their religious 
authority. The centrality of Arabic ritual phrases and Arabic 
religious texts in these practices created particular challenges in 
the linguistically complicated context of medieval South Asia, 
where Persian was the language of the Muslim elite and a wide 
variety of vernacular languages were in use by the population at 
large. Responses to this linguistic challenge reveal different under-
standings of how rituals function and different attitudes towards 
the potential inclusivity of the Sufi path. 
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THE WORD AND THE IMAGE: CALLIGRAPHY AND 
CALLIGRAPH-ART IN PAKISTAN 
 
M. Athar Tahir70 
 
The paper is divided into three sections. (1) The emergence of 
penmanship with the rise of Islam. The religious and spiritual 
import and the bureaucratic imperative that led to the standardi-
zation of the various Arabic scripts. Spread of these scripts 
through the dissemination of the sacred texts to areas beyond Arab 
lands where they found wide currency and incorporated local 
variations and innovations. The coming of Arab traders to South 
Asia and the establishment of sultanates and empires by Persian-
speaking Afghan and Central Asian rulers. The influence on 
Persian, Urdu and other Arabo-Persian languages. Introduction of 
Persian and Arabic in Pakistan. The influence of the Raj. Major 
centers and important Masters and practitioners. Rise of computer 
scripts and decline of calligraphy. Founding of the Pakistan 
Calligraph-artists Guild, its international links and the dynamics of 
revival. (2) The evolution of Calligraph-art, a distinct genre in 
contemporary art. Contributory socio-economic and creative chal-
lenges. Elements of the new genre, such as toghrā, qeta‘āt, mashq, 
Western art schools and curriculum, European aesthetics, etc. (3) 
Calligraph-art as a global phenomenon. Practitioners in the 
Muslim world and China. Major pioneering Calligraph-artists of 
Pakistan: Hanif Ramay, Shakir Ali, Sadequain, Sardar 
Mohammad, Gulgee. Current practitioners. Discussion of their 
work. 
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MIRZA ABU TALIB ISFAHANI’S ANTHROPOLOGY OF 
EARLY MODERN EUROPE  
 
Mohamad Tavakoli-Targhi 
 
Modern Europe was a topic of intense interest to Persianate travel-
ers. They were all conscious that European ascendancy was a 
recent historical development and sought to uncover the 
mechanisms of societal change in Europe. To elucidate the anthro-
pological and sociological insights embedded in Persian trave-
logues, this paper focuses on Mirza Abu Talib (Taleb) Isfahani’s 
evaluation of modern age characteristics of the English in a section 
of his travel report devoted to “Virtues and Vices of the English” 
(zekr-e faza’el o raza’el-e English), which was written after the 
1802 conclusion of his European journey. This detailed review 
indicates that Persianate travelers like Mirza Abu Talib’s were 
endowed with a critical “double-consciousness.” They critiqued 
European social settings with their own ethical standards and 
censured their own society from a European inspired perspective. 
As anthropologists of modern Europe, they provide critical outsid-
ers’ perspectives on the emerging modern social ethos. Their 
unexplored perspectives on Europe offer alternative sources for the 
study of European modernity. As critiques of their own societies, 
travelers like Mirza Abu Talib provided new perspectives on the 
dominant sociopolitical ethos. Fully aware of Europe as a signifi-
cant new Other, travelers’ oral and written reports of self-
experience served as self-refashioning scenarios of Indians and 
Iranians. 
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THE SOCIO-CULTURAL ASPECTS OF IDIOMATICITY 
IN PERSIAN 
 
Manoochehr Tavangar71 
 
There is now a widely-held belief that the study of language 
cannot be divorced from the social and cultural milieus in which it 
is typically deployed on a day-to-day basis. In this respect, the 
exploration of the role and function of idioms in text and 
discourses stands to advantage. For far from being restricted to the 
domain of the phrase and the sentence, idioms are capable of 
constructing interpersonal meanings, forming coherent texts and 
creating stylistic effects. The aim of the present paper is to focus 
on a randomly-selected set of Persian idiomatic expressions with a 
view to investigating their role in socio-culturally determined 
situations. For example, what discoursal aspect of meaning is 
involved when a native speaker of Persian uses the idiomatic 
expressions: morgh yak pā dārad “a pullet has one leg,” gol posht 
o ru nadārad “a flower has no front and back,” and haft Qor’ān 
ba-miān “seven Korans in between”? What interpersonal implica-
tions do such expressions carry? How are these expressions to be 
interpreted by the hearer? What is their relevance to the overall 
discourse context? All in all, this study sets out to bring out 
aspects of idiomaticity which have not received systematic 
treatment before. The key terms are: idiomaticity, socio-cultural 
milieu, interpersonal meaning, stylistic effects. 
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INTERCHANGE OF ASTRONOMICAL TABLES IN THE 
PERSIANATE AREA 
 
Edward Thomas 
 
With the rapid spread of Islamic civilization after the Prophet 
Mohammad’s death came a particular need for the best astronomi-
cal information available. This came to be presented in a form 
called zij, which, in the words of the American scholar E. S. 
Kennedy, “consists essentially of the numerical tables and 
accompanying explanation sufficient to enable the practicing 
astronomer, or astrologer, to solve all the standard problems of his 
profession, i.e., to measure time and to compute planetary and 
stellar positions, appearance, and eclipses.” The word zij is Persian 
in origin. For quite practical reasons, Islamic rulers as well as reli-
gious leaders sought the most accurate information possible. As a 
result, there came into being, over many centuries, an evolution of 
improving zijes, building one upon another and circulating within 
the Muslim-ruled world. Often the zijes were based on data 
recorded at increasingly sophisticated observatories. With the birth 
and spread of New Persian, the Persianate area became a (perhaps 
even , the) major portion of the Islamic world, a large proportion 
of top-level astronomers were Persian speakers, and many zijes 
were written in Persian. 

This paper will focus on the interchange of zijes between what 
we may call the Iranian and the Indian parts of the Persianate 
world. It will not include the mathematical and graphical informa-
tion provided by those zijes. The basic catalog of zijes is still E. S. 
Kennedy’s “A Survey of Islamic Astronomical Tables” (Transac-
tions of the American Philosophical Society 46, 1956, pp. 123-77). 
Kennedy lists 109 full Islamic zijes for the pre-telescope period 
from the 8th through 15th centuries, as well as 20 that are incom-
plete or compiled outside that eight-century period. Compilers 
included al-Khwārezmi, the “father of algebra” (ca. 780-850); 
Omar Khayyam (ca. 1048-1131); Naser-al-Din Tusi (1201-75); 
and Ulugh Beg (1393-1449). Three zijes in Kennedy’s catalog 
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were compiled in India. After Europe, using the telescope, took the 
lead in astronomical progress, the zijes that continued to be 
compiled in the Islamic-ruled world drew from European models. 
An example is the Mohammad Shahi zij (honoring the Mughal 
emperor who ruled 1719-48 (William Hunter, Esquire, Some 
Account of the Astronomical Labours of Jayasinha, Rajah of 
Ambhere, or Jayanagar [the official who compiled the zij and 
whose preface to it, in Persian, is included, with Hunter’s English 
translation]). Other sources for this paper include: Mohammad-
Taqi Modarres-Razavi, Ahwāl o āsār-e Khwāja Nasir-al-Din-e 
Tusi (Tehran, 1992); S.M.R. Ansari, “Practical astronomy in Indo-
Persian Sources,” in Applied Historical Astronomy, 24th meeting 
of the IAU, Joint Discussion 6, August 2000; and George Saliba, 
Islamic Science and the Making of the European Renaissance, 
Cambridge, Mass., and London, 2007.  
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BUILDING A UNIFIED KNOWLEDGE OF THE ECON-
OMY OF TAJIKISTAN, AFGHANISTAN AND IRAN  
 
Khojamakhmad Umarov72 
 
Scientific knowledge of society and economy is considered to be 
the major foundation for development in modern world scholar-
ship. A knowledge-based economy is the most effective form of 
socio-economic development, especially for countries with large 
populations. Recently, three Persian-speaking countries with a 
common past, namely Afghanistan, Iran and Tajikistan, have 
united in agreements of cooperation in development. These 
agreements were designed with a special focus on the concept of 
“economic knowledge,” and various laws and actions have already 
been put into operation as a key social agenda in these countries. 
Each country possesses a great population, the bulk of which 
needs to receive new skills and a free approach to innovative 
knowledge and technology. Positive results in the achievement of 
these goals can test the capacities of political leadership in the 
reasonable management of their human capital. This paper will 
highlight various perspectives and potentials involved in the 
implementation of this program, and will focus particularly on 
possible results in poverty reduction.  
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ROYAL BATHHOUSES OF LAHORE 
 
Faiqa Waqaar73 
 
Hammāms or public bath establishments, were brought to India by 
the Mughals. The first complete hammāms remaining were built in 
Fatehpur Sikri, near Agra. All of the Great Mughal forts—at Agra, 
Delhi, and Lahore—contain several bathhouses. At Lahore today 
there are six: one in Shalimar Garden, three in Lahore Fort, one in 
the Wazir Khan Complex, and one on the campus of Fatima Jinnah 
College, Chona Mandi. Unlike modern day Turkey, Lahore has no 
active bath establishments today.  

By virtue of their plans they can be divided into linear and 
centralized structures. Amongst the former, the hammām at the 
Shalimar Garden is the best preserved. It was restored during the 
reign of Maharaja Ranjeet Singh (r. 1799-1839) and the murals 
were restored or repainted, but the architectural layout and vault-
ing remains intact. The hammām is build along the outer wall of 
the highest, and therefore private section of the garden, as a string 
of small and large rooms. It was first used by Shah Jahan (r. 1627-
58) and his family. Restoration work is about to start. Amongst the 
centralize bathhouse plans, the hammām in the Wazir Khan 
Complex (ca. 1640) adjacent to the Delhi gate is the best example. 
It was a large public bath welcoming men and women on separate 
days, or time of day. Another good example of this type of struc-
ture is the bathhouse of Aliqoli Aqa at Isfahan, where the utiliza-
tion of a hammām is demonstrated by wax life-size figures in a 
beautifully restored public bath. 

The institution of baths in the sub-continent can be traced back 
to the third millennium BCE. The earliest examples have been 
found at Mohenjo-Daro (2500 BCE) in Pakistan, Knossos (1700-
1400 BCE) in Crete, followed by ones in Greece and Rome. 
Specimens of the oldest Roman baths have been found in Pompeii. 
Other prominent Roman baths were built during the reigns of Titus 
(81 CE), Caracalla (217), and Diocletian (302). The baths known 
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since the Middle Ages in India, like the Turkish bath, were called 
ghusal-khana (< ghosl) and hammām and were inspired by the 
Romans and came to India via the Middle East. 

As social centers, in the Ottoman Empire, hammāms were 
quite abundant and were built in almost every town. Integrated in 
daily life, they were centers of social gatherings, populated on 
almost every occasion with traditional entertainment (e.g. dancing 
and food, especially in the women’s quarters) and ceremonies, 
such as before weddings, high-holidays, celebrating newborns, 
beauty trips etc. It is from study of the modern Turkish bath that 
we are able to understand the complex functions of the baths in 
Lahore. 
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SUFI REFERENCES IN IQBAL’S PERSIAN POETRY 
 
Navid Zafar74  
 
Rumi, in the thirteenth century acknowledges Sanā’i and ‛Attār as 
his forerunners in the tradition of Sufi thought through the medium 
of Persian poetry. Iqbal comes seven-hundred years later and 
immediately acknowledges Rumi and ‛Attār as his mentors, 
through his earliest poems in Asrār o romuz, and then he proceeds 
to Ghazna in 1933, where he visits the grave of Sanā’i and 
communicates with him in his mathnavi, Mosāfer. Iqbal’s Persian 
poetry revitalizes the thought of his illustrious predecessor. Yet it 
has not received the attention that it deserves. Even in his life, 
Iqbal was upset that the West took the lead within five years to 
print English rendering of his earliest Persian publication Asrār o 
romuz, yet his own people were far from absorbing its message. 
With the thinning of Persian learning amongst our scholars, any 
chance of appreciating Iqbal’s Persian poetry has reduced further. 
Yet, Iqbal’s Persian poetry received an immediate revival in Iran 
in the recent decades and in Central Asia at the demise of Soviet 
Union in the 1990s, but unless Iqbal’s thought is visited in his 
hometown, the real meanings can not properly blossom. Last of 
the great Persian poets from South Asia, Ghulam Qadir Grami, 
spoke about Iqbal’s poetry that it unfolds a message that even 
prophets could not carry. The article aims at highlighting the 
themes of Iqbal’s nine Persian publications and seeks through 
them a message for the scholars and saints of our times. 
 
 

                                                
74 Director, Iqbal Institute of Dialogue and Research at the International Islamic 

University, Islamabad, and a former Director Pakistan Television. 
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ORIGINS AND EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF MALFUZ 
LITERATURE 
 
Ishtiyaq Ahmad Zilli75 
 
One of the most abiding contributions of Sufism lies in the field of 
literature. In fact some genres of literature such as Malfuzāt owe 
their origin to the creative genius of the Sufis. As an embodiment 
of Sufi thought and experience and as one of the most effective 
mediums of elucidation of Sufi teachings, importance of Malfuz 
literature can hardly be overemphasized. Malfuz collections like 
Fawā’ed al-fo’ād contain some of the best statements of Sufi 
thought and practices. Lately, Malfuz literature is being increas-
ingly used by historians as one of the richest and most useful 
sources of information for studying conditions of the contempo-
rary society and reconstructing the history of the period in which 
these collections were compiled. 

This paper seeks to work out origins of Malfuz and possible 
factors that might have led to the emergence of this fascinating 
branch of Sufi literature and trace its early development. Many 
historians led by late Professor Muhammad Habib regard consid-
erable portion of the early Malfuz writings that predate compila-
tion of Fawā’ed al-fo’ād as apocryphal. This paper seeks to have a 
fresh look on the problem and re-examine this assertion in the light 
of available evidence. Critical analysis of the evidence would 
reveal that such extreme views are not warranted. There are strong 
reasons to suggest that a number of such books in fact consist of 
genuine writings. No doubt there are some problems but those 
could be resolved. In fact rejecting large portions of this literature 
as unauthentic would amount to depriving the posterity of an 
important source of information not only how Sufism was 
understood and comprehended by the people of that bygone age 
but also for many glimpses of state and society that it contains.  

                                                
75 Professor at Aligarh University, India. 
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Abstracts in Persian 

 
 
  ببررججسستتههِخخّووییننیی، سسررااییننددةة ننووگگرراا وو مموورر ققززِخخااننآآصصفف
 ددااوودد ددععللیی آآللّسسیی
  
ببااً ههممززمماانن بباا ققااررةة ههنندد، ککهه تتققررییددرر ددووررةة پپااددششااههیی گگووررککااننییاانن ددرر ششببهه
اانن وو ششااععرراانن ووررههععصصرر صصففووییهه ددرر ااییرراانن ااسستت، گگررووهه ززییااددیی اازز ااننددییشش
ااییررااننیی ککهه ممححییطط ممذذههببیی ااییرراانن صصففوویی رراا بباا ذذاائئققةة خخوودد ننااسسااززگگاارر 
 ممههااججررتت ببهه ههنندد ددرر پپییشش گگررففتتنندد وو ددرر آآنن سسررززممیینن مموورردد ِییااففتتنندد، ررااهه
پپرروورر ققرراارر  ددااننششممنندد وو ففررههننگگِ پپااددششااههاانن وو ددووللتتممرردداانن وو ننظظااممییااننِههّتتووجج
 ننظظااممیی وو  ووخخاانن ققززووییننیی، ددااننششممننددگگررففتتنندد. اازز ججممللةة اایینناانن ییککیی آآصصفف
مموورردد تتووججهه ققرراارر گگررففتت وو ددرر   ببررججسستتهه ااسستت ککهه ببهه ههنندد آآممدد وو ززووددِششااععرر
  ااککببررششااهه ببهه ممققااممااتتیی ددسستت ییااففتت. ِددرربباارر
ااوولل ددرر  .خخاانن ددرر ددوو ززممییننهه وو ررششتتهه ااسستت آآصصففِاازز ججههااتت ععللممیی ااههممییتت

 ااسستت وو آآثثاارریی پپددییدد خخاانن ممووررخخیی ببررججسستتههننگگاارریی. آآصصففححییططةة تتااررییخخ
 االلففیی« ِ »تتااررییخخِ ممففصصللِ ککتتااببِ آآخخررِ آآننههاا ببخخششِآآووررددهه ککهه ممههممتترریینن
 تتااررییخخ ااسسللاامم اازز ررححللتت پپییااممببرر تتاا ِددااننییمم، ننگگااررششچچننااننککهه ممیی .سستت
 خخوودد ووااگگذذاارر ککرردد ککهه ِ ععصصررِخخااننّععصصرر ااککببررششااهه رراا وویی ببهه تتععددااددیی اازز مموورر
تتححتت سسررپپررسستتیی ققااضضیی ااححممدد تتتتوویی ببهه اایینن ککاارر ااششتتغغاالل ددااششتتنندد. اامماا 
نن ّااضضیی ااححممدد رراا ککهه ببرر ممذذههبب ششییععیی ببوودد ککسسیی اازز ممتتععصصبباانن تتسسننقق
 ننگگااررشش ببخخشش ااصصللیی تتااررییخخ االلففیی ِ ککااررآآننببققتتلل ررسساانندد وو پپسس اازز 
ببععههددةة آآصصفف تتااررییخخ وویی ییککیی اازز  . آآخخرر رراا ننووششتتِ سسااللصصددااوو  .خخاانن ننههااددهه ششدد
ااههتتمماامم ممههممتترریینن ممننااببعع تتااررییخخ گگووررککااننییاانن ههنندد ااسستت. اایینن ببخخشش ببهه
ااسستت. ددوومم، اازز ححییثث ششااععرریی. ننووییسسننددةة اایینن ممققااللهه ببططببعع ررسسییددهه 
خخاانن ددرر اایینن ززممییننهه ببططببعع ننررسسییددهه وو ممتتأأسسففااننهه ههییچچییکک اازز آآثثاارر آآصصفف
ههاا ددررجج ششددهه ااسستت. بباا ااییننههممهه اایی اازز ااوو ددرر تتذذککررههتتننههاا ااببییااتت پپررااککننددهه
تترریینن ااثثرر ااوو ددرر اایینن ممققووللهه، ممثثننوویی »ففررههاادد وو ممههممتترریینن وو ههننررممننددااننهه
ششییرریینن« ااسستت ککهه آآننرراا ببهه ااممیی ااققتتببااسس اازز »خخسسرروو وو ششییرریینن« ننظظ
گگننججوویی سسررووددهه ااسستت. اایینن ممننظظووممهه ببگگففتتةة صصااححبب »تتذذککررةة ممییخخااننهه«  ِ
ششوودد وو ککسسیی ببههتترر اازز ببههتترریینن ااققتتببااسس اازز ممننظظووممةة ننظظااممیی ششممررددهه ممیی
آآصصفف خخاانن اازز ععههددةة تتققللییدد اازز ننظظااممیی ببررننییااممددهه ااسستت. اازز اایینن ممننظظووممهه چچنندد 
ننسسخخهه ددرر ددسستت ااسستت وو ننگگااررننددهه ددرر ححاالل ححااضضرر ببهه تتصصححییحح آآنن ااششتتغغاالل 
 دداارردد. 
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 ززبباانن ججااممعع� ففااررسسییِررییخخیی، ببییاانننناامم� آآززااددگگییسسررووددههاایی تتاا
 76 آآررییااننففررّااللححققممسسشش
 
لل وو ببااللننددگگیی تتااججییککاانن ّسسررووددههاایی تتااررییخخیی ببییاانننناامم� »ششددنن« وو تتششکک
 ددرر گگسستترر� تتااررییخخ ااسستت، تتببللوورر ررووحح آآززااددگگیی وو ااننززببااننییوو ففااررسس
ننییاازز وو آآمماالل تتووددهه ههاایی ممررددمم ااسستت ککهه ددرر ررااسستتاایی ااررززشش آآففررییننیی وو پپااسسدداارریی 
آآففررییننشش آآممددهه ااسستت. سسررووددههاایی تتااررییخخیی ددرر ببههااررززششههاایی ممللیی وو ممییههننیی، 
ااففغغااننسستتاانن، تتااججییککسستتاانن، ااززببککسستتاانن وو ااییرراانن، ددرر ممییاانن 
سستتییززیی وو خخووااههیی وو ظظللممییززبباانناانن ببییااننگگرر ففططررتت آآززااددییففااررسس
سستت. ننگگررششیی ببرر سسررووددههاایی »ببییاا ببچچییمم ااننگگوورر ییگگسستتررععددااللتت
االلددیینن«،  »االلمم گگننجج«، »للااللاا ششااهه ممححممدد«، »ککللهه گگووشش«، »اامماامم77ببخخوو«،
 ققللننددرر، ععثثمماانن، ننااظظمم، 78ااففغغااننسستتاانن؛ سسررووددههاایی ووااسسعع،»تتووررهه« ددرر 
اارر ددرر تتااججییککسستتاانن؛ »ممییررززاا ققااسسمم« ددرر ااززببککسستتاانن؛ ّععببددااللققهه
»ننصصررووججاانن« ددرر ااییرراانن وو غغرربب ررووییددااددههاایی تتااررییخخیی وو ششخخصصییتتههاایی ممللیی رراا 
 اازز ننگگااهه ممررددمم ببهه تتببیییینن آآووررددهه ااسستت.
 

                                                
76 Dr. Āriānfar is Afghanistan’s cultural attaché in Dushanbe. 
ججننـگگ ااننگگررییـزز وو ااففغغـاانن ااسستت ببییاا ببچچییمم ااننگگوورر ببخخوو // ممححممدد ججاانن ممرردد ممییدداانن ااسستت ببییاا  77
 ببچچییمم ااننگگوورر ببخخوو.
ووااسسعع غغززااسستت ااممررووزز // ججاانن ممببتتللااسستت ااممررووزز // غغووغغـاایی ررووزز ممححششرر // ددرر ففققـییـررااسستت  78
 ممررووزز.اا
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 ممططببووععااتت ددرر ِ ااججتتممااععییِاایی اازز ططننززننممووننهه : ااییرراانن«ِ ممللتتِ»ررسسااللةة تتللققیینن
  تتّآآسستتااننةة ممششررووططیی
 ععسسککرر ببههررااممیی
 
ممییررززاا ففتتححععللیی آآخخووننددززااددهه، ننووییسسننددهه وو ششااععرر ااییررااننیی سسددةة 
نن ددرر ققففققاازز، چچننددیینن ننممااییششننااممهه وو ررسسااللهه وو ممققااللةة ّسسییززددههمم/ننووززددههمم ممتتووطط
سسییااسسیی وو ااججتتممااععیی ببززببااننههاایی ففااررسسیی وو تتررککیی وو ررووسسیی وو ععررببیی 
، ددرر ششببووااسسططةة آآننههاا ششههررتت ببسسییاارر ییااففتت. پپسس اازز ممررگگ .ممننتتششرر ککرردد
ههاایییی اازز آآثثااررشش رراا گگررددآآوورریی وو ممننتتششرر ککررددنندد وو وو ااییرراانن ممججممووععههققففققاازز 
ههاایی ااوو ننووششتتنندد. بباا ااییننححاالل، پپژژووههششگگرراانن ههمم ددررببااررةة ززننددگگیی وو ااننددییششهه
آآخخووننددززااددهه ررسسااللةة ططننزز ککووتتااههیی ههمم بباا ععننوواانن »تتللققیینن ممللتت ااییرراانن« 
ننووششتتهه ککهه ییککبباارر ببصصووررتت ددسستتننووششتتهه ددرر تتببررییزز ممننتتششرر ششدد وو 
ططییتت، ددرر پپییووسستت ففااررسسیی چچننددیینن سساالل ببععدد ههمم، ددرر آآسستتااننةة ممششرروو
 آآثثاارر ةة ققففققاازز ااننتتششاارر ییااففتت. اایینن ررسسااللهه ددرر ممججممووعع�����ررووززننااممةة 
آآخخووننددززااددهه ننییااممددهه وو ههمم اازز ااییننرروو ددرر ببررررسسییههاا مموورردد تتووججهه ققرراارر ننگگررففتتهه 
��������� ااسستت. ممححممددععللیی تتررببییتت ددرر ککتتاابب 
، چچنندد سسططرر اازز ممتتنن ممننتتششررهه ددرر تتببررییزز رراا ننققلل ککررددهه ���������
 رراا ممغغللووطط ددااننسستتهه ااسستت. ررووززننااممةة �����ااممةة وو ننسسخخةة چچااپپ ششددهه ددرر ررووززنن
ککننوونن ممتتنن ککاامملل ررسسااللهه ممننتتششرر ننششددهه اا ااررششاادد ددرر ددسستتررسس ننییسستت وو تت
اایی ببهه ززننددگگیی وو آآثثاارر آآخخووننددززااددهه، ننخخسستت ددرر اایینن ممققااللهه، پپسس اازز ااششااررهه .ااسستت
آآییدد وو سسپپسس ممتتنن ککاامملل ررسسااللهه ببننققلل اازز ذذککرر اایینن ررسسااللهه ددرر ممننااببعع ممیی
اا ببررررسسیی تتططببییققیی آآنن ششوودد. ددرر پپااییاانن ببممننببععیی ننووییااففتتهه ذذککرر ممیی
ببخخشش اازز ررسسااللهه ککهه تتررببییتت ننققلل ککررددهه، بباا ممتتنن ککاامملل ررسسااللهه، ننششاانن ددااددهه 
تتننههاا ممغغللووطط ننییسستت، ببللککهه اازز ننظظرر ززبباانن َششوودد ککهه اایینن ننسسخخةة ککاامملل ننممیی
 دداارردد.  ططننزز، ببرر ررووااییتت ممححممددععللیی تتررببییتت ببررتتررییههاا
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 ددّ ممججددِ ععططففيي ددرر ززبباانن ففااررسسيي: ببررررسسييِتتررككييببااتت
 79ببههررووزز ممححمموودديي ببخختتيياارريي
 
ممققااللهه ببهه سسااخختتههاايي تتررككييببيي ععططففيي ددرر ززبباانن ففااررسسيي پپررددااخختتهه ددرر اايينن 
ششوودد. تتررككييببااتت ععططففيي تتررككييببااتتيي غغييررننححوويي ههسستتنندد ككهه صصووررتت مميي
+ ووااژژهه« ااسستت وو تتررتتييبب ققررااررگگييرريي آآننههاا ننييزز ققااببلل  ظظااههرريي آآننههاا »ووااژژهه + وو
تتغغييييرر ننييسستت. اايينن ممققااللهه ضضممنن ممععررففيي ااممككااننااتت ووااژژگگااننيي ززبباانن 
 ححااككمم ببرر چچننيينن ففااررسسيي ددرر تتووللييدد تتررککییببههاایی ععططففیی، ققووااننيينن
ددههدد وو ممييززاانن سسااخختتههاايييي رراا اازز ممننظظررههاايي گگووننااگگوونن مموورردد ببررررسسيي ققرراارر ممیی
ههاايي ككنندد تتاا ممععللوومم ششوودد ککهه سسااززههججاايييي رراا ددرر آآننههاا ببررررسسيي ممییععددمم ججااببهه
ههاايي اايينن پپژژووههشش تتغغييييررنندد. ييااففتتهه ققااببلل  ثثااببتت وو غغييررّععططففیی تتاا چچهه ححدد
ووااننيينن ددههنندد ككهه ققووااننيينن آآوواايييي، ككااررآآممددتترريينن وو ممووثثررتترريينن اايينن ققننششاانن مميي
 ننققشش تتععيييينن - ععللييررغغمم تتصصوورر ععمموومميي-رروونندد وو ععوواامملل ممععننااييييببششمماارر مميي
ككنننندد. للااززمم ببهه تتذذككرر ااسستت ككهه اايي ددرر اايينن سسااخختتههاا ااييففاا ننممييككننننددهه
ببررررسسييههاايي ددررززممااننيي ددرر اايينن پپژژووههشش للححااظظ ننششددهه وو ففااررسسيي ببككاارر ررففتتهه 
 ددرر اايينن پپژژووههشش، ففااررسسيي ممععيياارر بباا گگووييشش تتههرراانن ااسستت. 
 

                                                
 .ددااننششگگااهه تتههرراانن 79
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 هه ّققاارررر ششببهه ففااررسسيي ددِ ززببااننِ تتققووييتتِممررااككزز
 80آآذذرردد ححككييممّممححمم
 
اازز ققررنن ددههمم ههججرريي بباا رروويي ككاارر آآممددنن ششااههاانن صصففوويي ددرر ااييرراانن وو بباا ررووييككرردد 
تت ّااددببييااتت، سسنن كك آآنناانن ببهه آآممييززشش ممذذههبب بباا سسييااسستت ووااييددئئووللووژژيي
ششااععررپپرروورريي ددگگررگگوونن ششدد. ببسسيياارريي اازز ششااععرراانن ففااررسسيي ززبباانن بباا تتووججهه 
 ههنندداارر ببهه ححممااييتت گگسستتررددةة مماادديي وو ممععننوويي پپااددششااههاانن گگووررككااننيي ررههسسپپ
ششددنندد. ددرر ننتتييججةة اايينن ككووچچ ااددببيي ككااننوونن ززبباانن ففااررسسيي ددرر ههنندد تتققووييتت 
ششدد وو گگسستتررشش ففااررسسيي ددرر ششببهه هه ششتتاابب گگررففتت. ششااههججههاانن آآبباادد، ّققاارر
گگججررااتت، للككههننوو، ممررششددآآبباادد، ددههلليي، ددككنن،  آآبباادد، ححييددررآآبباادد، ااححممددآآبباادد ععظظييمم
ااككببررآآبباادد، ااووددهه وو للااههوورر ددرر تتععاامملل ددوو گگووننهه اازز ززبباانن ففااررسسيي ننققشش 
ففااررسسيي ببوومميي ششببهه (االلفف)  اازز ااسستتوو گگووننهه ععببااررتت. اايينن ددددااششتتنندد ققااررهه ككهه 
ششااععرراانن وو گگووييننددگگااننيي چچوونن ووااققفف للااههوورريي، ببييددلل ععظظييمم آآبباادديي، غغننيي 
 ففااررسسيي سسخخننوورراانن (بب؛ )ككششممييرريي وو غغااللبب ددههللوويي ببدداانن سسخخنن ررااننددنندد
چچوونن ععررففيي ششييررااززيي، ننظظييرريي ننييششااببوورريي، صصاائئبب ههنندد،  یی ددررااييرراانن
ككللييمم ككااششااننيي. ببددييههيي تتببررييززيي وو وو گگووننةة ززبباانن سستت تتضضاارربب اايينن دد
 خخصصووصصااً ددرر ححييططةة خخييااللپپررددااززييههاايي ششااععررااننهه، ااخختتللاافف وو ،ففااررسسيي
 رراا آآنناايي اازز ههككششممككششههاا ببيينن ااددييبباانن ههنندديي وو ااييررااننيي پپددييدد آآوورردد. ننمموونن
تتبباارر وو  ححززيينن للااههييججيي ددرر خخصصووصص ششااععرراانن ههننددييااتتتتوواانن ددرر ننظظررمميي
لليي ككهه ااددييبباانن ههنندديي ببرر ددييوواانن ححززيينن ّننققددههاايي ممففصص ممتتققااببللااً ددرر
 ضضممنن تتررسسييمم ،رردد. ددرر اايينن پپژژووههشش ككووشششش ششددههننگگااششتتنندد، ممللااححظظهه كك
 سسخخننوورراانن ِععّججغغررااففيياايي ااددببيي آآننررووززگگاارر بباا تتأأككييدد ببرر ممررااككزز تتججمم
ففااررسسيي ققااررهه ددرر گگسستتررشش ززبباانن ففااررسسيي ههززبباانن، ننققشش ددررببااررههاايي ششبب
ببررررسسيي ششوودد وو تتففااووتتههاايي ددوو گگووننةة ززبباانن ففااررسسيي ههنندديياانن وو ااييررااننيياانن 
 ننمماايياانن گگرردددد. 

                                                
  . آآززاادد ااسسللااممیی، ششههررککرردد ددااننششگگااهه ددررززبباانن ووااددببييااتت ففااررسسيي  ااسستتاادديياارر80
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  خخررااسسااننِهه ددرر ججننووببّوویی صصففِ ممررددممییِ تتااررییخخِررههییااففتتیی ببهه ببااززسسااززیی
 81آآببااددسسییدد ممههددیی ححسسییننیی تتققیی
 
اایی اازز ددااسستتااننههاا وو ششععررههاایی ععااممییااننهه رراا اازز ممررددمم ججننووبب خخررااسساانن گگننججییننهه
تتوواانندد ننققشش ممههمميي ددرر ببررررسسیی آآننههاا مميي .ااننددااررثث ببررددههههننییااککاانن خخوودد بب
 تتااررییخخیی ققههسستتاانن ههااییههببااززسسااززیی تتااررییخخ ااییففاا ننممااييدد. ییککیی اازز ددوورر
بباا تتررووییجج تتششییعع وو سسننگگ ححضضوورر صصففووییهه ددرر اایینن ممننططققهه ااسستت ككهه 
ککمم ددرر چچههاارر ددااسستتاانن ححییددررببییکک ِببنناایی ششههرر ببییررججنندد ههممررااهه ببوودد. ددسستت
)تتررکک ققززللببااشش(، تتسسببییحح ششااهه ععببااسس، ششااهه ععببااسس وو ددخختترر پپررییززاادد وو 
ییااددگگااررههاایی ددوورراانن صصففووییهه ببججاایی ممااننددهه ااسستت. بباا  ددووززششااهه ععببااسس وو پپییننهه
تتوواانندد تتننههاا ننمميي تتووججهه ببهه ششههررتت ششااهه ععببااسس، ححضضوورر وویی ددرر ددااسستتااننههاا
ددرر آآننههاا ننییزز . ننققشش ممثثببتت وو ممننصصفف ششااهه ععببااسس ببااششدداایی ببووممیی پپددییددهه
ععااششققااننهه، پپرر ففرراازز وو سستت ییججااللبب ااسستت. ققصص� ححییددررببییکک ددااسستتاانن
 .ممععششووقق ددخختترر ققااضضیی ککششممییرر ااسستت وو ققززللببااشش ننققشش ققههررمماانن دداارردد .ففرروودد
ههاا وو ااششععاارریی ککهه ققصصهه ، ننببرردد صصففووییاانن وو ااززببککاانن ددرر اایینن ممننططققههووججووددبباا 
  .ففتت ننششدد ببااششدد ییاا ددااششتتههپپاایییی اازز ااززببککاانن ّرردد

                                                
81 MA in the History of Central Asia and the Caucasus. 
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 ِککههننتترریینن ااثثرر:�� �� ����� ������������
  ففااررسسیی: ررووییککررددیی ممأأخخذذششننااخختتییِددااررووششننااسسیی
 ییووننسس ککررااممتتیی
 
ااررییخخ ززبباانن ففااررسسیی  ددرر ننززدد پپژژووههششگگرراانن تت�������ششههررتت 
ننووییسس ککاامملل ببخخطط ففااررسسیی ببششمماارر  ککههننتترریینن ددسستتززییررااااسستت سسییاارر بب
اایی چچوونن ااسسددیی ننگگاارر وو سسررااییننددهه ککااتتببشش ننییزز ففررههننگگرروودد ووممیی
چچنندداانن  ککتتاابب،قق ببنن ععللیی ههرروویی، ممؤؤللفف ّاازز ااببووممننصصوورر ممووففسستت. ططووسسیی
ددااننییمم. ااوو ددرر ممققددمم� ککتتاابب تتننههاا اازز »االلااممییرر االلممسسدددد االلممؤؤییدد ننممیی
ککنندد. ششمماارریی اازز  ااههددااء ششددهه ییاادد ممییااللممننصصوورر« ککهه ککتتاابب ببوویی
اانندد بباا ممققااییسس� ننگگاارراانن ببررججسستت� غغررببیی وو ااییررااننیی ککووششییددههتتااررییخخ
ههاایی چچههااررمم وو پپننججمم ممخخااططبب اایینن االلققاابب بباا ععننااوویینن ااممییرراانن وو ببززررگگاانن سسددهه
 رراا ححددسس ببززنننندد. ددرر �������ااببووممننصصوورر وو اازز آآننججاا ررووززگگاارر تتأأللییفف 
اایی اازز ممققااللههاایینن ممییاانن ببههتترریینن ببررررسسیی اایینن ممتتنن اازز ممننظظرر تتااررییخخیی، ددرر 
 ممططللقق ددرربباارر� ااسسددیی ططووسسیی آآممددهه ااسستت. ببرر ااسسااسس اایینن پپژژووههشش اایینن ِخخااللققیی
ااییننصصووررتت ببااییدد  ههمماانن ااببووننصصرر ججسستتاانن ححااککمم ططااررمم ااسستت وو ددررااممییرر 
قق ههرروویی رراا ننییزز ههمماانن سسدد� پپننججمم وو ککممّررووززگگاارر ااببووممننصصوورر ممووفف ببییشش وو
ههممززمماانن بباا ککتتااببتت اایینن ااثثرر ببققللمم ااسسددیی ططووسسیی ددااننسستت. اامماا ههییچچییکک اازز 
ااععتتمماادد اازز ررووززگگاارر اانندد بباا ببررررسسیی ممآآخخذذ تتخخممییننیی ققااببللییددههآآنناانن ننککووشش
ممؤؤللفف ببددسستت آآووررنندد. ددرر اایینن ممققااللهه ااففززوونن ببرر ششننااسساایییی ببررخخیی ممننااببعع 
گگییرریی ااببووممننصصوورر  ببرر ببههررههّ ششووااههددیی دداالل�������ننااششننااخختت� 
سستت ککهه  ااببنن سسیینناا اارراائئهه خخووااههدد ششدد. اایینن ددررححااللیی�������ههرروویی اازز 
ااببووممننصصوورر اازز ااببنن سسیینناا نناامم خخاانن، بباا ااسستتنناادد ببهه ااییننککهه ّببسسییاارریی اازز مموورر
اانندد. اامماا بباا تتووججهه ننببررددهه، ررووززگگاارر وویی رراا ننییمم� ددوومم سسدد� چچههااررمم پپننددااششتتهه
 ٤٤٧۷ رراا ههمماانن سساالل �������اایینن ششووااههدد ببااییدد تتااررییخخ تتأأللییفف ههبب
 )تتااررییخخ ککتتااببتت ددسستتننووییسس ککههنن ککتتاابب( ببررششممرردد. 
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  ددررییِ ففااررسسییِ ززببااننِللّ تتششککِچچگگووننگگیی
 83یینن ممههددییّااللددممححیی
 
ففییاایی ممششخخصصیی ررسسیی ددرریی ننببااییدد ببهه ججغغرراا خخااسستتگگااهه ززبباانن ففااةةددرربباارر
دد ّههاایی ممتتععددههچچششمم ددووخختت. اایینن ززبباانن ططیی ففررااییننددِ ههممگگرراایییی ززببااننههاا وو للههجج
 ععوواامملل - تتششککلل ککررددهه. 1،ددووررةة ممییااننهه، تتححتت تتأأثثییرر ددوو ددسستتهه ععوواامملل
 ززبباانن ففااررسسیی ددرریی، ِززببااننیی: ددرر سسااخختتمماانن آآوواایییی، ددسستتوورریی وو ووااژژگگااننیی
خخیی )ااییررااننیی ممییااننةة ههاایی ززببااننههاایی سسغغددیی، خخووااررززممیی، سسککاایییی، ببللههببااززمماانندد
ششوودد. ززبباانن ففااررسسیی ددرریی، ممییششررققیی( وو پپااررتتیی وو ففااررسسیی ممییااننهه ددییددهه 
آآووااههاایی ممششخخصصیی رراا اازز ههرر ییکک اازز ززببااننههاایی ممذذککوورر پپذذییررففتتهه. بباا ددرر ککنناارر 
 ززببااننههاا وو ممققااییسسةة آآنناانن بباا مموواارردد ممششااببهه  ااییننههمم ققرراارر ددااددنن ععننااصصرر ددسستتوورریی
رر ررسسییمم ککهه ددرر ببخخشش ددسستتووممییاایینن ححققییققتت ههددرر ززبباانن ففااررسسیی ددرریی، بب
اایی ککهه ممنن ددرر ههننییزز اایینن ززبباانن ییکک ززبباانن ممخختتللطط ااسستت. ببااللااخخررهه بباا ااححصصاایی
ففررههننگگ ووااژژگگاانن ززببااننههاایی ممذذککوورر ددرر ففووقق ببععمملل آآووررددمم، ددسستتگگااهه ووااژژگگاانن 
ههززاارر ههففااررسسیی ددرریی رراا ببررگگررففتتهه اازز آآنناانن ییااففتتمم. ببططوورر ممثثاالل ددرر چچههاارردد
 )تتأأللییفف بب. ققررییبب( آآممددهه، اازز ههرر ددووصصددِ ����� ����اایی ککهه ددرر ههووااژژ
ژژهه ددرر ففااررسسیی ددرریی )بباا تتغغییییرر ااننددکک ییاا ززییاادد( ههننووزز ککااررببرردد آآنن، پپننججااهه وواا
ککننییمم ککهه ممییههاایییی رراا ددرر آآثثاارر ددووررةة ااوولل ففااررسسیی ددرریی ششننااسساایییی ههدداارردد. للههجج
 ععوواامملل -ححضضوورر ززببااننههاایی ااییررااننیی ممییااننهه ددرر اایینن ززبباانن ددااررنندد. 2ههددللااللتت بب
 ِففررااززببااننیی: ددرر ااووااییلل ررببعع ددوومم ققررنن ههففتتمم ممییللااددیی، ااسسللاامم وواارردد ققللممرروو
رراانن، ااففغغااننسستتاانن، آآسسییاایی ممییااننهه( گگررددییدد. اایینن تتححوولل، ززبباانن ففااررسسیی )اایی
سسهه پپییااممدد ددییگگرر ددااششتت ککهه ببططوورر ممسستتققییمم ددرر تتششککلل ززبباانن ففااررسسیی 
 ووححددتت سسییااسسیی: ممققااررنن وورروودد ااسسللاامم ببججزز پپااررسس -ددرریی ننققشش ددااششتتنندد: االلفف
ششدد. ممییدد ااددااررهه ّاامم ممتتععددّککهه ححککووممتت ووااصصلل ددااششتت، ببققییةة ققللممرروو تتووسسطط ححکک
ههاا تتأأثثییرر ههرراایییی ززببااننههاا وو للههججدد ددرر تتببااععدد وو ووااگگّووججوودد ححااککممییتتههاایی ممتتععدد
اایینن تتععدددد خخااتتممهه دداادد وو ههرروو وو ننییششااپپوورر ببَددااششتت. ااییججاادد ممررککززییتت ددرر مم
 ووححددتت ددییننیی: ممققااررنن وورروودد -ززممییننةة ررششدد للههججةة پپااییتتخختت رراا ففررااههمم آآوورردد. بب
ااسسللاامم ببهه ققللممرروو ززبباانن ففااررسسیی، چچننددیینن ددیینن ررااییجج ببوودد: ززررددششتتیی، 
یی. ببررههممننیی، ششییوواایییی، ببوودداایییی )ککببییرر وو صصغغییرر(، ممسسییححیی وو ییههوودد
 ددوو ققررنن ججاایی اایینن ااددییاانن رراا گگررففتت وو ففررههننگگ ووااححدد ددییننیی رراا ّ ططیی ددررااسسللاامم
 چچهه بباا ااججبباارر( ببووججوودد آآوورردد. ببززووددیی ززبباانن تتددررییسس ممببااددیی ،غغببتتَ)چچهه ببرر
ننجج وو ببخخاارراا( َررَااسسللاامم، ههمماانن للههججةة ممععییاارریی پپااییتتخختت )ننییششااپپوورر، ممرروو، زز
االلخخطط: پپییشش اازز ااسسللاامم ااسسللاافف مماا بباا  ووححددتت ررسسمم-ززبباانن ددوومم ددییننیی گگررددییدد. جج
ررییااننیی، سسغغددیی، ببللخخیی، سسننسسککررییتت وو ععببرریی ُیی پپههللوویی، سسخخططههاا

                                                
 .ااففغغااننسستتااننپپووههننتتوونن ککااببلل،  83
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ررهه، ّننووششتتنندد. ببززووددیی ججاایی ااییننههاا رراا خخطط ععررببیی گگررففتت. اازز ممررااککزز ممتتذذککممیی
 ععررببیی وو ففااررسسیی ددرریی ککُتتُببیی ممننتتششرر گگررددییدد. ددرر ییکک ِ ددوو ززببااننههبب
ههاا تتللااققیی هه ددرر ننوواارریی ممییاانن ااییرراانن ششررققیی وو غغررببیی، ززببااننههاا وو للههجج،ککللاامم
ههاایی غغررببیی رراا ففااررسسیی، وو ههتتمماامم للههججککررددنندد؛ ااگگرر بباا ممسسااممححهه ححررفف ببززننییمم، 
گگففتتنندد. بباا آآننککهه ااببنن ممققففعع اازز ززببااننههاایی ممییههاایی ششررققیی رراا ددرریی ههتتمماامم للههجج
������ � ففااررسسیی وو ددرریی ججددااگگااننهه ییاادد ککررددهه، ااوولل بباارر ججااححظظ ددرر 
 وو بباارر ددوومم ممتتررججمماانن تتففسسییرر ططببرریی ااصصططللااحح "ففااررسسیی �������
 ددرریی" رراا ععااللممااً ععااممددااً ببککاارر ببررددنندد.
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ههاایی هه سسففررننااممِ ششییععیی ببرر ااسسااسسِرر ددرر ااییرراانن تتصصووییِ آآئئییننییِککااررککرردد
 غغررببییاانن
 84ددززااددههّممههددیی ممححمم
 
ثثییرر آآنن ببرر ههننررههاایی أأتت ببااززننمماایییی تتصصووییرر ددرر ااسسللاامم وو تتّههررچچنندد ممممننووععیی
 ِسسییننّتتصصووییرریی ببککررّااتت ممططااللععهه ششددهه، ددرر تتووججییهه تتصصووییررگگرریی ممققدد
. اازز  ااسستتااسسللااممیی ببووییژژهه ددرر تتااررییخخ ههننرر ممططااللععااتت ققااببلل ذذککرر ببععمملل ننییااممددهه
عع ببصصووررتت ّوو ببووییژژهه تتصصووییرر ددرر ججههاانن تتششییططررفف ددییگگرر ههننرر ششییععیی 
. ممططااللععااتت ااییررااننششننااسساانن ننییزز ههممیینن ببووددههصص ّممسستتققلل ککممتترر مموورردد تتففحح
ببووددهه؛ ووییژژگگییههاایی ممننححصصررببففرردد تتصصووییرر رراا ببهه ظظررففییتتههاایی ققووممیی وو 
 .ااننددههتتااررییخخیی ننسسببتت ددااددهه وو خخصصللتتههاایی ششییععیی رراا ببهه ححااششییهه ببرردد
 ککااررککررددیی گگییررییششککللسس وو ّ اازز ددللااییلل ظظههوورر تتصصااووییرر ممققددککههززممااننیی
ااسستت. ششننااخختت ببااففتت  آآییدد اایینن ننققصصاانن ببااررززتتررممییننیی سسخخنن ببممییاانن آآئئیی
ههاا ننههففتتهه ااسستت. ددرر ممططااللععااتتمم هه اایینن پپددییددهه ددرر ببررررسسیی سسففررننااممِااججتتممااععیی
 ددرر ددااننششگگااههههاایی ژژننوو وو پپااررییسس اازز تتصصووییرر ددرر ججههاانن تتششییعع، ممددتتیی رراا ننییزز
 ههاا ااخختتصصااصص ددااددمم. اایینن ممققااللهه ررااججعع ببهه اایینن ممططااللععااتت ااسستت. ههببهه سسففررنناامم

                                                
  ددااننششگگااهه ژژننوو وو ااککوولل پپررتتییکک سسووررببنن.ددککتترراایی ههننرر وو تتممددنن ااسسللااممیی اازز 84 
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  ححققووققییِااتتّددیی ددرر ااددببیی ااییززِ ییاا ددااوورریی��
 85ددححسسیینن سسااککتتّممححمم
 
ررییششهه ددرر ککههننتترریینن وو  ordeal  ییاا ددااوورریی ااییززددیی ییاا آآززممااییشش االلههیی��
ددییررپپااتترریینن آآیییینن ددااددررسسیی ببششرریی دداارردد. ششااییدد ببتتوواانن گگففتت ککهه ددااوورریی 
اایی ششگگررفف ددااششتتهه وو ااییززددیی ددرر ببییششتترر ففررههننگگههاا وو تتممددننههاا پپییششییننهه
ببییااتت ااججتتممااععیی ددرر اادد-گگذذششتتهه اازز تتأأثثییرر اایینن ننههاادد ککههنن ففررههننگگیی
 ببووییژژهه ااددببییااتت ففااررسسیی، وو آآیییینن ددااددررسسیی ککششووررههاایی گگووننااگگوونن ،ککششووررههاا
ههاایی ععاا ددرر پپررووننددههّززهه ییاا ااددَوورر ییاا ددااوورریی ااییززددیی ننققشش سستتررگگیی ددرر ااثثببااتت بب
ککییففرریی وو ممددننیی ددااششتتهه ااسستت. ققسسااممهه ددرر آآیییینن ددااددررسسیی ااسسللااممیی 
ااککننوونن اایی اازز ددااوورریی ااییززددیی ههممسستت. گگووننههببررگگررففتتهه اازز وورر ییاا ددااوورریی ااییززددیی
ششوودد. ددرر  ددااددررسسیی ققببااییللیی، ااججرراا ممییةةییرراانن، ببععننوواانن ششییووددرر سسییسستتاانن اا
اامم بباا ببررررسسیی ااججممااللیی ددرر ففررههننگگههاایی گگووننااگگوونن اایینن گگففتتاارر ککووششییددهه
تتأأثثییرر آآننرراا ددرر ااددببییااتت ففااررسسیی وو ننییزز آآیییینن ااییرراانن ببااسستتاانن وو پپسس اازز 
 ااسسللاامم ننششاانن ددههمم. 

                                                
  .نن، تتههررااسس ددااننششگگااههّممسستتششاارر ددییوواانن ععااللیی ککششوورر وو ممددرر 85
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  ااسسککننددررننااممههِ آآررززوو وو ششررححِیینن ععللیی خخااننّااللددسسررااجج
 86ووننّسسععییدد ششففییععیی
 
تترریینن ااددییبب وو ممننتتققدد ززبباانن وو اانن آآررززوو ببییگگمماانن ببررججسستتههددرر ممییاانن ققددمماا خخ
ههاایی ههااییشش بباا ییااففتتههاایی ننظظررییههسستت ببووییژژهه آآننککهه پپااررههااددببییااتت ففااررسسیی
ججددییدد ففررننگگییاانن ددرر ززبباانن وو ععللوومم ببللااغغیی ققررااببتت دداارردد. خخووششببخختتااننهه 
تتععدداادد وو تتننووعع آآثثااررشش ااممککاانن ددسستتییااببیی ببهه ااححوواالل وویی رراا ففررااههمم آآووررددهه 
ققعع ششررحح  ننظظااممیی وویی ددرر وواا����������ااسستت. ششررحح 
���������� ��� ییاا ببققوولل ههننددییاانن ششررحح ������� سستت 
آآننککهه ممششححوونن اازز تتووضضییححااتت للغغوویی وو ممااووررااممتتننیی ااسستت. اازز ننگگااهه ننااففذذ ججزز
ههاایی ببللااغغیی وو ححتتیی تتصصححییحح ممتتنن ممععتتببرر ااننتتققااددیی ششااررحح ددرر ززممییننهه
ههاایییی ککهه اازز ههنندد وو پپااککسستتاانن ددرر ااسستت. تتصصححییحح اایینن ککتتاابب بباا ننسسخخهه
ششننااسسیی وو ببخخصصووصص ووزز� ممتتننتتوواانندد گگااممیی ددرر ححممییددسستت ااییننججااننبب ااسستت 
 ششننااخختت آآررااء ااننتتققااددیی آآررززوویی ااککببررآآببااددیی ببااششدد.
 

                                                
86 ���� ���� ��������� �������  
.������ ������� 
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  ررووسستتاايي گگووررااججووبب ققششللااققِ گگووررااننييِگگووييشش
 87سسررووشش ششههببااززيي
 
. ككرردديي ددرر ااننسستت ككووههسستتااننيي ددرر ددااللااههوو ددرر غغرربب ككررممااننششااههااييههگگوورراانن ممننططقق
 ببممععننيي Gawra ju گگوورراانن ِ غغااللبب ااسستت. گگووررااججووبب رراا ااههااللييااییننججاا ززببااننِ
»ججوويي ببززررگگ« مميي  ددرر ششررقق گگوورراانن ددرر  ککهه ششاامملل چچههاارر ررووسستتااسستت.ننددنناامم
ببخخشش گگههووااررهه اازز ششههررسستتاانن ددااللااههوو )ككررنندد( ققرراارر ددااررنندد. گگووييشش گگووررااننيي 
  وو تتننههاا ااههاالليي ررووسستتااييااسستتببصصووررتت ججززييرر� ززببااننيي ددرر گگوورراانن 
يينن دد ممرراادد ببييگگ ببِ ققششللااقق وو ررووسستتاايي ههممججوواارر آآنن گگووررااججووببِگگووررااججووبب
وو ممههااججررتت وو  گگووررااججووبب ِددسستت ددرر پپااييييننّگگووييششنندد. ببددللييـلل ااححددااثث سسدد
سستت. اايينن گگووييشش تتاا  اايينن گگووييشش رروو ببففززووننييِپپررااككننددگگيي ااههاالليي ززوواالل
نناامم� ننگگااررننددهه »ببررررسسيي  ممووضضووعع پپاايياانن االلّاا آآننککههككننوونن ببررررسسيي ننششددهه
گگووييشش گگووررااننيي ررووسستتاايي گگووررااججووبب ققششللااقق« ددرر ددااننششگگااهه تتههرراانن ببووددهه 
ااسستت. ااههاالليي اايينن ددوو ررووسستتاا گگووييشش خخووييشش رراا »ددففتترريي« )ددففتترر نناامم 
مميي  »نناامم� سسررااننججاامم« ااسستت(ّققددييگگرر ككتتاابب ممققددسس ااههلل حح گگوويينندد، ببررخخيي 
 ززبباانننندد اايينن گگووييشش رراا ییننييزز »ككااببلليي«. ررووسستتااههههاايي ههممججوواارر ككهه ككرردد
muā(ž)e-muā(ž)e گگوويينندد. ممققاالل� ححااضضرر تتووصصييففيي ككووتتااهه اازز اايينن مميي
 ددههدد.ممیی ببددسستت ههگگووييشش ننااششننااخختت
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